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Dear Sirs:
 

Attached is my report on 
the Assam, India project for the
utilization of natural 	gas fractions as petrochemical feedstocks. 

The Assam Industrial Development Corporation, Ltd. (AIDC) istaking a lead position on behalf of the Government of Assam todevelop industry which will utiJize their natural gas resources.Much of the associated gas now available as a by-product of oilproduction is 
being flared. A new administration, elected in
Assam less than a year ago, is intent on eliminating the flaring

of valuable gas and in creating jobs in the form 
of industry

which will utilize the recovered gas.
 

A number of groundwork studies already have been 	 done byAIDC. 
 Among the several projects identified by those studies is
 a petrochemical complex based on the cracking of ethane and propane recovered from natural gas which has been gathered forother purposes. Such a complex, 
which is the focus 
of this
report, 
 has been under discussion for 
over two years. Assam seems to have no set preconceptions nor obligations to any U.S.contractor 	or ithers regarding this complex. 
 They do seem ready
to move forward if the project can be shown to be viable. 

The present Managing Director 
of AIDC, Mr. Buragohain,

apparently has been in his 
present position for a number 
of
 years. 'le 	 seems to have a good track record for helping toestablish new industry and for 
rescuing sick industries in Assam
and appears eager to 
work with 	the new administration. Most
other members of the AIDC Board of Directors have been appointed
since the recent election. Lists of the old and new Boards of
Directors of AIDC are contained in Annex H of this report.
 

One of the 	 new AIDC directors, Mr. Bhuyan, seems to have theconfidence and trust of the new administration. Mr. Bhuyan isthe owner of a small steel mini-mill in Guwahati. He was inconstant attendance at our meetings in Guwahati and demonstrated 
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a studied knowledge of the gas fractionation and cracking complex
 
parameters. Mr. Bhuyan assisted in guiding our meetings to the 
conclusions stated in this report and was instrumental in 
arranging meetings with and obtaining the concurrence of both the 
Commissioner of Industries and the Minister of Industries before
 
Mr. Buragohain and he signed the Memorandum of Understanding
 
contained in Annex B of this report.
 

The plan as proposed by this report calls for recovering
 
ethane and heavier hydrocarbons both from 2.6 MMSCM/D of natural
 
gas presently collected by OIL and sold to local industries and 
from 1 MMSCM/D soon to be collected for sale to a combined cycle 
gas turbine power plant. If all of the hydrocarbons removed from 
the rich gas are diverted to petrochemical feedstock or LPG uses,

then about another 0.5 MMSCM/D of rich natural gas will have to 
be added to the total stream to make up for the shrinkage of
 
heating value of the gas caused by hydrocarbon removal. This 
addition would commit essentially all of the OIL gas now being 
flared and -.ight also use part of the ONGC gas now flared. A
 
much larger volume of rich gas is expected to ie available for 
fractionation and subsequent use as fuel by 2000 AD.
 

Export earnings for this project will be as import 
substitutions and througn the upgrading of present commodity
 
exports. An example is the tea industry. Assam now ships some
 
350,000 tonnes/year of tea in an estimated 70 million fiberboard
 
boxes. Those boxes were made of wood, then of plywood. Recent
 
new laws in India prohibit the cutting of trees which has
 
resulted in logs now being imported for the manufacture of
 
plywood. Substitutes for plywood and fiberboard are being sought

for use in tea cartons. A local plastics industry could open the
 
way to prepackage that tea for consumer use before it leaves
 
Assam thus increasing its value.
 

There is very little likelihood that any adverse impact on 
the U.S. markets might occur as a result of the ccnstruction of 
the plants contemplated in this report. All production from
 
these plants is intended for local Indian markets. In addition,
 
ethylene plants in the Uniteo States already are running at over
 
98% capacity. A shortage of ethylene both in the United States
 
and abroad is predicted by the early 1990s (see Annex H).
 

The cost of the feasibility study defined in this report is 
estimated to be about $ 500,000. The foreign component of the 
total investment for these facilities is estimated to be 
$ 85,000,000 of which United States suppliers should get about 
$ 60,000,000. The resultant multiplier is within TDP guidelines. 

I recommend that TDP should fund this feasibility study
 

--Y"frs very truly;
 

Frank S. Chalmers
 

/ 
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I. Introduction
 

India approached three-quarters self-sufficiency for crude
oil during 1984-85 by producing almost 29 million tonnes of the 
39 million tonnes of petroleum consumed. Over 20 million tonnes
 
of oil production came from Bombay High, India's only off-shore 
field which is located west of Bombay in the Arabian Sea. The
remaining 8.85 million tonnes was produced from on-shore oil 
fields in the States of Gujarat, located to the north of Bombay,

and Assam, located in the north eastern region of India to the
 
north of Bangladesh.
 

Assam was the first area of India to produce petroleum. Oil 
was discovered there in 1867. Oil India Ltd. (OIL) and the Oil
and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC), both undertakings of the
Government of India, are producing oil and gas in Assam today.
OIL expects to continue its present petroleum production rate of
 
about 3 million tonnes per year in Assam through the year 2000
 
while ONGC says it plans to increase its present annual 2.2
 
million tonnes of production there to 4 or 4.1 million tonnes by

the year 2000.
 

All of the oil prnduced in Assam is brought to the surface
 
by the pressure of natural gas in the formations. This means
 
that by-product natural gas must be 
flashed off as an unavoidable
 
consequence of oil About percent this
production. 40 
 of 

associated natural now
gas flashed from the oil is beneficially

utilized. The remainder is wasted to flares as 
it has been for
 
some 30 years. Fields of non-associated gas have been discovered
 
in Assam but they will remain closed-in and held as reserves by

government edict as long as the associated gas continues 
to be
 
flared.
 

The Government of Assam 
seems intent on utilizing their
 
presently flared natural resources to create a petrochemicals
industry and there is every indication that the Government of 
India will give its to
approval the proposed project.
 

The present Government of Assam is comprised of young,

energetic and capable leaders 
who banded together at the
 
university in Guwahati before they came to power in an election
 
less than a year ago. Their dissatisfaction with the previous

government may answer the question as to why nothing has been
 
done before now if the concept of this ethylene complex is as
 
good as it appears. Certainly this new administration has strong

incentives to move forward resolutely to 
create new jobs, new
 
industry and new earnings 
as soon as they are convinced that
 
their path is well founded. Since this new group took power

through democratic means at 
the ballot box, the government in New
 
Dehli must give it every reasonable support or risk being accused
 
of promoting civil unrest. 
 Support from the central government

therefore is for project a
virtually assured this if feasibility

study shows it to be viable. This is even 
more true because the

project is designed to utilize natural resources now being wasted
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in order to create a new seed industry and corresponding jobs.
 

Assam has a beginning nucleus for a petrochemical industry.
There are three petroleum refineries located at Digboi, Guwahati
 
and Bongaigaon. The latter refinery has a small petrochemical
complex associated with it. Assam Petrochemicals Ltd. recently
completed a plant to produce 100 TPD of methanol and makes urea 
formaldehyde resins and molding powder 
at Namrup. Hindustan
 
Fertilizer Corporation, also at Namrup, this year is scheduled to
 
complete a 600 t/d ammonia plant, a 1200 t/d urea plant and
 
associated facilities valued by HYDROCARBON PROCESSING at US$ 300
 
million.
 

Petroleum, natural gas and other 
raw materials seem to be
 
abundant in Assam. Surplus natural 
gas is being flared.
 
Production of petroleum and associated natural gas is forecast by

ONGC to increase over 
the next decade from the present 5.5 
mi llion standard cubic meters per day (MMSCM/D) to perhaps 9 or 
10 MMSCM/D. That could be overly optimistic according to an 
article on ONGC reproduced in Annex H of this report. 

If there is adequate ard proper development of
 
transportation a.id other infrastructure in the region, 
Assam and
 
its six surrounding mountainous sister states of Meghalaya,

Tripura, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland 
and Arunachal Pradesh could
 
become an industrial hub in northeastern India.
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II. Project Description
 

The project that is suggested for a feasibility study by

this report would process a total of about 4.1 MMSCM/D of
 
associated natural gas to remove ethane, propane 
and heavier
 
hydrocarbons. The residual 3.6 MMSCM/D of lean gas after 
fractionation would be utilized in existing facilities and
 
facilities previously 
approved for construction. Some LPG would
 
be extracted and separated from the ethane and propane 
and added
 
to that which is now produced by OIL. The ethane and propane
would constitute charge stock for a cracking plant to produce

ethylene and propylene as intermediate products. Those would be
 
further processed in downstream units to manufacture chemicals or

plastics to meet market needs in Assam and surrounding states. 

Much of the associated natural Qas now collected for use in
 
Assam is in the 
Namrup area. Oil India Ltd. (OIL) operates a
plant which recovers propane and butane as liquefied petroleum 
gases (LPG) from some 2.6 million standard cubic meters per day
(MMSCM/D) of associated natural gas near Duliajan. That 
processed gas is used for power plant fuel, tea garden fuel,

ammonia-urea and methanol feedstocks and the The LPG islike. 
used as cooking and space heating 
fuel. In addition, OIL has
 
allocated another 
1.0 MMSCM/D of natural gas soon to be collected
 
for a gas turbine combined cycle thermal power plant (200 MW gas
turbines plus 80 MW waste heat steam turbines) to be built near 
Kathalguri about 15 Km from Duliajan. 

Cryogenic fractionation of these combined natural gas

streams after the existing extraction of LPG would yield some 
131,000 t/y ethane, 62,000 t/y propane and 31,000 t/y butane. In
 
order to hold a constant heat content in the gas supplied to
 
downstream users, extraction ethane
the of 
 and heavier
 
hydrocarbons will require 
that an additional quantity of
 
associated gas be collected and processed which would increase
 
these numbers by between 10 
and 15 percent. Flexibility in
 
allocation 
of feedstocks could be achieved by transferring

substantial quantities of propane 
and butane by pipeline to the
 
existing LPG plant to be bottled as cooking and space heating

fuel or all of the ethane and most of the propane might be
 
charged as feedstock to cracking furnaces.
 

Plans are already being discussed in Assam to collect the
 
balance of the associated natural gas which is now flared and to
 
use that gas as fuel in a new gas-turbine power plant. Recovery

of ethane and heavier components from that gas eventually would 
provide feedstock sufficient to either substantially increase the
 
size of the contemplated initial ethylene/propylene olefins plant
 
or to replicate it perhaps at 
a reduced size. The possible

production of additional associated natural gas, or of non
associated gas, would make 
further resources available for future
 
expansion. Economies of scale would favor an increase in plant

size, especially in a plant initially designed to 
facilitate
 
expansion. Alternatively, the reliability of supply inherent
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with two ethylene plants connected by a product pipeline would
 
greatly facilitate attracting private investment capital 
for
 
downstream plants which would 
manufacture ethylene derivatives.

Such a product pipeline also would tend to decentralize the sites
 
of downstream plants throughout a defined industrial corridor. 
Private financing and operation of downstream plants and the
 
dispersion 
of those plants in order to provide a broader
 
geographical base of employment 
are desired by the Government of
 
Assam. The technical and economic choices need 
to be resolved by

feasibility study options.
 

A key to the feasibility of this project will be an initial
 
market study to determine which 
possible products could be sold
 
in what quantities 
in the sevei sister states and in the
 
remainder of India after the Nagothane complex and 
realistic
 
planned additions at 
Nagothane and elsewhere are in production.
The market study should include transportation to identified 
markets. River transportation possibilities may become a factor 
in due time but probably will be beyond the reasonable scope of 
the immediate 
study. The Assam Industrial Development

Corporation (AIDC) has agreed that 
Assam will fund a local 
contractor to perform the bulk of this market study provided a

U.S. contractor directs and supervises that work as a part of the 
TDP funded feasibility study. The objectives of the market study

will be to delineate the downstream units by products aiid
 
capacities, to select not 
more than four such process units to
 
be included in the U.S. contractor's detailed feasibility study

and to determine the aggregate reasonable quantity of ethylene

and propylene which could be consumed by 
the downstream units.
Determination of a time scale for the quantity of olefins which 
reasonably could be utilized 
and marketed in Assam and
 
neighboring states is necessary in order to 
avoid the unsavory
 
consequence of flaring product 
from an excessively large ethylene

plant at great cost for some period of time rather than
 
alternatively continuing 
to flare equivalent natural gas
 
temporarily.
 

A technical and economic feasibility study is to be prepared

by a U.S. contractor covering the cryogenic gas separation plant
for recovery of ethane and heavier hydrocarbons, the olefins
 
cracking plant and four downstream process units to transform the
 
olefin plant production into marketable products. Those four
 
process units are to be identified and defined during the market
 
study phase. The intermediate products for the 
four process

units should be selected with the intention of creating

opportunities 
for additional downstream processing or manufacture
 
in the region.
 

A great amount of work has been done by AIDC and others on
the concept of a gas fractionation and cracking plant during the 
last several years. The most recent summary assessment of the 
situation as prepared by AIDC is included as 
Annex E of this 
report. Notes prepared by AIDC which reflect their 
Understanding of our meetings in Guwahati are included as Annex D
 
of this report.
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Dowerah & Associates of Guwahati had prepared reporta 
titled, "A Report On Collection And Supply Of Natural Gas FromOilfields In Assam For Gas Seperation Cum Cracking Unit" for AIDC 
which is reproduced in Annex G of this report. The U.S.
 
contractor should review the Dowerah report and satisfy itself as 
to the conclusions therein 
which set the location and suggested

initial size basis for the proposed ethylene plant.
 

A report prepared by AIDC and titled, "Proposed Plan For
 
Utilization Of Petroleum Feed 
Stocks - Natural Gas And Other
 
Hydro-Carbon Fractions Available 
Within The State Of Assam,

During Seventh Plan Period" by AIDC is reproduced in Annex F of
 
this report. That AIDC report, which refers to 
the seventh 5
year plan for India, gives the earlier thinking of AIDC regarding

the ethylene complex as well as other 
non-related petrochemical
units. Tentative selections, sizes and costs of downstream units 
in the ethylene complex which are included in the appraisals and 
estimates sections of this report are 
based on corresponding
 
sections of that AIDC report.
 

Two terms encountered in those reports and other Indian
 
source documents 
are crores and lakhs. Crores means tens of

millions. Costs might be stated to be say Rs. 10 crores which 
means Rupees 100,000,000 or about US$ 8 million. Similarly,

lakhs means hundreds of thousands. Thus 1.5 lakhs 
is often
 
written as 1,50,000 corresponding to our of
notation 150,000.
 

The average gas composition of the associated natural gas

now produced by OIL which would be utilized for this project is
 
as follows.
 

Rich Gas LPG Stripped
 

Methane
C1 88.1% 88.5-90.0%
 
C2 ethane 
 6.2 7.2- 6.3
 
C3 propane 
 3.2 3.2- 2.5
 
C4 butanes 
 1.0 nil
 
C5 
 0.3 nil
 
C6+ 
 0.2 nil
 
Carbon dioxide 
 0.6 1.0- 1.0
 
Nitrogen 
 0.4 0.1- 0.2
 
trace organic sulfur, no H2 S
 

100. 100. 100.
 



III. Technical and Economic Appraisal
 

The classical 
elements essential for the technical and
 
economic success of a petrochemical venture are the economic
 
availability 
of raw materials of appropriate quality,

availability of sufficient 
capable labor at competitive wage

rates, adequate land, markets for products and 
transportation to
 
reach those markets. These all appear to be present foi the
 
proposed ethylene complex in Assam. 
 The only real questions seem
 
to be the appropriate economic choice of scale for the facility

to be installed initially and the 
selection of an appropriate
 
product slate.
 

The gas seoaration and olefins cracking plants central to
 
this study are the keystones for most petrochemical plants

throughout the world today. A reliable 
and sufficient supply of
 
ethylene and its 
coproduct oropylene is a fundamental precursor

to the creation of a complex of downstream industrial
 
petrochemical manufacturing operations. Technology 
for the

production of ethylene and propylene from ethane and propane and 
for the production 
of ethylene and propylene derivatives such as
 
polyethylene, polypropylene, ethylene oxide, ethylene glycol,

ethanol, and ethanolamines 
to name but a few, is well proven and
 
widely available. Similarly, technology 
for the recovery of the
 
named feedstocks from the natural gas found in Assam is 
widely

used.
 

The Government of 
India is 
seriously interested in utilizing
 
the resources of India as 
the foundation for an industrial base.
 
This is demonstrated by the Maharashtra Gas Cracker Complex under
 
construction at Nagothane which is intended to 
utilize the
 
associated natural gas components from 
the Bombay High field to
 
produce ethylene, propylene and 
their derivatives. That project

is said by HYDROCARBON PROCESSING magazine to be valued at US$
 
1.3 billion, to include a 300,000 tonnes/year (t/y) ethylene

plant, a 100,000 t/y propylene plant and down-stream units for
 
215,000 t/y LD polyethylene, 50,000 t/y ethylene glycol, 5,000

t/y ethylene oxide, 60,000 t/y polypropylene, a carbon black unit
 
and the 
usual utilities and other associated offsite facilities.
 
The capacity of the Nagothane project is near the lower end of
 
the generally accepted 
world scale for internationally

competitive ethylene plants in fully developed countries. 
The
 
location of the complex at Nagothane, near the enormous 
resources
 
of Bombay High and near the markets of the relatively

sophisticated and 
accessible Bombay industrial area, can be seen
 
to easily justify a 300,000 t/y initial plant there. The
 
Maharashtra Complex will receive ethane and propane feedstock
 
from a gas fractionation plant at Uran. Lean gas from Uran will
 
be used for 
fertilizer production at Thal Vaishat first with any

surplus to be made available for electric power generation at
 
Bombay.
 

Assam, somewhat isolated and a subcontinent away from
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Bombay, has a limited infrastructure industrial
and base.
 
The potential market represented by the 25 million inhabitants 
of
 
Assam 
and its six sister states in Northeast India has yet 
to
 
bloom. Although the Government of Assam is intent developing
on 

its resources and there seem to be 
sufficient resources to
 
ultimately support a world scale plant, local factors 
including

transportation and access to markets appear to 
indicate that
 
only a less ambitious size ethylene plant could be 
justified now.
 
Circumstances of natural gas collection 
and utilization now and
 
in the near future indicate feedstock will be economically

available which could support 
an initial ethylene plant capacity

of about 100,000 to 150.000 t/y. Considerably more feedstock
 
could be made available but collection pipeline networks 
are not
 
yet in place and it might be difficult to economically transport

products from a larger plant to available markets in the near
 
future. Provision for expansion or 
replication of the initial
 
plant within a few years should be included as part of the
 
feasibility study based upon 
a presumption that transportation

limitations will be overcome 
and that local downstream industries
 
will emerge within that time frame.
 

The extensive broad gauge railroad system of India
 
terminates at Guwahati. A narrow 
gauge railroad extends from
 
Guwahati 
east past Namrup and Digboi to Lido and Saikhoa Ghat.
The traffic 
on that narrow gauge railroad may be approaching its
 
rolling 
stock capacity if not also the rail capacity.
 

Water transportation is a possibility. 
The Bramaputra River
 
parallels the railroad westward for the length of Assam from
Saikhoa Ghat through Guwahati, around the Shillong Plateau of 
Meghalaya State, turning into
south Bangladesh where it becomes 
the Jamuna River which then joins the Ganges River and flows to
the sea. The Assam Industrial Development Corporation (AIDC)

staff believes the minimum depth of the Bramaputra River from

Guwahati all the way to 
the sea is 30 to 40 feet during the dry 
season and perhaps 100 feet during the rainy season. A map of 
India shows elevations above sea level of 445 feet near Digboi

and 223 feet just upstream from Guwahati. This tends to support

the theory that the river may be navigable for ocean going or
 
self unloading barges up to Guwahati or to Jorhat or perhaps even
 
to Dibrugarh near Namrup. There is no 
evidence of any barge

traffic at Guwahati now.
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IV. Scope of Work for Feasibility Study
 

The feasibility study for the Assam Natural 
Gas Separation

and Ethylene Cracker Complex is to include technical, economic
 
and financial assessments of the proposed facilities based upon

marketing studies to be performed by others but directed and
 
guided by the feasibility study contractor. 
 The facilities to be

included are a gas separation unit to recover ethane, propane and
 
butanes from collected wellhead natural gas, cracking and
a 

purification unit to 
produce ethylene and associated products and
 
four downstream units to be selected to 
manufacture sellable
 
products from the 
ethylene and related materials.
 

Details of the feasibility study work program are to be
 
performed in accordance with requirements spelled out in a 
Memorandum of Understanding dated October 
1, 1986. That
memorandum was signed on behalf of Assam by Mr. N. Buragohain,
Managing Director, Assam Industrial Development Corporation Ltd.

(AIDC), an undertaking of the Government of Assam, and for the 
U.S. side by Frank S. Chalmers, Consultant to TDP. Witness.
signatories were Mr. Sanjit Gupta, Senior Commercial Advisor,
American Consulate General, Calcutta, and Mr. K.P. Bhuyan, a
local industrialist and member of the Board of Directors of AIDC. 

The intent of the terms of the Memorandum is to obtain a 
feasibility study for or
a plant plants of conventional design to
 
recover and to convert components of now wasted natural gas into
 
marketable chemical products. A marketing study is to be
 
performed by a local firm in Assam 
under contract to AIDC.
 
Supervision and direction of that shall be the
study included in 

scope of work of the U.S. 
contractor that performs the
 
feasibility study under a grant from the Trade and Development

Program (TDP) of the United 
States Government.
 

The specific chemical products for which process units 
are
 
to be included in the feasibility study are to be selected
 
jointly by the Indian firm performing the market study and the

U.S. contractor for the feasibility study. The number of those
 
downstream process units has been set 
arbitrarily at four (4) for
 
the sole purpose of defining the level of effort required to
 
perform the feasibility study. The of effort is
level reflected
 
in the recommendation of this report 
as to the size of the
 
suggested TDP grant.
 

The feasibility study should be based on a common 
location
 
for both the gas separation plant and the cracking and recovery

plant. Downstream processing units which 
manufacture marketable
 
chemicals from ethylene probably may be located at 
other sites
 
connected by pipeline to the ethylene plant. The intent is for

the parent ethylene supply facility to be built and 
owned by the
 
State of Assam while the downstream units are to be financed,

owned and operated either jointly with or solely by private

investors. Each downstream unit 
therefore should be estimated as
 
an incremental stand-alone facility complete with its own
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independent utilities systems. The ethylene product pipeline
 
concept conforms to that plan nicely.
 

The primary focus of the feasibility study and the companion

market study is to 
determine and match the potential near term
 
market in the Assam region with the availability of feedstocks
 
contained in natural gas now or soon to be collected there. The 
objective of the feasibility study is to determine if recovery,
cracking and processing to produce olefins and derivative
products on a scale supported by such available feedstocks and 
market is economically viable. 

Technical and economic descriptions and analyses are to be
included and are to contain sufficient information for the 
Government of Assam 
to form rational bases for decisions. 
Quantities of raw materials, intermediate products and by
prodLucts, waste streams if any, utilities to be consumed or

produced and operating and maintenance labor are to be included 
in such forms that others can adjust those figures on an
 
annualized basis for variaticns in operations.
 

Costs, including potential additional costs during startup,
 
are to be discussed in narrative form in the study report. The
 
economic evaluations and financial data should include a
 
sensitivity analysis for the ranges of recoverable components in
 
the natural gas comprising 6-8% ethane, 2.5-4.0% propane, and 1
2% butane and heavier. 

The contractor and AIDC officials should consider themselves
 
free to modify or change the methodology contained in the
Memorandum of Understanding at the time the contractor's team 
visits Assam as changed conditions and data may dictate, subject 
to the approval of TOP. 

Estimate of Feasibility Study Cost
 

Two Project Persons to Assam for Two Weeks each:
 
Transportation ............................... $ 5,000

Per diem (28 days at $71.50)..................... 2,000

Time charges (2 people at $10,O00/man month) 10,000
 

Market Study Director to Assam Twice for 1 Week
 
Transportation.................................. 5,000

Per Diem (14 days at $71.50/day) ............. 1,000

Time charges included in Home Office Services
 

Home Office Services: Technical and Economic
 
Analysis, Prepare Draft Report, Revise Draft
 
and Issue Final Report -


Marketig Study Direction (400 hrs x $50/hr) 20,000
 
Gas Suparation Plant (800 hours at $50/hr) 40,000
 
Ethylene Plant (3,000 hours at $50/hr) 150,000

Downstream Units (4 x 1200 hrs at $50/hr) 240,000
 

Miscellaneous and Contingency .................... 27,000
 
TOTAL $ 500,000 
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V. Investment and Operating Costs
 

The objectives in performing the technical and economic
 
feasibility study described in this report are to determine and

then to 
evaluate a reasonably optimum plant configuration and 
product slate in light of available raw materials, markets and
infrastructure restraints. Assumptions must be made 
in order to

define a plant configuration so that estimates can be made for
the costs of that plant. Such estimates are needed in order to
make a preliminary evaluation of the eventual project. The 
preliminary evaluation is needed so that a rational decision can
be made ,Isto whether or not to fund the feasibility study. The
following assumptions therefore have been made to address these
needs without intent to prejudice the eventual results of the 
study. 

Assume that feedstocks of 131,000 t/y ethane and 46,000 t/y 
propane are produced by a gas separation plant and that these are
fed to a cracking plant which makes 115,000 t/y ethylene, 45,300
t/y propylene and 16,700 t/y of other materials such as tars and
 
fuelgas which are presumed to ne burned in the unit as fuel.
 

Assume the downstream plants are as follows. These units 
and the prices of individual commodities are generally as
described in the Project Profiles included AIDCby in their 
Proposed Plan for Utilization of Petroleum Feedstocks, a copy of
 
which is included as Annex F in this report.
 

Ethylene Oxide/Glycol Units -

Charge stock: 18,200 t/y ethylene at Rs. 6400/t

Products: 5,000 t/y merchant ethylene oxide
 

at Rs. 18,000/t
 
20,000 t/y ethylene glycols at Rs.14,000/t
 

2-Ethyl Hexanol Unit -

Charge stock: 15,300 t/y propylene at Rs. 5330/t

Products: 15,000 t/y 2-ethyl hexanol at Rs. 17,000/t 

1,700 t/y n-butanol at Rs. 12,500/t
5,200 t/y iso-butanol at Rs. 13,000/t 

Polyethylene and polypropylene units -

Charge stocks: 96,800 t/y ethylene at Rs. 6400/t
 

30,OO t/y propylene at Rs. 5330/t

Products: polyethylenes
 

63,000 t/y LLDPE & HOPE at 16,500/t

30,900 t/y LOPE at Rs. 14,500/t
 

polypropylene
 
29,000 t/y at Rs. 15,500/t
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Investment costs for these process units 
are estimated to be
 
about as follows.
 

Gas Separation Plant 
 US$ 30. million
 
Ethylene/Propylene Plant 
 100. million
 
Utilities and Offsites 
 26. million
 

Subtotal government owned units 
 US$ 156. million
 

Ethylene Oxide/Glycols Units US$ 
 30. million
 
2-Ethyl Hexanol/Butanols Unit 43. 
million
 
LLDPE/HDPE Polyethylenes Unit 53. million
 
LOPE polyethylene/Polypropylene Unit 
 50. million
 
Utilities and Offsites 
 35. million
 

Subtotal privately owned units 
 US$ 211. million
 

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
 US$ 367. million
 

The total annual sales revenues generated from these
 
investments would be as follows.
 

5,000 t/y merchant ethylene oxide x Rs.18,000/t = Rs. 90,000,000
20,000 t/y ethylene glycols at Rs.14,000/t = 280,000,000
15,000 t/y 2-ethyl hexanol at Rs. 17,000/t = 255,000,000
1,700 t/y n-butanol at Rs. 12,500/t 
 21,250,000

5,200 t/y iso-butanol at 
Rs. 13,000/t = 67,600,000
63,000 t/y LLDPE & HOPE polyethylenes at 16,500/t= 1,039,500,000
30,900 t/y LDPE polyethylene at Rs. 14,500/t = 448,050,000
29,000 t/y polypropylene at Rs. 15,500/t = 449,500,000
 

Total Annual Sales Revenues Rs. 2,650,900,000
 

Which at Rs. is
12.70 per US$ US$ 208,730,000
 

Thus the annual sales revenues of the complex are over 56.8%
 
of the capital investment estimated to be required.
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Essentially the only raw materials consumed by the complex

will be extracted fr-m natural 
gas now valued at Rs. 230 per

thousand standard cubic 
meters. The volume shrinkage during

extraction of ethane and heavier is 
about 175 million cubic
 
meters per year. This works out to an annual value of Rs. 40.25 
million or US$ 3.2 million which is about 1.5 % of investment. 

Total annual opernting costs as a percentage of investment
 
might be about as follows.
 

Depreciation 7.0 %
 
Interest on investment 10.0 %
 
Insurance 
 0.5 %
 
Repairs and maintenance 2.0 %
 
Utilities 
 3.0 %
 
Raw materials 1.5 %
 
Labor 
 0.8 %
 

Total 
 24.8 %
 

Income available to repay investment therefore would be
 
about 56.8% - 24.8% = 32.0% for an indicated payout period of 
slightly over 3 years. This is certainly within what appears to
 
be a viable range.
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VI. Estimates of Total Foreign and U.S. Business
 

Total Foreign Business
 

The estimated foreign component of capital investment for
 
each unit and for the total are as follows.
 

Gas Separation Plant US$ 
 7. million
 
E hylene/Propylene Plant 
 25. million
 
Utilities and Offsites 
 6. million
 

Subtotal government owned units US$ 38. million
 

Ethylene Oxide/Glycols Units US$ 7. million
 
2-Ethyl Hexanol/Butanols Unit 8. million
 
LLDPE/HDPE Polyethylenes Unit 13. million
 
LDPE polyethylene/Polypropylene Unit 
 12. million
 
Utilities and Offsites 
 7. million
 

Subtotal privately owned units US$ 47. million
 

FOREIGN COMPONENT OF TOTAL INVESTMENT US$ 85. million
 

Estimate of U.S. Business
 

Suppliers of engineered apparatus and equipment in the
 
United States are much more competitive today than they were
 
before 
the recent decline in the value of the dollar relative to
 
other major currencies. Assuming reasonable support from the

U.S. Eximbank which has expressed interest in this project, at 
least half of the foreign origin materials for this petrochemical
complex in Assam should be sourced from the United States. The
2xport potential from the United States for this project at hand 
is therefore between $43 
million and $85 million with a probable

value of 
perhaps $60 million. In addition to the initial
 
potential for exports, there also is a possibility for at least
 
that much again in exports as follow-on work. Additional 
downstream process units are expected to be added in Assam in 
future years 
as part of what may well become a blossoming
 
petrochemical industry there.
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VII. Sources of Financing
 

Funds for all domestic costs of the proposed petrochemical

complex can be made available from Indian banks and other 
domestic sources. Offshore purchases will need to be financed 
offshore.
 

Officials in Assam asked about the possibility of funds
 
being made available by the World Bank. That 
is highly unlikely

because the normal lead time necessary for World Bank project

funding is three to four years 
from the date of request by the
 
host country with documented establishment of priority for the
 
project by the country's central government. Such a long lead
 
time seems to 
be quite out of reason for the project at hand.
 

The U.S. Export-Import Bank is a more likely source of funds 
for this project. It currently offers loans at 7.4% in India and 
the loan officer for India says they are interested in trying to 
do more business there. Officials at 
AIDC tell us they feel that
 
approval of this project by the central government of India is 
almost certain. They also tell us that such approval carries 
an
 
almost automatic assurance that a borrower will be allowed to
 
convert 
Rupees into hard currency as may be necessary to service
 
foreign loans. It is only a short step from 
there to having the
 
Government of India guarantee repayment 
of loans which have been
 
guaranteed in turn by the Government 
of Assam. Such guarantees
 
are routinely required by the Eximbank. Another factor favoring

Eximbank financing 
is that its current interest rate is
 
considerably less 
than that now asked by the World Bank which
 
makes it more attractive to the borrower.
 

There 
also may be private banks which wish to participate in
 
the financing of these process units in Assam.
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VIII. Recommendations
 

This project is almost certain to proceed to construction
 
and operation if a feasibility study shows it to be viable.
 
The probability is high that the project will prove to be viable
 
if a study is performed. A likely value for the exports to be
 
generated from the United States 
by the construction of this
 
project, if the feasibility study for this project is performed
 
by a U.S. contractor, is $60 million. The estimated cost for 
the
 
feasibility study, with a tight budget, 
is $500,000. The
 
resultant multiplier of 120 is very favorable by the usual TDP
 
guidelines. If one considers the 
future potential for follow-on
 
exports to Assam as the petrochemical industry in Assam grows

from the nucleus to be created by this proposed petrochemical
complex, the motivation for funding this feasibility study 
becomes even more compelling. 

All of the products from this proposed complex are expected
by definition to be utilized in the northeastern portion of 
India. No overseas shipments are anticipated to be made from 
this first facility. Hard currency would be generated by import

substitution and by upgrading the value of products now exported
 
such as by improving the packaging of tea.
 

It is recommended that the Trade and Development Program
 
should support the feasibility study, described in this report,
 
which has been requested by the Assam Industrial Development
 
Corporation, Limited, an undertaking of the Government of Assam.
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UN-ITED STATES TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
 

NATURAL GAS FRACTIONATION AND OLEFINS PROJECT FEASIBILITY STUDY
 

DRAFT INVITATION TO BID
 

Assam Industrial L:velopment Corporation
 
Mr. N. Buragohain, Managing Director
 
R.G. Barua Road, Guwahati - 781 024
 
Assam, India
 
Telex: 02 35210.AIDCORP
 
Cable: UDYOG
 
Telephone: 87731/87732
 

R - Assam Natural Gas Fractionation and Olefins Project. The 
Assam Industrial Development Corporation (AIDC), an undertaking
 
of the Government of 
Assam, India, invites submission of 
qualification data from interested U.S. firms and/or joint
ventures of U.S. firms that are qualified on the basis of past
experience and performance to carry out a feasibility study 
on a
 
natural gas fractionation and ulefins project.
 

The project will involve facilities for cryogenic

fractionation of natural gas, cracking of recovered hydrocarbons 
to olefins, and processing of the olefins to manufacture
 
derivative chemicals. The fractionation unit is to process

about 4 million standard cubic meters per day (MMscm/d) of 
natural gas to recover about 144,000 tonnes per year (t/y) 
ethane, about 69,000 t/y propane and about 34,000 t/y 
butanus and
 
heavier hydrocarbons. The ethane and most of the propane 
are to
 
be cracked to ethylene and propyie-e with heavier hydrocarbons
possibly returned to an existing LPG bottling plant. Derivative 
products, to be selected by a market study, are to be 
manufactured in four downstream process units. 

The work program for the study will include the following
elements: (1) A market study will be performed by an Indian 
contractor based in Assam and funded by directionAIDC under the 
and guidance of the U.S. contractor. (2) Ethylene and propylene
derivative products which can be manufactured in not more than 
four process units and that are marketable in quantities 
corresponding to the available feed stocks for the cracking plant
 
are to be selected based upon that market study. (3) Preliminary
designs are to be prepared for the gas fractionation, cracking,
olefins recovery, and downstream process units and for their
 
associated utilities and offsites. (4) A technical and economic
 
feasibility study is 
to be prepared for all of the facilities
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described above with each of the downstream process units
 
separately described and analyzed together with its associated
 
utilities and offsites. (5) A draft report and a final report
 
are to be p-repared and submitted contain
which sufficient
 
information for the Government of Assam and others to form
 
rational bases for decisions. It is anticipated that the study

will be completed in approximately 6 months. All documents and
 
presentations are to be prepared in 
English. The U.S. contractor
 
will be paid in U.S. dollars from a $ 500,000 grant to the Assam 
Industrial Development Corporation from the U.S. Trade and
 
Development Program (TDP), International Development Cooperation

Agency. No portion of the study may be subcontracted to a non-

U.S. firm.
 

Selection for the contract covering this study 
will be
 
carried out by AIDC in accordarce with a two-step process.

First, interested firms should submit qualification materials to
 
AIDC at the above address in Assam, India. Those qualification 
materials should demonstrate experience and technical competence

in comparable work, professional qualifications of personnel

proposed to be assigned to the work, organizational knowledge o.f
 
and experience in applicable technology, and familiarity with the
 
type of construction work involved under conditions similar to
 
those found in Assam. The qualification materials must be
 
received by AIDC in Guwahati within 30 days after the date of
 
publication of this notice.
 

After receiving the qualification materials, AIDC will
 
evaluate them and prepare a list of highly qualified firms based
 
upon the following evaluation and selection criteria:
 
(a) experience and technical competence in comparable work; 
(b) professional quality of proposed personnel; (c) knowledge and
 
experience in application of appropriate technological
procedures and techniques; and (d) familiarity with similar work 
under similar conditions with preference given to such
 
familiarity in India.
 

Highly qualified firms will be notified and will be provided
 
with a more detailed statement of work. They will then have six
 
weeks from notification to prepare and suibmit a detailed proposal 
to AIDC. The highly qualified firms will then be ranked by AIDC 
on the basis of the four criteria listed above and their 
proposals. Contract negotiations with the highest ranked firm 
will commence promptly on completion of the ranking. 

AIOC reserves the right to reject all proposals and reserves 
the right to contract with the selected firm for subsequent work
related to the project. Firms agree by their response to this 
announcement to abide by the procedures established for this
 
procurement.
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M.2!:Ch^NDXJ OF ~~ADN 

Feasibility Study ork Procram for
 
Natural Gas Sep64etion E Cracker Plants
 
ant Oo'k.,nstream Process Units
 

The Assam Industrial Development Corooration
 

Ltd. (:, an undertakinc of the Government of the
ic) 


State of Assam, lnjia, hac reoue ted tk;e Tra"e and
 

Development Irogram (TDP) 
 of the United States Govern
ment to orovide fundin9 for a feasibility study on the 
separation and utilization of natural gas produced in
 
.-. This memorandum sets forth an acreement on
ssam. 


the following %:orkpro:ram for the feasibility study
 
vhich is based upon an understanding between the TDP
 

Project Definition Team and other parties to th.s
 

document as set forth belov.'. All parties to this agree

ment understand that the present Memorandum of Under
standing is an unofficial acreement. 
 A final agreement
 

on the Assam Natural C3s Separation and Cracker Plant 
Project and on the work program must be negotiated by
 
TDP officials and by officials of AIX and approved
 

by the governments.
 

The State of Assam now produces some 5.5 mill

ion standard cubic meters per day of natural oas.
 
k,.uch, if not all, of this is co-produced with some
 

6 to 6.5 million tonnes 
per y'ar of oil. Gas %'ells have
 
been discovered but are for the rmost rart held in
 

reserve. 
 About 40 per cent of the associated natural
 
gas now produced as a by-product of current oil pro

duction is consumed usefully. Oil production in ,-.sam
 

is expected to increase during the balance of this
 

century and the production of associate gas is expec
ted to rise corresoondincly to 9 or I million standard
 

cubic meters per day.
 

The Government of the Ftaie of -.ssam is intent
 
that their very high ouality natural cas resources
 

shotlc be used efficiently for inductri:.l purooses
 
rather than flared as at th: present time. This ca7
 
could be used effe-ctively as the base for a Petroche
mical Industry in Assam. A first step towards
 
creating such an industry would be to extract the
 
ethane from a portion of the available natural 0as,
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to manufacture ethylene from that ethane in a cracking
 
plant, then to convert the ethylene to selected useful
 

prodJicts in downstream plants.
 
About 2.6 million SC M/D of asscciated natural
 

gas is no%% gathered by Oil India Ltd. (OIL) near
 
Duliajan and processed to separate licuified petroleum
 
gases (LPO), for cooking and space heating uses. The
 
portion of this gas remaining after removal of LPG
 
is now utilised as ammonia feed stock by Hindustan
 
Fertilizer Corporation and as fuel by the Namrup Ther
mal Power ftation, by the Assam Gas Company grid for
 
Tea processing and by OIL for internal requirements.
 

An additional 1.0 million SCM/D %.illbe collected by
 
the Oil and NHtural Gas Commission (ONGC) within the
 
next two years at Kathalauri, about 15 Km from Duliajan,
 
for use as fuel for gas turbine driven electric gene
rators. The fuel aas remaining after removal of LPG
 
ty OIL plus the gas gathered by OWGC is expected to
 
contain approximately 131,000 tonnes/year of ethane
 

(C2), 62,500 t/y propane (C3) and 31,500 t/y butane
 
(04) in addition to the fuel ',alue of the Methane.
 
These apparently commmercial quantities of valuable
 
chemical hydrocarbons could be readily recovered in a
 
single processing facility.
 

The undersigned parties to this Mtemorandum of
 
Understanding agree as follows regarding a Feasibility
 
Study for a Petrochemical Plant to utilize these
 
hydrocarbons. The feasibility study shall include
 
both market studies and process units to recover the
 
ethane and the propane and heavier hydrocarbons, to
 
convert the ethane to ethylene, to convert the ethylene
 
to one or more useful products and to recycle the
 
propane and heavier hydrocarbons to the OIL LPG Stream
 
or other products. Thc overall feasibility study %,,ill
 
be directed and performed by a United States Contractor
 
to be funded by a TDP grant. Detailed work on Market
ing studies involving Supply and Demand within India
 
will be performed by an Indian Consulting Firm funded
 
by the Government of Assam but working under the direc

tion and guidance of the U.S.Contractor.
 

The Marketino Study portion of the Feasibility
 
study will include a Survey of all products which
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mirht reasonably be derived from ethylene such as 

othylene oxide, clycol, amines, polyethylenes, pclyvinyl 

chlorides anl the like. An initial product slate vil.1 

be selected based upon most favourabli returns anc: 

vl.ich vould reouire not more than four process units 

dovnlstrean of the ethylene plant. Net market demands 

and prices ,ill be established for each potential 

product.
 

The feasibility study contractor rill prepare
 

preliminary designs and flow diagrams for the ethane
 

and heavier recovery an:! separation procefs unit, the
 

ethane to ethylene crackinc and associated processing
 

unit and for the four downstream processing units
 

selected durin? the marketing study phase of work. The
 

contractor will pr' are Technical -nd Economic Analyses
 

of each Process unit including narrative descriptions,
 

estimates of canital and operating costsz, sensitivity
 

analyses for economically important variables and
 

proforma cash flow tables to demonstrate investment
 

timing requirements and the returns on investments.
 

Risks and costs will be discussed by contractor.
 

Requirements for additional raw materials, suitability
 

of available ra%. materials and requirements for utili

ties such ap electricity, fuelwvater and steam will 

be analyzed.
 

It is agreed that the feasibility study report
 

will include the following technical information and
 

analyses:-


A plot plan will show the lay out of process 

units and ajor equipment items v.ithin each unit. 

Preliminary type process flow diagrams will be 

included showing principal equipment items, major 

valves and key instrumentation. 

A narrative process description of each process 

unit. 
-

A list of maior ecuipment itemc choving a-nroxi 

mate sizes and incl-ding a description of any special
 

materials of construction.
 

Lists of utilities consumptions. 

Dcscriction of cuantities and -vu-litier of
 

products.
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Estimates of labour required for operation and
 

maintenance.
 

List of equipment and materials expected to be
 

procured offshore.
 

Descriptions or texts of any guarantees offered
 

by process licensors.
 

Description of any process sources of air or
 

water pollution.
 

It is agreed that the following economic and
 

financial feasibility information will be included in
 

contractor's report for each of the process units:
 

Estimate of direct investment costs by sub

ditision of each process unit.
 

Estimates of indirect investment cost including
 

the following:
1. Engincering
 

2. Expatriates at site
 

3. Construction Expense
 
4. Contractor fees
 

5. Contingency
 

6. Licensing fees
 

7. Start-up costs
 

8. Interest during construction 

9. Vorking Capital
 

10. 	Estimates of consumption rates; and 

cost of raw-materials, utilities and labour. 

11. 	 Overhead costs
 

At Guwahati, Assam October 1, 1986
 

(FRANK S. CHALJXE(. 	 H
CONSULTANT TO TDP, USA MANAGINGG TOR 

ASSAY, IAL DEVELOPMENT 
MCRPORAT IO N LT D. 

1. (Sanjit Gt ta)
 
Senior Commercial Advisor
 
American Consultte General,
 
Calcutta. 

2. (Shri P.K.Bhuyao 
Director
 

Asomm Industrial Dev. 
Cotporation Ltd. 



ANNEX C
 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AT CALCUTTA AND GUWAHATI MEETINGS
 

At the Consulate General of the United States 
in Calcutta on
 

Monday, September 29, and Friday, October 3,1986:
 

Mr. Walker Diamanti, Consul General of the United States
 

Mr. James F. Cole, Economic/Commercial Officer
 

Mr. Sanjit Gupta, Senior Commercial Advisor
 

At the Assam Industrial Development Corporation, in Guwahati,
 
Assam, during the week of September 29, 1986,
 
and at Government House, Guwahati, October 1, 1986:
 

Mr. N. Buragohain, Managing Director, AIDC
 

Mr. P.K. Bhuyan, a Director of AIDC and Managing Director,
 
Eastern Steel & Alloys Co., Ltd., Guwahati
 

Mr. Das, head of technical staff at AIDC
 

Mr. Gushami, engineer on AIDC staff
 

Mr. Basanta Kumar Dowerah, Managing Partner,
 
Dowerah & Associates, Guwahati
 

Mr. J.P. Rajkhowa, Commissioner of Industries,
 
Indian Administrative Service, Guwahati
 

Mr. Digen Bora, Minister of Industry, Guwahati
 



ANNEX D
 

DISCUSSION NOTES RECORDED BY AIDC
 

30/9/86 

SALIENT FEATURE OF DISCUSSION 
WITH MR. F.S. CHALMERS & 

MR. S. GUPTA 

The question of setting up a Gas Practionalisation 
Plant to extract ethane and other heavier hydi 
carbons from the natur il gas of the oil fields of 
oil India Ltd. and ONGC in Upper Assam was discussed. 

Ethylene from The general di scussion, prima facie, sub~ct to 

ethane detailed technical and marketing study seems to 

indicate a feasible project. In this regard, 
Mr. Chalmers' views are tamper-d with caution. He 

Min., is c4 the opinion that the lst phase of the project 
Viable should not be too ambitious. The 1st phase should 
Unit be of a size from which future expansion can t-Ake 

place. Minimum level for such an unit may be 

70,000 to 1,50,00 tonnes of ethylene/annum. 

The above concept fits in nicely to the concept of 

extracting ethame (6% of So) and other heavier 

hydro-carbons of the natural gas now being collected 

a single point for utilisation by OIL for HFC,Naarup 
1st Phase Themaletc. The quantum of this gas is around 2.6 

m/M3/day. 
Extraction 
of ethane Also, lm/M 3 /day gas uill be collected at one point 
from gas 
collected in Kathalguri to generate 280 m watt of electrical 
in one point. power* 

So, a total of (2.6+1.0) = 3.EM/1 3/day of gas is 
readily available for ethane extraction. 

This should yield over 1,00,000 tonnes of ethylene/ 
annum - enough to start the first phase of the 

project. 
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2nd Phase 

Co St 

Advantage 

ofPhase I 

Feasibility 
& Technical 
Study 

a2: 

2nd Phase of the project can be based on gas fow being 
flared up., 

On the face of it such a project will cost 400 - 500 
Crores spread over a period of say 4/5 years. 

The above concept has a great advantage because the gas 
is already available collected at ore point and already 
utili sed. 

Only one component namely ethane (and heavier hydro
carbons) will be taken 
out from this gas. 

(Taking out of 6%-7%ethane uill not effect the present
utilisation of the gas by L70, Namrup Themal Plant, eto. 
The new power generation Unit at Kathalguzi envisages 
use of lean gas only. Also, the expansion units of HFC 
is based on lean gas). 

TIP will have to under~ake a detailed feasibility studybased on gas composition as available and all otherrelevant data, Also, a Market Survey will have to be 
undertaken based on TP's guidelines for the use of
 
the finished product 
of the project. 

Also, simultaneously, the Government of India should be 
moved for necessary clearance to extract ethane component
(6% to 7%), from the gas now being collected at a single
point by OIL for utilization. Also, from the gas to be 
utilised in the Kathalguri electric generation project. 



ANNEX E
 

AIDC's SITUATION ANALYSIS 

OIL, AS, PETROCI-.iTCALS A!:D RAT3D PI a-DS 

Oil resources including natural gas must form a major basis towards 
industrial and economic growth of the State. Proper utillsation of 
these resources can bring about an immediate transformation to the 
quality of livirL in this region. Cheap and sustFdned power from 
(-as bared electric generatira units can open up posibilitigs for 
effective irri.7ation facilities all over the State bringing about 
an a riculturil revolution. Medium and small sector industries can 
come up in a big way from the downstream petrochemical products
 
based primarily 
on gas and naptha. Spinning and weaving complexes 
based on yarn from polyeEter staple fibre, all over the State can
 
form a backbone for econcmic upliftment of the State. In this
 
contuyt and In the context of articli 7 of 
 the As-am Accord, proper 
safeguards a ainet wst:a(e and exloitation of oil resources specially 
of natural gas to the detriment of the State, must be ensured in the 
national as well as regional interest. Towards this, the following 
is suggested 

/ .RearTing Iatural las of the Oil Fields of Upper Assam 

Natu-ral gas is referred %o as associated gas when it is produced 
alon7with Oil. The present generation of associated gas as available 
from various sources is as below : 

From Oil India Limited(OIL) 
Total associated gas production : 4m/m 3 /day 
Collected at a sinRle point
 
for utilisation : 2.6m/m 3/day
 
Flared 
 1.4m/m 31day 

From O.N.I .C. 

Total associated gas production : 1.7m/m 3 /day 

Collected at a single point
for utilisation : lm/m3/day
 
Flared 
 3 0.7m/m 3/day 
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From the above, it is clear that the problem of proper 
utilisation of the natural gas should be viewed in two 
different lines t 

(a) 	 IeFaroing gas which is collected at a single point 
for utiliration by CIL (2.6n /m /day) 

Petrochemical This gas is utill.sed now to feed the Findustan Fertili

from ethane zer Corporation, Nfamup, Na1rup Thermal Power Station, 

the gas grid of Asrw- Gas Co., OIl's own requirements 
etc. 

The 	 ethane component of this utilised gas should be 
separated immediately for setting up of a Petrochemical 
complex based on Ethyleno which is a building block for 
various dounstream items like JWPT, LIPE, etc. which can 
be utilised by medium and snall sector industries. Ethane 
forms about 6%Lo' t. total gas component. 

(b) Regarding flared up gas alongwith non-associated Gas. 

Immediate comprehenive plan must be initiated to collect 
the flared up gas in one point. It is estimated that 
about 4m/m 3/daY of flared up and non associated gas will be 
available for utilieation. This gas then must be separated 
into fractiono of j 

methane C1(88-90% termed as lean gas) 
v" ethane C2 t-7L 

propeai 03 
butane C4 

cthors 

Cl, methane 
ges -ration as fertilizer feedstock and as an energy source. Govt. has 
from lean gas. already sanctioned gas based generating sets to be run on 

Coweri.e., should then be utilised for pouer gemati.on, 

methane to generate about 200 MW of power. For this lm/m 3 /day 
0of lean gas is already reserved. 

o • "... 

http:gemati.on


o-rre'ui 

Ci) 

3ehene 


The balrnre remnainiri lean cas of the natural ras 
su'ild be utili red to 'generate an additional 300 MW 

of additional po,.or. lar, generating units for elect
ricity hwv; tre-.nendoue a(:vnta-e as its project imple

mentation period is th, shortest amongst power ;enerating 

p1ro.jctv. Th,-, units will be able to 4ve cheap and 
s.taln-!ri avallabil.ity of power within a very short period 
an(7 this-ic the most vitul ingr,.Oient for development 

An aario'atural and indus.rial fields. 

ha.ance rinairen- lean gas aftr use for ,enoratiln of 
powe r ,-h,'9 b, utilised as n feedstock for fertilizer 
ran( nr i rouie of. rT_je in the [as 7rid of Assam Gas 

Co. 

A ?etrochemi-L3 complex hould Le planned which does not 
r, eophi.,ti cated indu -tilal infrastructure and 

Which Call LCCel2:'-L t... rowth of :mall and majot scale 
iniurtr.(-s bat<7c. 6n it. In choosing the end products 
enphasin should bc .;iren to the consumer/indutrial 

requi-,: rit of IN,:.'. i*on so that it's end Proouct, can 
cater to these nhcedv. 

2. Prooar utilisat, on M-tntha from 'uwah,:iti 'IfinefeB . {.P.L.
 

]3{PL fow sel.ls a'oout 1,20,000 M.T. of S 'I " ifaptha to 
Fertilizer Units. This ,aiithn must be utLlised for 
iE'o uction of a:nd its derivativos (Aromatic 
Comnlex). This will open up po ribilities for 

retting up medium : -iall scale industis like 
dat.:.,jnt inaurtri r!, pesticides, plastics etc. 

c " ..94.. 
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(ii) 
PET chips 
from BRIL 

3. New 

4. Sale 

The original product pattern of BXPL do not 
encourage medium/small sector industries. 
Even now BTPL should change its procuct 

compoaltion within feasible limits and should 

produce Polyester chips (PET chips) alongwith 

Polyester Staple Fibre which is its main 

products component, Production of PET chips 

from tho available polymer will make units 

like Polyester Filament Yarn viable. 

Refinery as per Assam Accord : 

Ascam Oil Division's proposed expansion 

proposal incorporating Naptha Cracker Unit. 

The New Refin-ry should incorporate a proper 

Petrochemical range of products with Naptha 

Cracking facilities which only can bring 

about a rapid industrial and entrepreneurial 

growth to the region. 

Assam Oil Division's proposed expansion 

incorporates a Naptha cracker to prduce 

Ethylene, Propylene etc. which are the 

building blocks for eetablishment of small, 

medium & large rectors of industries. This 

expansion is in the interest of the state 

because of its proposed range of products 

arid need to be supported. 

of Petroleum Products within the State : 

The selling point of all petroleum product 

must be within the State of Assam before it 

is distributed to arees outside the state 

using the existing retwork system. Necessary 

steps in this diroction need to be taken 

immediately. The State in losing over 

contd. .5.. 
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100 crore in the form of Sales Tax annually, which is 
its legitimater' due. If necensary, a tank farm should 
be set up near Bongaignon for this purpose. 

, ,ime Limit : 

A tio erlciod of 2 yenrs must be fixed within which period 
flarin, of gas need to be stopped by utilising the gas 
primnrily for power generation and other forms of energy 
requirements. The Petrochemical Complexes which needs 
longer implementation period can be commissloned as and 
when they are ready. 

6 Pricing Policy of Gas & NL : 

A long tein pricing policy of Gas and Natural Gas Liquid 
should be fixed immediately by the Petroleam Ministry 
keeping in view long term development of this region. 
(M!ixture of propane and hiher hydrocarbons is nomallv 
referred as Natural Gas Liquid). 



1ROFOSLD L ,N FOR UTILISATION OF PETROLEUM 

FEED STOCKS - NkTURfl. GAS kND CTHER HYDRO-

CARBON FRACTIONS AVA ILBLE-WITHIN THE STATE 

OF ASSAM, DURING SEVENTH PLAN VERIOD. 

BY
 

kEJSiM 	 INDLSTRIAL DEVELOPMLNT CORPORATION LTD. 

( A GOVT. OF MSSHM UNDERTAKING ) 

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIES
 
GOVT. OF ASSAM, DISPUR
 

GUWAHATI-781 006 



1 INTRODUCTION 

Assam is endowed with reserves of crude 

petroleum oil and associated as Well Es free natural 

gas. These reserves are being worked by Oil India 

Lim jteo (OIL) and Oil & Natural Gas Commission
 

(ONGC), both Government of India undertakings.. Assam 

Elsc has three rufincries for processing of crude oil
 

located t Digboi, Guwahati and BongLigaon. It further 

h, F small petrochemical cimplex zt Bongaigaon 

linked to thE rLfinury. OIL is recovLring LPG (Butane-

PropanL mix) Lnd Natural G s licuids from thU asso

ciatud natural g-s at Duliaj,.n. Assam thus h~s a 

number of petroluum b-sed organic feed stocks availa

ble within the Stote which could be further gain

fully utilised.
 

2. AMVAILABILITY OF DIFFERENT FLLD STOCKS 

Assam is the pioneer stcte in India in 

producing crude oil indigenously. The first indigen

ous aiscovery of the crude oil wos in Assam in i167. 

Since then more and more new oil fields are being 

discovered and developed in the state. The two cen

tral sector undertakings namely Oil India Ltd.(OIL)
 

and Oil & Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) are operat

ing in the state for exploration, production and 

transportation of crude oil. In the process of carry

ing out their business of oil exrloration & pro

duction the OIL and ONGC have strucked substantial
 

reserves of natural gas. The natural gas are found
 

in two forms i.e. Associated and free gas. The free 

gas is founo in gas reserve and as such could be 

tapped for use as and when required. The associated 

gas on the otherhand is found alongwith the crude 

Contd..... 
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oil in the wells. The production of associated gas 
cannot be controlled without affecting the produc

tion of crude nil.
 

2.1 AVAILkbILITY OF FREE GhS 

The estimated free gns reserves in Assam 
are around 24000 Million standard cubic metre 

(MMSCM). Almost the entire quantity of these reser

ves is in the oil fields of Oil India Ltd. This 

reserves, it is estimated could sustain an average 
production of about 3.3 MfSCILb and 2.2 MMSCM[, for 
20 6nd 30 years respectively.
 

2s2 AVJILbkBILITY OF ASSOCIATLD GAS 

The associated gas is dissolved in crude
 

and is freed when crude is produced ar pressure is 

released. Based on the present verage gEs to Oil 

ratio kGOR), there is large resources of associated 

gas in Assam. With the corresponding increase in 

oil production, the associ-_ted ous production would 
rise prupertion~tely. The present total production 

of Lssocidted g s in Mssam from O2L and ONGC fields 
is around 5 to 5.5 NMSCiD. The t-ble below indicates 
the plan for production of associated gas by OIL and 

ONGC. 

OIL + ONGC
YeLr 
'000 SCMlb(vg.) 

1984-85 5832 

1985-86 5844 

1986-87 5678 
1987-88 5398 
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OIL + ONGC
 
Yar 
 '0o0 SCML(Avg.)
 

1988-89 5154
 

1989-90 5061
 

1990-91 5006
 

1991-92 4966
 

1992-93 4907
 

1993-94 4841
 

UndEr the zccal-reted programme mc.de in
 

1981i OIL would rat-in its productirn of crude Ct
 

Lbout 3 million tonncs par i-nnum wharEks ONGC would
 

stap up to 4-4.1 million tonnes par annum from the
 

prEsent production rate of 2.2 million tonnes par
 

Lnnum. Accoraing to thL accolurated plan of 1981,
 

the production of ,ssociLted ga:s in Assam both by
 

CIL Lnd ONGC till 2000 AD will be as below : 

Likely ussociated gqs Pductioon. 10 0 0 CMD
 

OIL 0 N GC
 

Ya-r Gross',Loss Net 
I. 

Gross Loss Net 
_ 

1,984-85 4594 134 4460 1525 153 1372 

1985-86 4547 144 4430 1601 160 1441 

1986-87 4385 144 4241 1597 160 1437 

1987-88 4082 125 3957 1601 160 1441 

1988-89 3832 124 3708 1607 161 1446 

1989-90 3742 134 3608 1614 162 1453 

1990-91 3677 132 3545 1625 162 1461 

1991-92 3597 102 3495 1634 163 1471 

1992-93 3533 106 3427 1644 164 1480 

C ontd ....
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OIL 0 N G C 
I I I w II 

Year Gross , Loss : Net i Gross 1 Loss , Net 
I I I .. ., ,. l, ._ . - _ 

1993-94 3457 105 3352 1654 165 1489 

1994-95 3379 108 3271 1664 16A 1490 

106 3215 1675 168 1I071995-96 3321 


107 3232 1679 168 15111996-97 3339 

107 3234 1683 168 1515
1997-98 3346 


100 3311 1685 19 15161998-99 3411 

1999-2000 3508 80 3428 1685 169 1516
 

Mccoroing to the report by gas task force, 

Oil Industry Duvlopmint Board, Deptt. of Petroleum, 

[Ministry of Energy, New Delhi thu prognosticated gas 

availability for both OIL and ONGC are reproduced 

bulow ; 

GS AVAILABILITY (PRO6NOSICiTION) 

0. I. L. 

YELr A Gas GasL Total, GasMssoci~ted FrL 

- 4.10
1983-84 4.1 


4.46
1984-85 4.46 

4.451985-86 4.46 


1986-87 4.46 - 4.46
 

3.0 7.46
1987-88 4.46 


3.0 7.46
1988-89 4.46 


3.0 7.45
1989-90 4.46 


3.0 7.46
1990-91 4.46 


7.4i
1991-92 4.46 3.0 


7.46
1992-93 4.46 3.0 


1993-94 4.46 3.0 7.46
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1994-95 4.46 

1995-96 4.46 

1996-97 4.46 

1997-98 4.46 

1998-99 4.46 

1999-2000 4.46 

DS hVA 

Yer Associated 

1983-84 1 .27 

1984-85 1.56 

1985-86 1.68 

1986-87 1.76 

1987-88 1.92 

1988-89 2.12 

1989-90 2.37 

1990-91 2.38 

1991-92 2.40 

1992-93 2 45 

1993-94 2.53 

1994-95 2.60 

1995-96 2.62 

1996-97 2.62 

1997-98 2.74 

1998-99 2.76 

1999-2000 2.79 

Gs 

ILhbILITY 

0. N. 

Gis 

Frue GsT Ttml Gs 

3.0 7.46
 

3.0 7.46
 

3.0 7.46
 

3.0 7.46
 

3.0 7.46
 

3.0 7.46
 

(PROGNOSTICk.TION) 

G. C. 
' A CMD 

Free Gcs Total GLs 

0,14 1 .41 

0.14 1.70 

0.15 1.83
 

0.16 1.92
 

0.18 2.10
 

0.20 2.32
 

0.22 2.59
 

0.25 2.63
 

0.29 2.69
 

0.33 1.78
 

0.23 2.86
 

0.34 2.94
 

0.34 2.94
 

0.34 2.96
 

0.35 3.09
 

0.35 3.11
 

0.35 3.14
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3. PRESENT UTILISATION OF GAS 

The utilization of gas in our country has 

alUys lagged behind its production thus resulting in 

fl.ring of lurgu qu-ntities of this menrenouable 

source of energy. In AssLm the flaring of gc.s has been 

necessit.ted bec-use of the lack of infrastructure, 

as wbll Es the fLct th-t the present consumers huvu 

not made their commitments znd nea, enterprises where 

the gas could be utilised have not come up.
 

3.1 The bxtLrnal utilisation of g~s in Asszm 

is mainly fo: fertiliEr production by Hindustan 

Fertilizer Corporation Ltd.(hFCL), Pcewr genera tion 

by State Llectricity Board (ASEB), production of 

methanol etc. by Assam Petrochemicals Ltd. (AfL) and 

6s E. fuel for tea gardens. The internal utilisation 

of this g-s by the Oil India and ONGC is for power 

genera tion, gas injections ,jnd shrinkage in LPG 

extraction by Oil India's LPC Plant. The EvEri.ge 

utilisation of the gas by ull these agencies put to

gether comes to about 40b of the tota! production. Kt 

present :bout 2.5 NNSC[I;D of gs is being flart.d in 

Assam. 

3.2 Bbsides the present above utilization 

fcilities, Government of Assam through Rssam Indus

trial Development Corpor-tion is yoing chead with 

another scheme b~sed on Natural gus - Methanol 

expansion project of Assam Petrochemicals Ltd.(FPL). 

This project is Limed to produce 100 N.T. MethLnol 

per day. The consumption of g~s by the project will 

be 0.1 million metre cube per day. The project is 

in thE advance stage of implementation and Lccoroing 

Contd ..... 
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to the la test'estimUte, the cost will 	be around 

Rs.30.75 crores..
 

3.3 The Government of Mssm is also examining 

the feasibility of ustablishment of Spongu-Iron 

PrnjLct bzsud on thE I.tb5t tuchnalogy using Natural 
Gus. 

3.,4 AssLm GUs Company (A Govt.. of Assum 

undertaking) has planned to set up 10 Gas grids,out 

of which 3 Gas Grids are proposed to be completed 

during the 7th plan. 

4. AVAILABILITY OF OTHER PLTROLEUM FLLDSTOCKS 

At present thorc are three refineries 	in
 

Assam. The present caipacities of the refineries Lre 

i.s follows -
Capacity
 

1. 	 Digboi Rufinery 0.51 million tonnes/unnum
 
of crude
 

2. 	 Gcuhati Refinery 0.85 million tonnes/annum
 
of crude
 

3. 	 Bongaiguon Refinery 1.00 million tonnes/annum 
of crude 

Thu Digboi und Gauhati Refinery produce
 

conventionLl petroluum products. The other products 

like n.ptha, aromax Lnd petroleum coke Lre already 

committed to various consumErs. The Bongaigaon Refi

nery besides producing conventional petroleum
 

products also have the fLcilitiEs of L petrochemical 

plant. The basic Eim of this petrochemical plant is 

to produce xylenc.
 

Contd .. 
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The Petrochemical plant of bRFL will 

b-sically produce p-xylenL which will be used in the 

production of bMT. From DMiT,PolyLster Stole Fibre 

IPSF) will be manufacturd in L seprLte plant by 

BRPL. The production of DPT by bRPL will be 45,000 

MT per yeLr. Out of this quantity 31,00, MT will be 

consumed by bFPL for nanufi.cture of PSF. The surplus 

quantity of 14,000 M'T per .nnum will be aVilable 

for procossing for othur purposes. In the process of 

production of p-xylenE, a quantity of 6,600 IT 

of o-xyl.ne Will Llso bu available for further proce

ssing. 

At present the maximum availability of naptha
 

at Bongaigaon including supply from Guhati Refinery 

is around 2,00,000 tonnes per annum of which about
 

50,000 TPY (110-140°C cut) is going to petrochemical
 

plant of BRPL for processing. In Lddition, about 

30,000 TPY return naptha is c vailable from petrochL

mical plc-nt of BRPL Lfter extraction of xylenes. As 
such 	 the net naptha available for sale from Bongr, i

gaon is mximum of L round 1,80,000 tonnes per yec.r. 

At present this is being sold as fertilizer feud 

stock to plent situLtud outside Assam. The 60-1100C 

cut ncptha available from the Bongaigaon including 

light reformate from cctFlytic reformer would be 

about 1,00,001 TPY. This is one of the major avLil

able petroleum feed stocks from Bongcigaon refinery
 

which could be put to ginful utilization for
 

producing high value petrochemical intermediates.
 

5. 	 PRESENT UTILIZATION PLhN OF 
DIFFERENT PETROLEUM FEEDSTOCKS 

For the proper utilization of various 
available petroleum feedstocks mentioned above, the
 

Contd ...... 
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State 	Govt. has already takun up the following 
projects.
 

(i) 	 Spinning Mills for 
utilization of PSF
 

There 	are three Spinning Mills coming up

in the State Sector with total spindlege of about
 
50,000 (First phase) to 
produce polyester and polyes
ter hlended yarn. Further, another 3 spinning mills
 
are coming up in the Co-operative Sector, which will 
also consume a sizeable quantity of PSF from BRPL. 
Jll the State Sector Spinning Mills are in the field 
implementation stage and will be commissioned by
 
1986.
 

(ii) 	 Polyester Film Project for
 
utilization of surplus DMT
 

Government of India had granted a Letter 
of Intent to Assam Industrial Development Lorporation
 
for setting up a 2000 MTA Polyester Film Plant. The
 
project is pruposed to 
be set up in the joint sector
 
and the joint sector collaborator has been 
 finalised. 
Selection of Know-Hcw and dotailed engineering con
sultant is in progress. 
 The project is estimated to 
cost about Rs.20 crores. 

(iii) 	 Polyester Filament Yarn Project

for utilization of surplus 
DMT 

LWith a view to processing all the avai
lable DMT within the state, the Government of Assam
 
had proposed to sOt up a Polyester Filament Yarn 
project. The project is 
ideal from the point of view
 
of meeting the requirement of yarn by 
the handloom
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weavers. The Government of Assam is going ahead
 

with the development of Textile Sector in the
 

State based on PSF from BRPL. This project is con

the total Textile progremmes
sidered as a part of 


for the state. 

kssam Industrial Development Corporation
 

has already applied to the Ministry of Industrial
 

development for grant of a Lettero of Intent for a
 

10,000 TPA Polyester Filament Yarn Project. 

(iv) 	 Phthalic Anhydride Project for
 
utilization of O-xylene
 

The availability of O-xylene from BRPL
 

would be around 6,600 TPA. The Task Force on BRPL
 

had recommended for setting up a Phthalic Anhydride
 

Project based on O-xylene available from BRPL.
 

Assam 	Industrial Development Corporation
 

Ltd. took steps for implementation of this project.
 

An application for approval of the foreign collabora

tion with M/s I urgi,6jcot Germany was submitted to 

Government of India. The decision of the Government
 

is awaited.
 

6. NEW PROJECTS PROPOSED BASED ON GAS 
AND OTHER PETROLEUM FEED STOCKS
 

The availability position of gais feed
 

stocks reveals that there is large surplus of gas in
 

Mssam. The ideal proposition to utilize this gas
 

would 	be to put up facilities for production of high
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value petrochemicals. SincF the availability of 

naptha - the traditional feedstock is restricted 

because of non availability of crude easily, it 

could be in the interest of the nation to estab

lish a petrochemical complex based on associated
 

and non associated gas from the oil fields of 
Assam. The gas price is 2 to 3 times cheaper for the 

same calofific value, than oil. Thus natural gas
 

offers itself as one of the most sought after feed 

stocks for manufacture of petrochemicals. Moreover, 

project cost of a gds cracker is much lower than a 

petrochemical cr.cker b-Ased on naptha or gas oil. 

The global trends, therefore, is to build petroche

micals plants based on gaseous feed stocks wherever 

such feed stock are easily and abundantly available.
 

The utilization of surplus Assam Gas is therefore, 

proposed by sEtting up a Gas Fractionation-cum-

Separation Complex. 

6.1 GMS FRFCTIONWTION CUM SEPAmTION COMPLLX 

The project is proposed to separite the 

various fractions of the gas first and then to 
separate these components to obtain the basic petro

chemical building blocks like ethylene, propylene
 

& C 4 -mix. These building blocks are the primary
 

starting rawmaterial for various petrochemical end
 

products such as Ethylene oxide/glycol,PVC,HDPE,
 

LDPE,LLDPE, 2 ethyl hexanol, styrene etc. Consider

ing the demand supply positicn of these end products, 

the availability of gas, price of gas, economic cap;.

cities, it is proposed to establish the following
 

facilities.
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Capacity 	 To process 4 IMM5CMK of gas in 
the gzs separation cum cracking 

complex.
 

Ethylene - 3,30,000-3,45000 tpyProduct 

45,000 tpy
Propylene- 35,000-

C4mi x _ 21,000- 24,000 tpy 

6.2 kROMhTICS COMPLEX 

As regards to availability of petroleum 

feed stocks from BRPL, there is not much scope for 

establishing economic capacities of either fertilizer 

complex or napthu cracker because of limited quntity. 

is found to be
On the otherhand, the kssam naptha 


rich in aromatics. The limited quantity of 1,00,000
 

cut) from 	 utilizedTPY (60-110°C naptha BRPL could be 

Benzene, Toulene and
for extraction of aromatics like 

procuction of ethyl benzenek 

The project is envisaged to extract the 

these the
main aromatics Lbnzene and Toulene. Besides 


facility for production of
complex will have the 


ethyl benzene by intensive fractionation of rEform~d
 

from the xylene recovery plant of BRPL. Con

sidering the demand supply gas, availability of
 

the project will
 

stream 


feedstock, minimum economic capacity, 


have th- following facilities "
 

Capacity : 

(a) Benzene - 35,000 tpy 

" (b) Toulene - 5,000 

(c) Ethyl benzene - 10,000 " 
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7. OTHER DETAILS OF THE PROJECTS IN BRIEF 

7.1 GAS FRACTIONATION 	CUM SEPARATION COMPLLX
 

Estimated project : Rs. 500 crores
 
cost
 

Process technology : 	 The latest coryogenic se

paration technique is 
proposed to be adopted 
for separation of the
 
various components of the
 
gas and catalytic crack

ing process for the gas 
cracker.
 

Utilities : 	 Power - 12 M.W. 

Water - bUOO M3/day 

Manpower 	 2000 Nos.
 

Lstimated Return : 26/ (Before tax)
 

on Investment
 

7.2 AROMATIC COMPLEX 

Estitiated project ; 	 Re, 50 crores 

cost 

Process technology : 	 Catalytic reforming
 
process. Hydro-dealkyla
tion process will be used
 
to convert toulene into 
benzene.
 

Utilities Power - 1,50,000 k.w. 
= 1.5 M.W. 

Water - 3,25,0000 M3 

Steam - 50,000 tonnes
 

Manpower " 	 800 Nos. 

Estimated Return " 	 27 (Before tax) 
on Investment
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8. 	 USES OF THE PRODUCTS FROM 
THE ABOVE TWO PROJLCTS 

8.1 The main products - Ethylene, propylene 

and C4 mix from the Gas Fractionation and Cracking
 

Complex are basically considered as primary building
 

blocks for a host of end petrochemicals. These build

ings 	blocks could bL used as starting raw-materials
 

for setting up manufacturing facilities for High 

Low Density Polyethylene
Density polyethylene (HOPE), 


(LOPE), Ethylene oxide, PVC, Styrene etc i Acetal

dehyde, Cumene, Isopropanol, Propylene oxide, Acry

lonitrile, Isoprene etc; and Butanol, Butadiene,
 

Isoprene, Amyl alcohol etc. 

8.2 From the productb of the proposed Aromatics 

Complex, a number of Benzene and Toulene based Chemi

to set up. The imporcal industries would be possible 

tant and the feasible amongst them are Lintc-.r Alkyl 

Benzene, Nitno-Benzene, Maleic Anhydride, BHC, Toulene 

Benzene, Styrene 1nd P61ystyrene.Di-IsocynatL, Ethylu 

The enclosed charts at Annexure I & Annex

ure II illustrate the various petrochemical products 

from 	a Gas Cracker and Aromatic
that 	could be obtained 


Complex respEc tively. 

9. 	 DOWN SThEAM PROJECTS POSSIBILITIES 

From 	the above, it will be seen that the
 

two proposed projects, will basically produce the 

on which a number of
intermediate chemicals based 

second and third genuration of petro< ,emicals products 

in medium scale. A bfief details ofcould be set up 


possible down-stream projects which could be set up
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ased on the products from the GAS CRACKING COMPLEX 

enclosed Annexure III andind AROMATIC COMPLEX Lre at 

The 	above down-streams projects have
%nnexure 1V . 

3een identified considering the factors such as 

Jemanod - supply position, availability of basic raw 

of etc. These Down Streamnaterials, economics scale 

combined with the respective3rojLcts could either be 


mnther complex or could be sut up separately.
 

INDUSTRIAL DEVLLOPMENT POSSIBILITIES9.1 OTHER 

LWith 	the setting up of these two complexes
 

the 	 state and the regionand 	 their Down-Stream Units, 

that matter open a market capitalfor will up new for 

goods and uquipgient. So far, although the region ;.s 

large share of industrial producassociated with a 

field of petroleum and hydrocarbon procetion 	in the 


ssing no projects for producing capital goods and 

come 	up. Quite a good
other engineering items have 


number of projects for manufacture of boiler items, 

tanks and vessels,ntrolling/measuring instruments, 


etc. 	 woulo be possible toTowens and Heat Exchangers 

be set upk The state Governmin*. has planned to iden

tify 	 these projects once the proposed GAS COMPLEX and 

cleared.
AROMATIC COMPLEX are 


UP OF THE PROPOSEU10. 	 RATIONALITY OF SETTING 

GAS COMPLEX AND AROMATICS COMPLEX
 

10.1 Inspite of the best efforts put in by 

both the central and the State Government, the State 

of Assam continues to remain as one of the indus

trially backward stat.es in the country. All the se

declared oy theventeen districts in the state are 


Government as industrially backward district. Out
 

of these, districts fall under the category 
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of 'No industry district'. 

10.2 Traditionally, the 
industrial economic

development of the State is centred round the
and plywood industries in 

tea
 
the private sector 
and
crude oil 
in the public (central) sector. 
Expansion


opportunities in 
the tea and plywood sectors 
have
 
more or less reached a stage of saturation. The Statehas, therefore, 
to look for 
other available resources/

raw-materials 
for achieving the 
desired growth rate
in the industries sector. If 
the past experience

could be 
taken as 
an indication$ it 
has 
been obser
ved that private capital 
is very shy for making any
meaningful investment in the State for various reasons. The State Govt.on its part is sparing no efforts to attract private capital 
into the state in as 
many diverged field on 
industrial activities 
as
possible. Therefore, in order to generate a suitable
cluture and climatq 
for industrialisation, the 
state

Govt. it is 
strongly felt, 
is to 
take a certain
 
measure of initiative by way investment in certain 
core areas of 
industrial activities. 
The logical
steps in this direction would be setto up projects
based on the abundantly available Ga:, and other
petroleum feed stocks within the 
state.
 

10.3 
 The Lavraj Kumar Committee set up 
by the
Govt. of India alno recommended the 
optimal utili
zation of gas as follows :-

Methane (C1 )/Lean gas 
- Manufacture of Fertilizers.
 
C2 -C3 
 - Gas Cracker feed stocks
 

for petrochemicals

C3-C4 - LPG as fuelC + 

- blended with motor 
5gasoline. 
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10.4 As stated earlier, petrochemical complex
 

based on gaseous hydrocarbon are cheaper than the
 

gasof the best utilizLition of hssam 

ones based on naptha or gas oil. Again, Assam naptha 

is rich in Aromatics. Hence, the proposed Gas Complex 

and iromatics Complex are the ideal choice in terms 

natural and 

feed stocks from its refineries.other petroleum 

10.5 	 uith the discovery of oil and gas, the 

of the state of Gujrt has underindustrial scenario 
the state of
 gone a significant change. Recently, 


poised for reaping rich dividends
Mahar strA is 

oil and gas Bombay High.from the discover" of in 

Assam is the pioner State in the countryAlthough, 


so far cs production of crude oil and gas is conc

erned, much remains to be done for deriving full
 

natural resources so abundantlybenefits out of these 

found in the state. 

11. SOCIO-ECONOMIC dEU.jFITS 

these two mother projectcThe setting up of 

would open up avenues fbr establishment of a good 

other allied industries withinnumber of chemical and 


paints and solventthe region particularly plstics, 

based and engineering industries. Some of these units
 

up by the private enterpreneurs incould be taken 

medium scale.
 

The estimated employment generation by all 

order of 5000-7000
these project will be in the 


persons. 

Contd ...... 
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The s _ving/ec.rning of foreign exchange 
woulo be about Hs.40 crores per nnum. 

The 	Task Force on utilization of LRPL
 

products set up by the Government of India has reco
mmenoeo for development of plastic industries in the 
stot6. Once these two mother project - Gas Separation 
cum Cracking Complex and hromatics ComplEx are set 
up, 	 the requireo raw-materials for plastic based 
industries will be Easily available within the state. 

12. 	 PHASEWISL RLQUIREMLNT OF FUNDS 
FOR THE %BVE TWO PROJECTS 

A.-	 GiS SEPRHTION CUM CRACKING COMPLEX
 

Total Project Cost : 500 crores 
Proposed Debt/Equity ratio • 2 : 1 

Equity Capital : 167 crores 
Term loan from 
Financial Institution/ 
Banks 	 333 crorLs
 

Requirement of Govt's equity:
 

1985-86 - 15 crores 

1986-87 : 60 " 

1987-88 . 70 " 

1988-89 . 22 " 

B. 	 iROMTIC COMPLEX 

Total Project Cost : 50 crores 
Proposed Debt/Equity ratio : 1.5 ; 1 

Equity capital " 20 crores 

Term loan from 

Financial Institution/
 
Banks " 30 crurLs
 

Contd ......
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Requirement of Govt's equity : 

1985-86 3 crores
 

1986-87 7 
 1 

1987-88 7 ,
 

1988-89 3 "
 

Total requirement for &.5 and -ROMTIC 

COMFLEX is : 

18 crore5
 

1986-87 67 w 

1987-88 77 " 

1988-89 25 " 

1985-86 
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PROJ:CT PROFILE - (i) 

ETHYLENE OXIDE/ETHYLENE GLYCCL 

1. USES 

Ethylene oxide is used fcr making ethylene glycol for 

manufacture of surfactants, ethanol amines and explosives. 

Ethylene glycol is used for making polyester resins,
 

surfactants antifreeze, glycol ethers, expVOsives etc.
 

2. PROCESS
 

2.1 Ethylene Oxide 

Ethylene oxide is prepared by vapour phase direct or
 

indirect oxidation of ethylene using as silver catalyst.
 

For oxidation either air or oxygen is used. 

2.2 Ethylene Glycol
 

Ethylene glycol is produced by hydration of ethylene
 

oxide. Ethylene oxide and demineralised water are mixed
 

continuously in a hydrator at high temperature where various
 

are concentraethylene glycols are formed. The products 

various distillationsted in an Evaporator and distilled in 

columns and to get MEGDEG higher ethyleneandrefiners 

glycols.
 

3. PRODUCTS 

of ethylene oxide of which
The products will be 18800 TPY 

5000 TPY would be for merchant sale and balance for 

captive use. The EGs formed will be 	18000 TPY of MEG, 1900
 

of DEG and 100 TPY of TEG.TPY 

4. 	 The raw material required is ethylene. The total 

18200 TPY. additionwould be 	 Inrequirement per annum 
3 air would, be required. Utilitiesabout 185000 NM of 

requirement per tonne of ethylene glycol for the plant 

will be as follows 

M3 
. 200 

Cooling water 


: 420 KWHPower 

290 kg,
Steam 

contd... 
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MANPa'4ER REQUIREMEnr5. 

The direct manpower required for ED/EGs would be 150. 

In addition about 50 people from the common facilities
 

can be apportioned to this plant.
 

6. TIME SCHEDULE
 

The project can be executed in about 36 months 
from
 

start of engineering. 

7. 	 PROE]? CCST 

for utilities 
The project cost based on allocated 

costs 


given below.for this plant is 

Ps .Crores
 

0.5i) Land and development 


ii) Civil and structurals 1.0
 

20.0
iii) Plant and MachineryJ 


iv) Technical services 4.0
 

v) Miscellaneous fixed
 
8.0
assets 

6.5vi) Pre-oper.ative expenses 

vii) Contingencies 	 4.5 

o,5

viii) Margin money 

45.0
 
T JrAL: 

This would have a foreign exchange 
component 	of
 

about Rs.i0 crores. 

CCST AND PROFITABILITY8. 	 PRODUCTIGN 

estimatescost and profitabilityThe production 


are given below :
 

contd..
 



A. Product ion Cost gg Xrores 

1. Raw materiils 

Ethylene 18200 

@ ps.6400 

ton

tonne 

nes 

11.65 

.2.	Utilities
 

a) Power 

b) 	Steam 

8.4xlO6 

@ Rs.O. 55 

5800 ton

KWH 

per KWH 

ne 

0.46 

@ ks.150 per tonne 0.09 
c) Water treatment & misc.
 

chemicals and catalyst 0,50
 

3. Salaries & Wages - 250 persons
 

@ Rs.20000 per person 0.50
 

4. 	Repairs and Maintenance 0.85 

5. 	 Insurance 0.22 
6. 	Interest on term loans 3.78 
7. 	Interest on working capital 0.21 

8. 	 Depreciation 3.05 

TOAL:21.31 

B. Sales Realisation 

1.1. Ethylene xide - 500 tonnes 

ps.Crores 

@ R_.18000 per tonne 

2. Ethylene Glycols 20000 
@ Rs.1 4 000 per tonne 

tonnes 

9.00 

28.00 

37.00 

C. Gross Profit 15.81 

D. Return on Investment 	 5.13%
 

E. Pay back period 	 2.4 years
 

http:TOAL:21.31


PROJECi* PROFILE - 2. 

HIGH DENSITY POLYETHELENE/LINEAR 
LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE 

1. US ES 

Linear Luw Density Polyethylene (LLDPE) is now 

low density polyethylene with linear structure 
and can be used in agriculture,packaging,chemicals, 

foods, textilLs etc. as, m~ulded products for wire 
and cable industry for coating and miscellaneous
 

other uses. HOPE is used for making packaging jr
 

making household products for pipes, water mane.
 

gument, in defence and building and construction.
 

2. PROCESS
 

HOPE and LLDPE can be manufactured in the same
 

plant. The plant consists of crtalyst preparation, 
polymerisation and pelletisation/storage.
 

The rest of the steps are similar tj HOPE.
 

Dilutents - e recovered and recycled back with
 

make up.
 

3. PRODUCTS
 

The total production of 55600 tpy polyethylenes 
polyester is considered. The ratio between HOPE 
and LLDPE can be decided basud on demand. For this
 

nite 40UUU tpy HDPE and 15UUU tpy LLDPE are
 
considered us the product.
 

4. RAW MATERIMLS iiND UTILITILS 

The main raw material is ethylene, its requ;ire-


Contd..... 
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ment bt-ing 582LJ0 tpy. The requirement if butene-1
 
for LLDPE would be ab,ut 1800 try. The ruquire
ment of make up s-lvent, normal hexane would be 
about 67U tpy and that of but~ince would be about 

25U tpy. 

The specific consumptijn if utilities is as
 

fullows :
 

HDPE 


LLUPE 


Cooling

Laiter 

Cubic meter 


90 


90 

Power 5 team 

KWH K.

435 60 

380 60 

5. MhNPOWER REQUIRLMLNT 

The diruct manpower requirement for the plant is
 

170 and indirect manpower requirement is 80. 

6. TIME SCHEDULE 

The project can be L ecuted in aboL. 36 months 
from the start of engineering. 

7. PROJECT COST
 

The project cost for HDPE/LLDPE plant is given 

below : 
Rs .crores 

i. Land and DevelopmLnt 1 
ii. Buildings and construction 4 
iii. Plant & Machinery 30 
iv. Technical Services 10 
v. Miscellaneuus fixed assets 14 

Contd.....
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 Rs.crores
 

vi. Pro-operative expenses 	 12 

vii. Contingency 
 7.5
 

viii. Margin Money 
 1.5
 

TOThL : 80 

Foreign Exchange cintent 20
 

8. foRODUCTION COST rND PROFIThBILITY 

The production cost and profitability estimates 

are given below : 

H. Production Cost 	 Rs.crores 

1. 	 Raw Materials 

Ethylene 582Ud t rb Rs.6400/t 

Catalyst and chemicals/solvents 43.78 

Cutene 18U t rh Ns.10Uuu/

2. 	Utilities
 

Powor 23.1 x 10 kwh Q Rs.055/kwhj 

SteaLm 330j t L Rs.150/t 1.82 

Misc. 

3. 	 Salaries and wages - 250 persons 
Q Rs.20000/annum euch 0.50 

4. 	 Repairs & maintenance 1.36 

5. 	 Insurance 0.4 

6. 	Packing expenses Q Rs.2UO/t 1.10 

7. 	 a. Interest on term loans Q 14$ p.a. 6.72 

b. Intergst on working capital
 
T 	 18A p.a. 0.63 

8. 	Dupreciatiun Q 6.78;6 p.a. 
 5.42
 

TUThL " 61.73 

Contd. . 
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FROF I TkiB ILI TY 
Rs .crores 

B. Sales Realisation
 

- HDPE 40006 t & Fs.16500/t 66.00 

- LLDPE 15Iubj t & Rs.167/t 25.05 

91.05
 

C. Gross Profit 29.32
 

D. Gross Profit as Return on Investment 36.65 

E. Fay Back 2.3 years.
 



PROJE!CT PROFILE 
!lyPOLYFTjYLE t1 

3.LOW DENSr 
( LDPE) 

i. SES 
LDPE is the largest volume 

in the world. 
thermo Plastic manufacturedIt is quite versatile and canblown be used forand flat film used in agriculture,

ment, water managecanal, reservoir liningmulching,
chemicals, packaging,textiles and food; aswire and moulded products forcable industry, for coating etc. The capacityof LDPE plant considered is 30000 TPY. 

PROCIgSS
 

LDPE is almost exclusivefy made
presd bY a high pressurein either stirredtanc -r tubular reactors. 

3e RAW MATERIALS AND UT ILIT IES

The main 
 raw material required
requirement -s ethylene havingof about a1.03 tonne per tonne
Ti addition or 30900 TPY.small amount modulator and initiator are 
required.
 

The specific consumption of utilitiesLDPE is as follows: 

Cooling water 
Per tonne of LDPE. 

200 3
Power 

1045 Kwh
 

115 
kg.

4. MANPVE R RQUIPE4jM 

The direct manpower required for LDPE plant is around160 and indirect manpower is 90, making a total of 250.
 
5. T DIE SCHEDULEThe pr.)Jcct can be implemented in about 36 months frrmappointment if engineering consultants. 

contd.... 
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The project cost is given below 
. Land and development 
 1 

ii. Buildings 
 rrd constructimn 
 4
 
iii. Plant and M~chinery 	 27
 
iv. Tech.Services 5 
V. 	 MisC.ficed assets 12 

vi. Pre-operative expenses 9 
vii. Contingency 6 

viii. Margin money 1 
TCOMA 65 

Foreign exchanne content 15 
7. PRC UCTION CCSr AND PROFIABILITY 

A. 	 Production Cost 
i. 	 Raw Materials
 

Ethylene 30900 t @ 6400/-
 19.78 
Catalyst and chemicals/
 
solvents .. 85
 

ii. Utilities
 

P.ower 
31.35xlO6Kwh @ Rs.O.55/kw 1.72 
steam 3450 t @ Rs.150/t 0.05 
Misc. 0.20 

1.97
 
iii Salaries 
& wages 250 persons2@ Rs. 000/annum each 0.50 
iv. Repairs & maintenance 	 1.21 
v. 	Insurance 


0.32
 
vi. P~cking expenses @ Rs.200/t 0.60 

vii. a) Interest on term loan
 
(P 14%V. p.a.on 60% of
project cost 5.46 

b) Interest workingon 	 _7
capital @ 18% p.a. 0.42

viii. Depreciation @ 6.78% p.a. 4.41 
Total-. 35252 
 contd. 
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Profitability s.CrorEs 

B. S,7tes Rea-l isat i n 

LDPC 30000 t @ Rs.1 4 500/t 43.50 

C. Gross profit 7.98 

D. Gross profit as rcturn 
on investment 12.28% 

E. Pay back 5.2 yeptrs. 

oo....•.. 



PROJECT PROFILE - 4.
 

2-LTHYL HHXkNOL
 

1. 	 US ES
 

Rw material for the manufacture of
 

Di~icty Phthal-te(DOP) Chief Plasticizer for flexi

ble PVC Product.
 

Defoaming and wetting agent
 

solvent for gums,resins
 

and waxesSolvent mixturus
 

for paints and lacquers.
 

In India the use is limited at pLesent to DOP as
 

plasticizer.
 

2. 	 PROCESS
 

Propylane and synthesis gas (Carbon Monoxide and
 

Hydrogen) 'n 'OXO-XYNTHESIS' yields butyraldehyde
 

which on aldol-condensation' and hydrogenatiln
 

gives 2-Ethyl Hexnol. The synthesis gas may be 

obtained by partial oxidation of low cost fuel 

oil which will directly give the required CO+H 2 

ratio or natural gas The oxo reaction is carried 

out at high pressure and tamperature using cobalt 

carbonyl catalysts. The aldol condensation is a 

final hydrogenatijn
base-catalysed reaction and the 


may be done over a nickel catalyst.
 

3. 	 PRODUCT5
 

The plant will produce 15000 TPY 2-ethyl hexunol
 

with by-jroducts 1700 TPY n-but.nol and 5200 TPY
 

of iso-butanol.
 

Contd.....
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4. RhU MATERIALS hND UTILITILS 

The requirement of raw materials per tonne of 

product is as follows : 

Propylenu 1.01 t
 
Synthesis Gas (CO+H 2 ) 1300 m3 

3
 
Hydrogen 360 m


Synthesis gas will be made from natural gds.
 

The consumption of utilities per tonne of 2-ethyl
 

huxanol would be as follows "
 

Power 420 kwh 
Steam 2.5 tonne 

Cooling water recycling 1300 m3 

These would be recovery of some amount of fuel 
gas which can be used in the complex. 

5. MANPOWER REQUIREMENT
 

The direct manpower required for 2-ethyl hexanol 

plant is 120 and inuirect manpower is 80,making a 
total of 200.
 

6. TIME SCHEDULE 

The project can be implementuO in about 36 months
 

from start of engineering. 

7, PROJECT COST 

The project cost is estimated as follows : 

i, Land and Development 

ii. Buildings and construction 

iii. Plant & Machin6ry 

iv. Technical Services 

v. Misc.fixed assets 

Rs .crores 

1.0 

3.5
 

34.0
 

4.0
 

6.0
 

Contd..... 
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vi. Preoperative expenses 	 C.0 

vii. Contingency 	 6,5
 

1.0 

TOTAL : 65.0 

viii. Margin Money 


13.0
Foreign exchange content 


8. PRODUCTIO,4 COST iND PROFIThBILITY 
Rs.Crores
 

k. 	 Production Ujst
 

1, Raw materials
 

a. 	Propylene 15300 to @ Rs.5330/t 8.15
 

b. 	 Natural gas 10.8 MMSCM 
Q %.230/MSCM 	 0.25
 

c. 	 Miscellaneous chemicals & 
catalyst 0.60 

9.00
 

2. 	Utilities
 

a. Power 6.3xl0 6kwh Gy Rg.55/kwh 0.35 

bt Steam 3700 t & Rs.150/t 0.56 

c. Miscellaneous 0.20 

Less : credit for fuel 0.25 

0.86 

3. Salaries & wages-20U persons
 
Q Rs.2000/annum each 0.4U
 

4. 	Repairs and maintenance 1.24 

0.32
5. 	Insurance 


0.30
6. 	Packing expenses 


Interest on term loans 
0 14A p.a. on 606 of project cost 5.46
 

7. Interest on working capital 
( 18% p.a. 0.42 

4.41
8. 	Depreciation 

22.41 
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PRO FIThB ILITY 

B. 	 Sales Realisation 

2-othyl hr-xanLl 15000 T 
@ Rs.170UU/tonne average 

n-Butanol 17UU t 
Q Rs.12500/- tonne average 


iso-butanol 5200 tonne
 
Q Rs.13000/tonne average 


C. 	 Gross profit 


D. 	 Gross Profit as Return on
 
Investment 


E. 	 Pay Back Period 


3.crorus
 

25.50 

2.12
 

6.76
 

34.38
 

11.97
 

18.424o 

4 years
 

0 
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PROJECT .2ROFILE NO.1
 

PHrHALIC ANHYDRIDE (PAN)
 

1. USES 

Phthalic Anhydride (PAN) is an important intermediate 

required in the production -f a number of organic 

chemicals. Phthalic anhydride is mainly used for 

manufacture of plasticizers, unsaturated polyester 

resings and alkyd resins and in dyes and dye inter

mediate industry. Phthalate Plasticizers such as and 

dioctyl phthalate (DCP), dibutyl phthalate (DBP),etc.
 

are the common and most widely used ones,especially 

in FVC resin.
 

2. PROCESS
 

Phthalic Anydride (PAN) can be manufactured either
 

frm o-xylene or napthalene. In this case since 

o-xylene isavailable as the feud stock, the process 

based on it is describ..d. Oxidation air is pre-huated 

and supplied to a reactor. O-xylene is injectdd in the 

ai: stream. The reacti n takes place in a reactor in 

the presence of vanadium pentaoxide catalyst. The hear 

of reaction is removed by molten salt in circulation 

and is used for generation of steam. The reactor gases
 

are cooled and 1AN is condensed in sqitch condensors 

where sequential heating melts the sulidified fHN. 

The crude product is stored and purified by a batch 

distillation and packed for sale. 

3. RAW ATERLL AND UrILIT-IS 

The 	 requirement of raw materials per tonne of PAN 

is aa follows :

O-mylene 1020 kg. 

air : 20100 M3 at lO 0 C 

contd..
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In addition, small amount of catalyst is renuired for 

make-up and some sulphur dioxide for maintaining the 

activity of the catalyst. 

The requirement of utilities per tonne of PAN is as 

given bclow : 

M3Circul',ting cooling water, : 650.0 
: 5,oProcess water m3 	 3 

m 	 4.0Demineralised water .
 

Electric Pf-wer, kWh : 14OO.0
 

Instrument air,Nm3 60.0
 

Inter Bas, Nm3 : 4.0
 

Surplus steam,tonnes 2.0
 

4. 	 MAP CWER 

The t-tal manpcw.er requirement for the PAN is estimated 

to be 180. 

5. 	 T IE SCHEDULE 

be c-m leted in about 30 months fromThL 	 project can 

date of tying up of finance, project technologythe 


and engineering consultant/contractor.
 

6. 	 PROJECT COST 

The project cost estimate for 6000 TPY PAN plant is 

given 	below :- PROJECT COST ESTIMATE P, lAkhs 
201, Land and DevelDpment 

2. Building and Strucures 	 44 
710

3. Plant & Machinery 
1204. Technical services 
101
5. Misc.fixed Assets 


6. Preliminary & £.re-operative expenses 	 130 
1307. Contingency 32
8. Margin money 

1307 
The total cost estimated at about 13 crores with 

foreign exchange content of 2.25 crores. 

c ont d.. 
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7. PRODUCTION CCST ;,ND PROFITiBILITY 

The stimate of pr)CIucti]n cott and general 
pro-fit-ibility are given below: 

A. 	 Production C)st. 

1. 	 Raw Materials 

a) O-xylene - 6120 t 9 s.6000/- 367.20 

b) sulphur dioxide 24 t @ Rs.4000/- 0.96 

c) Catalyst 6,00 
374.16 

2. 	 Utilities R.in lakhs 

a) Fuel Oil-1200 t @ Ps.3O0/- 36.00 

b) Miscellaneous chemicals 1.00 

c) 	 Power 7.6xlO6 kwh @ Rs.0.55/kwh 41.80 

78,80 

3. 	 S.-laries & Wrges-180 persons 
@ Rs.20000/-person pcr annum 36.00 

4. 	 Repairs & Maintenance 24.77 

6.53
5. 	Insurance 


6. Packing expenses @ Rs.200/tonn 
of PAN 12.00 

7. 	Interest
 

a) Tcrm i)an 109.79 

b) Bank loans 15.73 

8. Depreciation 88.62 
746 ,40 

B. Sales Realisati)n - 6000 T 0 Rs.14000/t840.00 
93.60
C. 	Gross Profit 


D. Gross profit as R.turn on Investment 7.16% 
E-. i'ay Back Period years 7.2 

http:Rs.14000/t840.00


PROJECT PRO ILE 2 - STYRENE
 

1. USES
 

Styrene is polymerised or co-plymerised to r.roduce 

a number ,ifpIcrstics and elastoMars. The current 

and-use pattern in India is roughly 657 for poly
atyruneD 25% for etyrenebutadine rubLer (SBR) and
 

16S for ASB and other co-polymers.
 

2. PROCESS
 

Styrene is made essentially by dehydrogenation
 

of ethylbenzene which may either be recovered
 

from the so-called 'mixed xylenes' or C -stream
 

of an aromatics complex, or produced by reaction
 
of ethylene and benzene. The latter may either be
 

carried out in the liquid phase with kICI 3 catalyst
 

or in vapour phase with phosporic acid or silica
alumina catalyst. Ethylbenzene is mixed with
 

steam and fed to reactor. The reactor products are
 

cooled for separation of tar and then styrene and
 

water. Crude styrenL is separated End purified
 

by distilation.
 

3. RAW MATERIAL hND UTILITIES
 

The raw matarial required is Ethyl Benzene.
 

Its requirement per tonne of Styrune being 1.10
 

tonne. Utilities required per tonne of styrene
 
are :_-


Power 


5team 


C Water(rec) 


440 KWH
 

4 tonnes
 
200 m3
 

Contd....
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4. M NPOWER
 

Total manpower requirud for the plant is estima

ted at 200. 

5. TIME SCHELULE
 

The project can be executed in 30 months from
 

the date of tying up of finance, technology and 

enginearing consultant/contractor.
 

6. PROJLCT COST
 

The total project cost is estimated at Rs.9.8 

crorus as follows 

Rs.in lzkhs
 

1. Land & Development 20 

2. Building & Structures 80 

3. Plant & Machinery 480
 

4. Technical Ssrvices 80
 

5. Misc.fixed assets 80
 

6. Preoperative Expenses 110
 

7. Contingency IU0
 

8. Margin Money 30
 

980
 

Foreign exchange content is about Rs.2 crores.
 

7. PRODUCTION COST & PROFIThbILITY
 

The estimates uf production cost and general 

profitability is given below Z-

Rs. lakhs/year 

A. Production Cost 

1. Raw Materials
 

L) Ethylbenzene 990o t Z R.12000/t 1188
 

b) Misc.Chemicals and Catalyst 
 50
 

1238
 

Contd....
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Rs . lakhs/yar 

2. 	 Utilities 

22
a) Power 3.96 x IU6 kwh 6 R.0.55/KWH 

b) Steam 3600J t (bRs.150/t 54 

c) Misc. dnd tuater Treatment Chemiculs 22 

98
 

3. 	 Salaries & Wages 200 persons 
( Rs. 2UUcJ(O/pErson 40 

184. 	 Rupairs and MLintonance 
55. 	 Insurance 


6. 	 Interest"
 

a) on term loan 82
 

b) on bank loans 13
 

66
7. 	 Depreoiation 

1560 

B. 	 Sales Realisation 9000 t 
Rs. 20,000/t 1800 

". 	 Gross Profit 240
 

D. 	 Gross profit as return on investment 24.5o
 

E. 	 Pay-Back period Year 3.2
 

. Soo o5• 



PROJECT PROFILE 3 - POLYSTYRENE 

1. US ES 

The end-use applications of polystyrene includ

ing foamare listed below "
- Packing
 

- Household Articles
 
- Appliances and Electronics
 
- Furniture and Furnishings
 
- Toy and Recreation
 

- Buildings 

Packing is proably the single largest outlet
 

for general purpose polystyrene all over the
 
world. Crystal clarity, ease of processing and 
decorating are its advimntages as packaging mat

erial. Impact polystyrene is used in the manufac

ture of radio, T.V .. ,tape-recorders,refrigerators, 

etc. Foam polystyrene is used in packaging, 

cold storate, furniture, defence and buildings.
 

2. PROCESS
 

The process consists of polymerizing styrene 
monomer to 30 - 337 in stirred jacketed kettles
 

at about 90 0C and then feeding the viscous
 

syrup to the top of a vertical jacked tower.
 

Most of the processes used today use revolving
 

screws or paddles which gently agitate the vis
cous polymerizing syrup past tubes filled with 

circulating oil, thereby aiding heat transfer. 
The tower is operated at atmospheric pressure and 

a high temperature until mazimu, conversions are
 

attained. Molten polystyrene is pumped from the 

bottom of the tower and the molten stands cooled
 

and cut into transparent granules or pellets. 

Contd..... 
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3. RAW MhTLRIALS AND UTILITIES 

The raw materials required per tonne of product
 
are : -

Styrene 1 t
 
Catalyst 
 Benzoyl peroxide,oxygen
 

or stannic chloride. 

The utilities requirument par tonne of product
 
are :-

Electricity 410 KWH 

Steam 
 0.5 tonne
 
Cooling Water 
 3
 
Circulation( T=10 0 C) 50 m
 

4. MANPOWER 

The total manpower required for 
the plant is
 

estimated at 150. 

5. TINE SCHEDULE 

The project can be exacuted in 30 months from 
the dLte of tying up of finance, technology and 
engineering consult .nt/contractor.
 

6. PROJECT COST
 

The total project cost is estimated at Rs.9 
crores with a foreign exchange content of
 
Rs.2 crores as follows "-

Rs .lakhs 

1. Land & Development 
 20
 
2. Building & Structure 60 
3. Plant & Machinery 
 450
 

Contd.....
 



3 .: -	 Rs . l a k h s 

4. 	 Technical Services 90 
5. 	 Misc. fixed assets 60
 

6. 	 Pre-operative Expenses 100 

7. Contingency 	 gO 
8. Margin Money 	 30
 

900
 

7. 	 PRODUCTION COST AND PRUFITABILITY 

The estimctss of production cost and general 
profitability is given balow. Cost of Styrene 

is considered as production cost with 12% return 

for styrene plant. 

Rs.lakhs/vear
 

A. 	 Production Cost
 

1. 	 Raw Materials
 

u) Styrene 5000 t C R.18600/t 930 

b) Catalyst & Chemicals 	 50 

980
 

2. 	 Utilities
 

a) Power 2.05 x 106 kwh
 
Q Rs. 0.55/KWH 11 

b) Steam 2500 t & Rs.150/t 4 
c) Water Treatment and misc.
 

chemicals 
 20
 

35 

3. 	 Salaries and wages 150 persons 
Q Ro 	20000/persons 30
 

4. Repairs and maintenance 	 16 

Contd....
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Rs. lakhs/year 

5. 	 Packing expenaes 5u'Co t & Rs.20G/t 10 
6. 	 Injsurance 5 
7. 	 Interest. 

a) on term loans 
 76
 

b) on bank loans 	 13 

8. 	 Depruciation 61 

TOTAL ; 1246 

8. 	 Sales Realisation 500 t
 
a Rs. 27500/t 
 1375 

C. 	 Gross Profit 149 
D. 	 Gross Profit as return on 

I nvustment 1.6% 
E. 	 Pay-Back Period 
 4.3 years
 

4C 



PROJECT 2ROFILE - 4 NfTlO BENZENE 

1.•USES 

The most impcrtant application of nitro benzene is 

in the manufacture of aniline. It is also used for 

the manufacture of intermediates for the azo and
 

like 	 mentanilic acid,substitute diazo dyes bensidine, 

dinitro benzene, m-nitr-ochlorc-benzene etc. It is 

also used extensively as a solvent for example in 

and the ofFiredE."a-Crafts reaction in refining 


certain lubricating oilso
 

2. 	 PROCESS 

is based on the recentlyThe raiuficturing process 

developed process using only aryueous nitric acid as 

the nitrating agent. 

3. CAPAC]Y
 

The capacity of the Nitrobenzene plant considtered is 

10,000 tonnes per year. 

4. 	 P?,W MATERI:'LS AND LITIL'IES 

raw materials required for the manufactureThe major 

of nitrobenzene are benzene and 	nitric acid. 

The t.ot.al requirement -f raw materials for the Plant 

would be : 

6400 tpy (0.64 	t/t)
Benzene 

Nitric acid
 
5200 tpy (0.52 	t/t)
(100% basis) 


cortd .... 

,
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required per tonne )f nitrobenzene areThe 	 utilities 

250 Kwh
P :-c.r 

1.5 t
Steam 


40 m3
 
C.Water 


5. MANQ1ER
 

The 	total manpemer requirement is estimted -at 150.
 

6. Time chclule
 

The project can be implemented in about 30 months frxn
 

-f the finance, techn-logy and engineering
tying up 


consult ants/contract or.
 

7. FRaJECT CCST
 

rhe 	total pr"jcct cost is estimated at about Rs. 6
 

of about
a foreign excharge contentcr.rcs with 

Rs. 7 5 lakhs. The details arc given 
be-w 	:
 

gs. lakhs
 

20
 
1. 	 Land & Develoiment 


Building & Structures 75
 
2. 


260
 
3. 	 Plant & Machinery 

50
 
4. 	 Technicil Services 


40
 
5. 	 Misc.fixud assets 


65
 
6. 	 Yrcperativ,. expenscs 


60
 
7. 	 C )ntin)ency 


30-

B. 	 Margin money 


600
 

cont -...
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1RODUThe O CST ANDustimat 'ROFfIABILXry
' 
f prscti 'n cost andprofitabilj.ity 
are given belw 

A. 	 .s
Pr-)r~ucti-) Cy~ c,) 

1. 
a. Benzene 64o t @ Rs.7000/tb. "Titric acid 5 20o t 4 O8O/tC. Misct 

2 . _ _ _ i t__C 

a. Pywer 2.5Xo 6 wh @ I .Oo55/I4wh
b. -team 15000 t @ .@ 5 0/t 
c. Misc. 

3. Salaries
3o wn'woges@ Rss 2OOOO/persn 150 P46rs ns
 

~. Repairs ni main enance 
5. 
 Insurance 


6. Packing 200o t RS.12OO/t 

7. 	 Interest : 


term
8. DePrec iat b) 
a) , n 

loansin on bank 1 oan 


T OrAL : 

genera 

r1ie 

448 
4 4s. 

208 
20
 

7 

4
 

122
 
io
 

46
 

30 

30 

3O
 

23 

24 

503
42
 

41
 
893

c 9nt .-] ,. 



B. sales roalisatimn NB-10000 t 
1100@ RS.1 iO0/t (avg.) 


207
C. Gr-'ss Profit 

D. Gr-sf ior~fit as return on 
34.5%invc stmE nt 

2.4 years.
E. Pay back period 


. . .. . 



PROJLCT PROFILE 5
 

LINEAR ALKYLBENZENES
 

1. 	 USLS
 

Linear Alkylbenzenes (LAB), as the name suggests,
 

are benzene with straight-chain alkyl substituents.
 

The alkyl group usually contiins 10-14 carbon
 

atoms. The major application of LAB is in the
 

detergent industry, its suiphonated product being 

the active component of most detergents, used to 
the extent of 25-24 o in detergent formulations 

depending on the duty. Unlike the oranched chain
 

detergent alkylates used earlierdetergents from
 

LSB arb highly biodegradable Lnd for this reason
 

have 	 largely replaced the former in internatio

nal as well. ds Indian market. 

2. 	 PROCESS 

The procoss consists essentially of two parts; 
the generation of the alkyl substituent, and its 

condensation with benzene. The alkyl substituent
 

may be obtained by :

a. 	 cracking of paraffin wax obtained from 
refineries,
 

b. dehydrogenation of n-paraffin fractions
 

obtained from petroleum refining, 

c. 	 oligomerisation of simpler olefins, or 

d. 	 extraction of n-p',raffins from kerosene 
fraction 

e. 	 chlorination of n-paraffin fractions. 

3. 	 CAPACITY 

Keeping in view the demand, ti>- ranges of invest

ment involved and economiqs of scale, 	a capacity 

Contd ...... 
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of 30,j00 tpy is recommended. The existing

plant is also .f similr capacity. 

4. RAW MATERIALS AND UTILITIES 

Typical consumptions per tonne of LAB are "-

Benzene 410 Kg. 
n-pjura ffins 820 K§. 
chlorine 440 Kg, 

About 1.24 tonnes of 33: hydrochloric acid, 160
 
Kg of higher alkyl benzenes and 40 Kg of 'green
 
oil' are obtained as by Ijroduct.
 

Both benzene and n-paraffins can be obtained 
from a refinery/petrochemical complex, for
 
instance the downstream of Bongaigaon refinery. 
Chlorine will have to be obtained from a chlor
alkali plant. It may le noted that the chlorine 
requirement corresponds to roughly 45% 
of the
 
production frj.n a standard chlor-alkali pl~nt 
(100 TPD CLLstic soda). 

Utilities required per tonne of LAB are "-

Fuel 
 1.16 x 10 6k.cal 
Piwer 120 KlIH 
S tam 1.46 t 

110 m3C.Water 

5. IANPOUER 

Total manpower required for 
the plant is estimated
 
at 150.
 

6. TIME SCHEDULE 

The project can be executed in about 36 months
 
from the date of tying up of finance,technology 
and engineering consultant/contractor. 

C ontd ....... 
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7. PROJECT COST
 

The total project cost i)r a 3TjOLO tpy LAB plant 

is estimated at Rs.58 crores including a foreign 
exchangu content if Rs.12 crores as follows :-

Rs .crorus 

0.3
1. 	 Land and Development 


2. Buildings and Structures 1.7 

3. 	 Plant and Machinery 35.0
 

4. Technic l Services 	 3.5 
3.0
5. 	 Misc.fixed assetS 

6. 	 Pre-Operative Expenses 6.5 

7. 	 Contingency 6°0 

8. Margin Money 	 2.0 

TOTAL 58.0
 

8. 	 PRODUCTION COST AND PROFITABILITY 

The estimates of production cost and general
 

profitability are given below "-

Rs .lakhs/year
 

A. 	 PRODUCTION COST 

1. 	 Raw Materials 

(a) 	n-paraffins 2460d t Rs.5UuO/t 1250 

(b) 	Benzene 12300 t b Rs.70u0/t 861 

(c) 	Chlorine 132u0 t O Rs.120U/t 158 

(d) 	 risc.Chemicls cnd Catalysts 75 

2324
 

2. 	 Utilitie3
 

(a) 	Fuel 354OU 6 x 106k.cal
 & Rs.30i.,/10 k.cal 	 106 

(b) 	Steam 4380ij t Q %.150/t 66
 

(c) 	Misc.and water treatment 
chemicals 20
 

192
 

Contd ......
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Rs .lakhs/year
 

Wages 15o p6,rsons
and3. 	 Salaries 

@ Rs.-I.OdU/purson 30 

4. 	 Repairs and maintenance 116 

5. 	 Pccking uxpenses 10duu t 
@s .12,JU/t(BLlance sold -n bulk) 120 

29
6. 	 Insurance 


7. 	 Interbs.: 
(a) on term loans 	 487
 

(b) 	in bank lodns 84 

8. 	 Depreciation .393
 

TOTkL : 3775 

B. 	 Sales Realis ,tion 

Lab 300U0 t C Fs.1600J,/t 480U 

HCI 3720U t Cj Ps. 6bU/t 223 

HBB 48ou t (& Rs.duUU/t 480 

Green Oil 1200 t b is.3UOu/t 36 

5539
 

C. 	 Gross Profit 1764
 

D. 	 Gross Profit on return 
investment 30.41% 

E. 	 Pay.-Back Period 2.7 years.
 

.e .•. 



A REPORT ON COLLECTION AND SUPFLY OF
 

NATURAL GAS FROM OILFIELDS OF ASSM4
 

FOR GAS SEPEPATTCN CUM CRACKING UNIT.
 

SUM4ARY 

'he enclosed note deals in detail the
 

following aspects :
 

- Gas Production and disbursement pattern of
 

OIL and ONGC for next 15 years. 

- Examination of possiblities of colleczing 

zas at alternative locations to facilitate 
cracking.
 

- he costs involved therein. 

- Recommendation for the location best 

suited from cost considerations. 

- Technical feasibility of having gas sezer

ation-cum-cracking unit at LPG plant 

Duliajan. 

A brief discussion on the aforementioned 

aspects is apended below:
 

Gas Production and Disbursoment:
 

Oil India has detailad information in this 

regard. Their analysis of past con3umptioln 

Dattern shows only 720 upliftment of the gas
 

earmarked for market and internal consumption
 



Present level of upliftment is 3100 MSCUMD 

against overall availability of 4200 MSCUMD. 

This has prompted OIL to release another 

amount of 1000 MSCUMD to CEO for power gene

ration. This would result in (a) occasional 

short supply to market and (b) maximisation 

of ;tilization during lean hours. As on 

today, OIL does not have associated gas to 

spare. 3ut, meanwhile OIL has discovered 

a large gas field which would produce, once 

gas wells are equipped, around 2.4 ASCUMID 

:rcm a reserve of 22,400 Billion Cuetres. 

ONGC has indicated gas production pactern 

only for next 5 years. They have a present 

production of 1.2 IMSCUMD which is expected 

to go up to 1.6 'MiSCUMD in ne.t five years. 

Against this ONGC has committed I .L38 M!CUMD 

to market which includes 0.4 ,,SCUMD to 

CEO. ONGC, identically, does not have any 

surplus gas.
 

]ased on present production and con.mitted
 

gas volume, majo- offtake collection points 
were identified .nd gas volumes ascertained. 



These are
 

- AGC offtake 	point Duliajan : 2.38 R4MSCUMD 

point moran : 0.36 MMSCUMD- AGC offtake 

- AGC of ftake -oint Lakwa : 1 .00 ... CUMD 

- Collection point Namrup.
 

of " t' 	s oof -oiection & costxazinationl 
.,n, ivement 

-he note elaborates the four possibiitLes 

7c-f- -as az Dne central poinl. 

(a) zas lincs--le cos, invclvsments are 


'b) coMpressors :'cr recompression and:t (c)
 

lad and oaend e-- e c- s 

J'.e .as line sizes are worked out based on 

.as flow fcrmula _n-d cost figures arc cased 

latest expenses. on Assam -as 	2o:mpany's 

The .knnexture IX -resents detailed cost 

figure reveals:amnlysis. A g!impse to the 

in croresTotal caital cost 

Dui ajan : 21.32 

Lakwa L5.32 

12.10Moran : 

Namrup : 11 .06 

is f-r "rThe reccmmendation, naturally 

saving and the location is Namrup. 



(iv)
 

It is further understood that AGC had 

intended 	 to set up a petrochemical omplx 

at Namrup beyond Dili River and the prop

osal got 	 th,arted. 

Though the note is not specific about the
 

location, some survey can be done in .GC 

selected area and il' suitable land can be 

procured to locate the cracking and netro

ch,3mical c,-m- ex. 

Serailed eccnomic -,nalysJ.s is rot possible 

.s it calls -or (a) a Trice of C-O 2nd 

licuids that ,ouid be seperazad cut a::a 

'b) cost o&' :rt'c:-:zn_. 2nd price of -'c.vn. zre

aun products wh*'h -e ye: o be id.ntifi-i 

.rom markWtin aspec:.. 

._,=_bi1ity of "ocat'nas "ra. king Unit a'. Dul"a-an 

enjoys benefitDuliajan 	 already the of 

av1 clanz. The total area of L17G;having F .L? 

n!ant is arQund 20 ac-es. 3ottling ardbul. 

act,.alfilling takes abc-r 10' acres and 

fr ex .anson nrocess Frea s . acres, So, 

.... nd 1.9 -cres- are -.vailable. 0L w1:

be able to accomiodate ecual sized turbo c::.

a 
an .. e S nis area, 3ut when (;u ti.Ofl 

cmes for a.Iditional s:ace to , 



Gas Seperation and cracking unit and its
 

w:ould be a -rob].en.anciJlaries, spce 

Moreover, to have cracking unit 	only for
 

Duliajan gas (..mount 2.63 1MSCUMD) would 

be an uneconomical proposition. 	To have
 

all the gases from '.oran and Duliajan an 

le incurred
expenditure3 of 21 crores is to 

for coic:i n only. 

Once or-duct _Ir.e of cracking unit is 

totalidentified *and zost alloted for 	 the 

would beconversioL .n ecnomiC analysis 

Possibe -,o n:sc,:r-aiJn the suitability of 

Dulia san. 

.... senc :fsuch data, the technical 

.;aSonly examined ani this 

... =te-" ... C lls o<f estabiskn :ii 

_o.,i olnt :_ wi an. 

Va1le.:1as Shrinkare and coss n lorific 

(a)The recovery of C2 , C3 would entail 

loss in volu)me o" .as and (b) less in 

calorific value. Ta;ing tsear 

value as 10,200cal/u- the follDwine 

working shows 

loss in Sh ri ac-e wouId be around 1 1,71 of 

'he total :as processed if 90c, recovery 



(vi) 

a'diti
of C2 and '-.is done. This means 

>vMSCUY.D to
onal ,2rductirn of 0.41 meet 

: s suW Ycommitted 

- .oss in caoxi- c value wi1 be .jround 7%6 

To eep base oalsrffc value, another qua

tunof0.:6 ::SCU[D gas .f to prohcs be 

ducad and su-!ied. 



A RXEPO T G COLLECTION AND SUPPLY OF 
NATURAL GAS 1--ROM OILFIELDS OF 

ASSAM FOR GAS C.RACKING A:ID 
...... TiON UNIT 

7h - ._' Assam oifields tha, belon to OIL 

ndICUGC, produce aion;.with crude, a substantial 

OL r. turi i:s. Furthermore, Oil India has the 

potential Df p -iucin ncn-associated gas free ;ascr 

a.... 
 _,.x,-n be taped whenever tnere 

-,'-
h 1as .... This naLurai gas s
 

.::O'-"- "-- t
a 7T-O - D :_oz.'0 source of n.ii m!- , 
-m.. - > Zl
" e z~ f" .sc c,:i h Z .C r s.= 

.... 
 :resent situsaLicn is :ha' a 

.:372*r ~...Lo-: :,3 O.f _ onazor%hS - .\u 

.. ... -.. - r eCtJh:. c I M-5X:

r.c >"= i.m~ -ij ,. ur- na.ura- -,as fLr extrac

tin : onww cn' and final 

conve-rsi -n to nercioco rcUcZo. 

Thlis rerort odovrsto Studq aiu at~r
=, ', :. D-. ' s . 

-1tz'3 §22.1' C 12.eC 4-c. n - asc v a;2'1z :!-,~ bot CL1'iT 

:d§72 at ).... :- fortbO loca 'ti . "" '.~_-'!
 

.f .. ....... ..: _~2Thp L
r o..rrwit,: fiescr'ibcJ; in the 
...... - .

x t 1 T 
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2.0 SCOPE OF 'NORK
 

(a) To ascertain from OIL and :JN\GC, the exa
ct amount of natural gas with c.r:,:..
 on
 
that would be available at 
various locations 
of oroduction and sur>,ly for the next 15 years. 
(b) To work ouz alternative modalities for 
collection of -.his available quantities of
 
as 
for- the purnoe of utilization in the 

pronosed 'Gas eer: tion and Cracker Complexlr. 
(c) :o stuy the ,ost ilnvolv-ment in step (b) 
mentLoned .nd tbo'eto recommend the .nost 
econo Tic v-y "o!e, Iono" for -, pur7ose 

of es-ali, of che se-sera. ion/cum/ 
crackmr co - -. t the ,ost suitable ioca1io,, 
d) --o Stuc ti feasibility 0of reocveing 

2. i u - a 1:. c z-*on -- yi 
.pea~in :rccoss o:imt or LPG. 

"-'.P : 7 " ',C'T' ' 
-, :':...f '1 , ' t.
 

OL has re ent , repared three internal
 
notes on -as, 2aiLed "1'atura]. 3as Reserves 
DJeveopmen-c Not.s'4o 1,- 3. The first 
note has deal; ex...uensively wit', fur.- att
ern of gas Trci uction tthe second is on 
the pattern of consumption on bth int(rna! 

and external basis. '1he 1;hird note has ooe
le u -hb--a on the availability of non 

-associated gases both at Naharkatia and 
:ar-thecp on area. The d a7i-d 
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aspects would be discussed in subsequent
 

paras.
 

ONGC has not undertaken a ietailed exerciSe 

samein the line. It -a- rezared a gas .o

recast "or the ericd of 1985-1990 to suply 

data for the 7th fiyve year olan. Howe,,er, 

subseauen,: iO-ussio.s reveal :at oil pro

duction f the _resent level is exoected 

.o ...e.se ovr -he years. -,e , CDi

-*rZ-:"ilow '.around LO.-5C) 

's-h-e (-,rn to 2000 is exrected to 

cc ,OVs -e o tlevel.,ards "Is to 
0;nor-._aunfortunately 'as 

nbt - :ny -. i~c- so .- ;-, :nd - ore, 

any cnoribu:ts::o. f m .o-:--"ses 

to u~o.,,.. -ssoci&;ed --as in case n' sho

.- 1,,_l4f l ..-- na _-,-a,J a . 

As stated .o ,, - c -. alca -:_.0f 

Ss 
 ava.il.bilit-y for associated gases from
 

1985 to 200' O ncw been mad a...v "b
 

_nnexure r , th-
::m =roie deta-Iis.:u
 
3 :C -S. ,:l.ty a.t aharkatia, .O:':n 

and >o::rn. Moreover, in this context, the 

.llo........ are :o be noted: 

.llr.) a t-se years, a ,cc-parson hnz
been m,-:d ':t -h, forecasted figures of
1 981 which , basis thews he of exercise 



of nd-ia ,nx M,1arch" ' 

~(b?) Aforecast" pdphr~oi Uc'tio n in MTPA 
cLha so been, ade for~fe en.Te;± 

Ppduct).oxi figure -are indJcated in-ba es 

_e Sahe f iu2,u h .t eS~ 'production
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From, 1987, it is proera-mmed to stoo evaporation 

of waiter by this cr-ie cnethod. Since 1987, it is 

planned to stop v orct.ion of water by burning of 

EaS.
 

Year 

*.7 
Naibela (addl.---.06 co 'itmont) 
Geieki 

-~ ~ 71 (, ): ,3 '.-

- *.4,:1.4 

.. . .e_ Gardlens 3.023 

I . -L: 

As can be seen the -ommit-edas exceeds the €:.s 

prresen .!y under roduction. (>7,0 has overc:.'-.ite, -as 
-o a-ount of .L :;:L.CU>D for CEO based o-r. -rese-t 

- leven- r-, h , i 



25.6 	 COMPOSTITION OF NATURAL GAS 

The Composition of natural gas produced 

from OIL and ONGC is important for mass 

balance and computation of produced C2 & 

C3 fractions. However, it is also known 

that prediction of gas composition for on

coming years is an impossible task. The
 

production pattern of the field, contribu

tion of non-associated gas from time to
 

time as well as increased production of
 

associated gas because of gas cap wells
 

complicate an:y attempt for prediction.
 

The only glimpse ve have today about the 

future nattern 	of gas ccmposition are : 

(a) Published notes of OIL on both asso

ciated ai-d non-associated gases. 

(b) rIype of rich ras and lean gas presently 

produced fro)n associared and non-associated 

fields of OIL. 

(c) QNC-C, as it 	 does not produce .zrwill 

not produce Dny non-associated gas in near
 

future, the situation is somewhat better. 

For the computation, the gas composition
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be used for at least firstgiven by ONGC can 

few years.
 

Annexure VIII provides the composition of gas
 

presently available in upper Assam oilfields
 

and unless non-associated lean gas is mixed,
 

fractions
this composition specially C2 , C3 


to vary too much. Therefore,are not likely 

any materi4al balance done on C2 4 C3 of 

11-13% of the total gas would not go off the 

mark very much. 

Any extraction of hydrocarbons higher than 

C would, however, not only affect the change 

:ngas composition -n increased methane con

(a) would entail change in
tent but. also 


value )f the processed gas 'b)cat-orifiC 

reduce -as vDlu2ie to a certain quantum requ

ring addition of additional amount of gas, to 

keep the commitmen; level. 

a laterwould be done atA detailed exercise 

stage for workin r out the effect of such 

change in czmcosition. 

PNC OF NLIATLIBAL GAS 
-. 1COLLE'CION 

OIL !ndia Ltd.: 

Oil India oilfields encompoass a vast area 

ind both entry points of gas as well as exit 

numerous and widely
or consumption points are 

followingthere are thespread. But, 

wiaere the gas collection'ollection points 



and distribution are considerable. 

Such points ax: 

- Well 16 offtake point - Otherwise known as 

AGC offtake point 

- Kusijan of ftake point - This is for Doom 

Dooma gas grid 

- MGG gas offtake point 

- Moran AGC offtake point 

The actual gas flow network which provides 

amount of c'as-vailable and ,.ode of disper

sal could no-,e enclosed herewith as OIL 

refused to oar; ,ith ;his confhdentai docu

ment. 

Nevertheless, the :ain collection points th

at are of iu.'-tEfest are 

(a) ell ]6 e:'keooint The OIL LPG ola

nt is oocr tng from this locaticn t -king 

around 2.2 >I[S2UD of ,zas. The expected
 

ooncentration of 'as in next two 
 years %vculd 

be around 2.,S3 >IMSCUMD, when th.c :as supply 

to CEO ",oulc co:,mi nce at Kathal_,uri from
 

'Nell 16 offtake ocint.
 

(b) Xoran AGC of f take point The Moran 

oilfiel! has the _-iajor gas collection point
 

at :4oran ;il Collecting" Station - known as
 

IGC gas offtake point. This c,lection a.d 

distributon point provides arounid 0.36 M.M3CUMD 
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gas to HFCL through AGC.
 

Sketch No I shows the line configuration
 

from 
INHK W/I 6 of ftake point and Moran to
 
Namrup where gas is being carried by AGC.
 

ONGC:
 

ONGC, till recently, has no specific gas
 

collection points. Their field likewise
 

is widely spread but interconnecting lines
 

too 
are not available. 

:owever, ONGC, has now undertaken a scheme 
1O connect up all the producin GG'w-n- x GGSs with
 
gas lines and is providing compressors to
 

boost uD Za-s so as to facilitato cross flow 
and final llectio. at Lakwa. -aetch 2 
shws the rcso..t plan and pcss _blc ;as 
"-wc :azter j, ,-L.k,.D
 

...
 :D FLOW OF 'ASFOR 
 -X , YARS 

3ased on above 
 "u other in: r -"
 
available, the :!wing table is pre
pared to incn'te 7Lmunt of Es nvaila
ble at ma r, collection oints of CIL0 

and ONGC:
 



648 
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Gas Figures are in MSCFD 

MRN LakwaAGC offtake
oint AGC offtake AGC off take 

85-86 
 26.30 
 360 

36-87 
 2380 
 360 
 1000
 
37-88 
 2380 
 360 
 1000
 
88-069 2380 
 360 
 1000
 
3 90 2380 
 360 
 1000
 
90-91 2380 
 360 1000

91-92 2380 360 1000
 

36EI0 ]coo
3- 2380 
 360 
 10009L-95 2380 1o 1000
3-60 

p5-96 
 2380 360 
 1000 
6-97 2380 
 36n o00 

-72380 360 1000
3- E9 2380 
 36099-2000 10002330 360 1O'O 

As seen from the 3.Love, the gas uuant! ites 
available at ,ach offtake j, Do nct Cons

titute enough autity of sac- for having a 
gas crac .-, un t as o ic s o tcot ht u 

less gas is avail-bleabove 3.5 ;,0O.";,, 
a cracker-cu.,-seper-tion 

coml x s not 

viable.
 

This automaticaIIy indicates that CTrzmgemen
would Ahave to be made to collect at vari 



0offtake points to collect preferably at
 
one place. The total amount of gas would
 

therefore be around 3.8 MMSCUMD which if
 

could be collected at an optimum cost would
 

be viable for gas cracker units.
 

.3 ALTLRNATE LOCATIONS FOR. COLLECION 

it has been stated that major gas collection 

Moran and Lakwa.points are at Duliajan 


lines fromeanwh~le, .G. '.as already laid 

Duliajar. and Moran to transport gases for 

armrup complex. Ut aLion at Dulal"a -s 

nresently rest-icted -o intornal utilizatoion 

and the fucure oommtment of gas :o 

uni 2-r CEO. Moran has very smail use gas 

for t c -a-ar dens and :he injection ueme-"n:m"'r 


has aire-adY been ;cken account f . 

ncene the preparatoryAs fa- vs ONG" is ....

',orkis going on for laying n i,. lines> r 

and excep- around D.c vM4SCW (0.L Mi" C"" 

for CEO and 0.1 2cr ia rc-r sdr.i 


owarasrest amnount of :,as would "Uow 

complex vide the :reposed AGC line. 

Sketch iNo 3 shcws the lines c,ino t:, :i.mrup 

complcx frt'm vari:u-u ,.,cr gas cclio-cri.on _e

:nts of OIL and (2T,3.. 7_he ne' -flow o: as 

cniIaction would befrom all these points 



as follows
 

Duliajan : : 2.38 IMSCUMD
 

Moran :.36 MiSOUMD
 

Lakwa MS.O
MMSUMD 

Total 3.7 MMCUMD 

h-s ,vould be the net =oa flow to NYanrup 

com._l.x ...rm CIL and OGO. 'h-:--- F4,--:ues 

w.v1 I eain mco- oDr ss c onst-an t ul-IeSS 

There is a m7.jDr shnro fall in assoct -ed 

3oased :, 2,v-, "o- is now imoer.ttve th.at 

I &os w-:uJd need to be tacen . COllect 

J1 the from ajor .*f- ',e no ins.;ases :hen. n 

s--e c z " ', - - , a t 1, nselec ...ocationi the ed -,-- .: for row.. '3as 

77.ln nyas fr-o.,im the 

-O4t.avrilbi y ieWwf ann t:werefore 

this study s *ir7ite> to i places. 

- D'uliajan 

- L=kwa 

- .Moran. 2nd 
X r anUi 

Skerch To. 4 reoresents the line coni.'

tions an lccation of conlressor statistics 

,fcr each! a e 
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It is understood that to taa all the gas 

to one !ocaion say Lakwa, the following 

aspects are to be considered - Cne adequa

tely sized compressor station with adequ

ate num.ber ,of riachine (with suction and 

i.r....:...re coniderationE) at Nam

St_,e nrs ccmin, to [:a_rup from 

-Loran and -u-_a.Jan. De:ais for suc;ion 

zresSur however 4_s needed to be done fc'r 

exacz sizing of recuired standby machines. 

3nce gas s c.T,-ressed, as rlines C.rry 

thLs gas from "Ta:ruz is to be ,esitnd _.nc. 

conside:'ed. :-ce stri3-_n :f C : r'ci

t-ns are - 'dv-'-- '--; 
 -

= v a,'Urtn , S3u ee 4-iS:s ( .1, u r , . 

-n ag.in bD trc.ns-o1'ted bac. ::] amru'. 

This as :nly 'ne xce-tion 7zd at is 

case of a-rup.
in znextre ,-i cX .... ;rrhe -x -- dehi1s 

and line sizD Cz :-"a3 r.-' 

Alongwithi the preent osts are provi ded 

.or h_-,: reose "n- -:lled : -i 4_ver 

and above these f.:ed costs gi'e some idea 

reveue exr, eni ture and t:ey are al 
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nrovi dec. 7-he basis of these inr'orrntic-ns 

43 TLY D'F 7 "1 

1T ~p~ ~D~ csbec' ;~e pcert_ . ; when 

z zni iertken -1or E:ssi 

n: icatp c ~ i. n 

p~~" ~ ~m-- r~ s ra-:~k~r:i 

n ?t :;t:r't s n 'c-cs; z,,':s and 

7: Lo - -t:~ -n-press 

r r 

ulc:~~~~~LriU r-le o 1T i~t 

r~ -ft 
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this advantage would again
facilities, But, 


nullify any scope of developing 
a region
 

through industrial-Sation. 

-and Moran, for all practical purposes 
- Lakwa 

for any extractionwsuld not be suitable 

cost in transporata
,!an' because )f high 

stancmnt is 
tfi n nd c,.mpressCr.. 	 This 

that the Gas Cracking
made despit.: the fc.ct 

Lakwa (.Uazi-a)Ivlda :veome atunit, 

th.e t industrially backward :r i.ran, 


hve bl,-med.
areas would 

)f suita
- "famrup suf:C2rs from :.nadequcy 


a piant and
estabiishinzble '-:)catin ":r 

t -_t. co:,nsiderr-ble.- t.'nstrcamrnrcducts. 


-- if -h.
e i rc,,pedof -and would b'3 n ed,' 

- t t e,edri by nLuner,-us-

;r:,ductj. This asjt 	"'cct -etrcchemicals 

it -ay be a subject 
.eca a cl-ser scruLLnY. 

.f a seper.te stud>
 

f.:r :cating
The final reccmme&dazifns 


e

the proposed ,as a 

http:seper.te
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Uniti' are basecd :n the following ccnside

rations 

- ?amruo -rnd Zuiia.jan are thu two places out 

Of the fcr Kca, icns where the oossibli

tes f 
 the units are xiozant. 

- li- ne LPG but cianzcost 

sr~cf2s....... eq a l c sC
.-.. = eall nt 

- icm....=i5 
 [" ] , or z ]e., o bei.g' 

fe. , 
 O 

'
@S , s'C "7 .
le 
- - ... .. r ,._ i . " cs oriss:rlma r. t 

- -- -f g. s.i O,.. ....
 

S t 

cc:n'_'mic-ii -, a,jcrc 'eas-
 . 

r cu ~n .. IC.'; or.
 

t h- c 
 cr,;_zerl. ,i 

":'fer ec..,ncmc 7 , t- +i
 
J f r,7.s 
 +:: , . . .•..._ . -a', e',.d 

~,oc:o~iriddon~m el z:h-t tr
 

oropojsed Oic.:ir .-" "C:oS C'x-c,. 
 and 

t' is lcatod ir. he vic-,nt-; 

LL L _ 



of Namrup cmplex bj acquiring an appro

priate space.
 

,. FEASIBILITY STUDY 07 iXTRCTIHG C2 & C3 <.C.3I AA. 

LT)' . T.7LJAJ)LPG .P 

Over -nd -Ecve the exercise riven, an addi

;i;n,7d exercise vas lesired which des"rd4-_ 

,. -,Y.3casihi<./ Study" *n extracting 2 and 

... ... :,n 7_j pola-n

C3 1,ydr: :c2 -n -, L.i -r 

-. Duli:'.,jn LP,' r]l:.nt f2Siesigned t :ro

.rfletir: rec vry run-i , '00 

.... 12-.1 _1.-,200 

-?r,?,c<:;iy, ;::e c::pucity/ ]" , :C .. 

n cn d n. -i u'-- ::7y7; :' c r~ASat, 

r -d 

' ; -;..- 'r... . . -. _. 5 r t .. .. ;i " : r 
an nr 

- :t.a ' .. ... e. r ....y-. v- -
- & - - ;I. Ct S"% 

- ' s vnOzs~~ drc ftrulj~ , -,y' 

i , ' ', 1~ -7 - 3PC. 



Gas stream fr'm ONGC : 

'~~~~~~& ._' :i SL."r .... 

1 .0 

L : (D 

>IASCUMD 

'6MSCJIND 

ar E s ,S t,1ti:n c c ns Z2 the -,ind 

-

-

. 

o. 

r--n:.i;--i 

i;:,-I:: 

- - . .'-

i ry 

:.E "I 

becom- oertinent 

,'iculd be -r:cessed 

-

"r 

'" x , *..':..- " - : -" - L i-¢ , .. r n n 

W I f 

1 rTr , C--d' 

-
-,e .1'7: -, ".nf " "sg " ,u J-I, ass 
.-- ' .-, r i.: n 

. r c._sx .tc ' r"'- d. in 

.1 :c 5-re, *~X;2J1Ct2.Ol~:-.., -~'~ d 

http:X;2J1Ct2.Ol


is LPG plant from 2.21 MMISCUMD is 

C- :30,000 TPA
 

C4 : 30,000 T1A 

By exiending i ca-hlculation to cover addi

mzrnal 0 L2 1 .icl C., C3 -mnd C4 we 

have addit naI r-7d cti-n: 

=: 5,00 -

PL t 

- C: :.0 P can be scid 

__ . s v.,u~tbe2 used -,'.r cr-cc!:'inr. 

' 
"- -- ,- L 

' 
'".- .L . .-L- - --.- --i zt o _cncis :n 

ntQ7raa) :Osibii2 . f - C L-

- .. . . . '.... .... . 

-" -"" ' z±;.. . . Z. I 2..-

;.L2:c szripped' z LG) of 

du.ic tks.
 

qh arceThe deta- -o'iie zo vieris 


-. .,tTd
..,,n-" OIL de f i
 

t "f C : : r:.7:" t;-r'r L'- p nt which it
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is krnown that thpy are contemzlating. As
 

regards to process oniy 2.63 UY%5CUMD that
 

too partly lean gas is not viable.
 

An.rther imortant aspect that becomes lery 

much pertinent is that HFCL stacked : claim 

Df incurring ">,sses because :lf the zxtrac

ti ; cf L2'3 rur. e ocess gas. In case, 

futh-- e , ons ::ade "c the irocess 

-.zas-a- . ... T. .-'r * -croject . 

a-_._st cer an'-r'T t w:,id .bject to
 

accent -e sr'ipped :,_rV-.- gas
-as i.e. 

With rnethane ,thar. 95%. -Is this wouli 

.u n.. . o- j-ac-.rd, .i unlikely That 

orccess . f 7-rl-r'u--ajan -as v-*-,uld be "lea

sale.
 

-asei ,dn ::resc.,i :no technzcal Lebili'tv 

::. =n~ 32, ni-C extraction n.L 

3as ,.niy - ,ear s . :- :.t r. ve. 

The eccn,.io .:_bi7i- ..",s" not 

consid~ered. 

Technical Fe:bili, flo.. all stea::s 

Eas (ex ,3G' + OIL) for sri:;uin t 'ulza

http:eccn,.io
http:j-ac-.rd
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This aspect of stripping C2 and C3 for all
 

the streams of gas that come 
to Namrup com
plex #ould have the following implications 

(i) Stripping of THK gas as shown in case (a) 
(ii) Stripping of MORAN OIL gas 

.Striin- of ONGC gas from Lakwa. 
The expected production of C2, C3 
 C4 frac

tion is worked omt 'n Annexure XI 

As can be 


Total C.C.,) = 


4= 

seen from 

131,000 

-1 COO 


31,00 

the annexure I 

TPA 

TPA 

TPA 

Ccnsidering LPG production also feasible 

frm thic exra =-as (over and above the 

presently 3xtr-ctcd LPG), we can Set addi

tional PLO- of 

C4 = 31 ,000 TPA 

C3 = 31,O00 TPA 

with a 50 : :0 mixture. 

The remainin-' liquid would be 

C2 = 131,000 :c' 

C3 = 3,500 PA 

5.3 0ThSERVATIONS 

The observations that can be m'sde 
from
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this study and accopnanying computation 

of various quantities of gas. 

(a) The LPG Quantum would almcst double up. 

As such the osent LPG nl! it vei'.wculd some

how acc=mCdate such an expansion. 

(b) The acc-nranying -iand C -would need 

to be :ryrnicallv seperated and :he Cost 

estimates fr such a olant is not at hand. 

(c) The -rcducticn of C, and as aupears 

nrmtheoraticai corputation of oonsiderable 

-quan - t u:y, c sutr~sdr-ng the eiro..nous cost 

of co._nction and re-distribution, the 

.CcDnx.,Eii*z:icticn at uresent LG site 

do i.,,ok attr-,cti';e. 

-Though te technical feasibiIty Df extcra

t"n,, It , in this exercie, s thtr 

constrso..nl7S 

- Soace Iimrt rs for U2' C3 extrac tion plant 

- Exhrbitanz cst i.n lines ,:compressors 

- Non-accntability of stripped -- s by HFCL 

would bc ;ne deterrants for taing . posi

tive d.Jcisi~n in this end. 

Uow, as the -vazius cost elements ..re ron 

once the project fiiialisation as rep-ards to 

identification of end products and the cost 
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structure, arc done, a positive decision
 

in this regard may be taken.
 

The loss in calorific value and shrinkage 

if ;Ae mr ~cesseagas after recovery of C + 

frqct!:ns would need additinnal quantity 

f gas to rhe extent of 12-14% of the total 

gas. this asoect and the c-st of such gas 

neei tC ba "aken note of.
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A RPORT ON COLLECTION AND SUPPLY OF
 

NATURAL GAS FROM OILFILDS IN ASSAM
 

WAYMOUTH FOC1MULA : TO CALCULATE GAS LINES 

SIZES. 

5To - (P2 - P2 )d " 0.5
 
Q = 3i22 --


Po GTLfta
 --I 

Q =std cuft/hour 

L = lenght in miles 

d = inside diameter (inch) 

P =:pressure psia 

G = Gas gravity 

T = average Temp. OR 

f = 0.032
 

d1/3
 



Annexurr  1. 

A REPORT Oi COLLECTION AND SUPPLY OF
NATURAL GAS FROM OIL FIELDS OF ASSAM. 

Associated Gas 
 vailability Forecast
Gas Availability ()000 std Cum/d) 

Year 

Nov. 
TEote 
'85 

No.102 "Tote o,. Gas 
Injection 

Present 
.4ote 

Oct. 1984 Dec. '85 
-86 

8-37 

of-88 

L4O3 

4221 

3957 

4890 

49 O 

4750 

4276 

4835 

4706 
,8-P9 

Ro - 90 

.(0- 91 

91-92 

92- 9-

3708 
3608 

3545 

3495 
3L27 

1370 
4330 

4160 

4030 
3980 

L635 
4552 

4552 

4414 
4339 

93- 04 
94-95 

5-9. 

_352 
3271 

21 5 

(3.03) 4000 (3.53) 

4070 

4480470 
4452 (4.04) 

4S51 

97-98 

8-9 
99-2000 

C-973232 

3239 

3311 
328 (2.7) 

il10 
4270 

4300 
4310 

4608 
4642 

4638 
L656 (4.55) 

N'ote:- Figures in brackets indicate crude MTPA 

-- PRE Note-No. 102 was used for reports by the Taskforce in Gas availability in the countryMarch 1984. 



Annexure - II.
 

EP 

NITURAL GA F0V 0iL FIELDS OF ASSAM. 

A .R T CN COLLECTION AND SUPPLY OF 

3reak-up of HP LP jases 
C! o "l (All figures are in MST cumD), fields 

'ear 	 HP gas LP gas 

(above 10.5 kg/cm 2 ) (Below 10.5 kg/cm2 ) 

A f8-86 1942 2334 

06-67 220L 2671 
37-88 21 53 2553 

8-139 2144 2491 
39-90 2037 2515 
'0O05 2498 

910-92 2007 240?
 

92-93 1969 2445
 

93-94 2080 2459
 
94-95 1996 2474
 

95-96 1954 2516
 
96-97 2034 2574
 

97-98 1829 2813
 

98-99 1543 3095
 
99-00 1313 3333
 

0 



Annexure - III. 

A REPORT ON COLLECTION AND SUPPLY OF 
NATURAL GAS FOM OIL FIELDS OF ASSAM. 

Gas Production (Non-Associated) 
From OIL oil fields 

Area Gas Production Rates 

MMstd.cuM/day 

Condensate 

Production ?ate 

Lean Rich Total KLPD 

.1HR-Main 

-aloni 

.,a huting 

Tipling 

Ja ti 

arkashi 
Ka _aIu 

laga jan 

-a 

Deohal 

:a- -akhat 

0.087 

0.038 

0.230 

0.163 

.40 

0.099 

--

--

3.335 

0.118 

--

--

--

0.404 

0.075 

0 656 

D. 422 

0.156 

0.230 

0.163 

0.406 

3.503 

0.075 

0.3 

20 

10 

15 

5 

50O 

------------------------------------------

1.023 1.488 2.51;, 100 
-------------------------------------------



------------------------------------------------------------------

Annexuxe - IV. 

A REPORT ON COLLECTION AND SUPPLY OF
 

NATURAL GAS 77OM OIL FIELDS OF ASSAM. 

OL's Gas Consumption Pattern
 

zU'aay of DIL's internal Consumptior 

fear Gas inj. Total Internal utili-
S Mr zation other thanan injection. 

1985-86 <35 100 165 1125 305-

36-87 835 100 15 1125 805
 
37-838 35 + 135 165 1160 872
 

48-89 ;355 1,35 65 1160 372
 
89-90 800 - 170 1'5 1160 872
 
90-91 751 - 219 4-5:160 872
 

,41-92 751 _ 3,:3 1160 3-372 
2-93 32 _t2.O 138 1160 953 

o12 0 1160 953/8 

9L-95 332-'= 25-0 1.02 i1160 953
 
95=-96 532 + 230 83 1160 953
 

96-97 32 250 55 1160 955
 
97-- 9SO 332 53 11 0 5
 

98-99 532 + 280 55 1160 953 
99-2.0 312+ 230 :5 11 ,-0 953 

All figur-es are in zcumd 

These fig::res are Zcre or less in ine with the 

'igures ccnsidered in the r:eoort of the task :orce MaxchlL 



Annexure - V.
 

A R2POIRT ON COLLECTIONi AND SUPPLY OFNATURAL G.AS7-PKM OIL FIELDS OF ASSZAM. 

U nT T :-'A T,, T Tm-.-,N 

sear Overall ASSC- Associated 
ciated gas 

gas Net Asso
uiization
availability7 ciated gas725 
 availabili-


InTernal :arket Total ty.'IL 

4276 
 1390 1727 3117 1159
•3-o, 
 L.335 1390 
 2366 
 376
= 1079
 
7-33 
 a706 463 2366 3329 377
 

4635 V 63 2366 
 3829 
 806
 
£, 9-' 532 1463- 2766c M29!1 7?239C-4i 23661L"63 2366 38297.,Z. 723


55 3029 

725
 

1521 385733
&470) 
 =;21 2366 
 827 
 583
 
4452 
 )521 2366 
 3837 
 365 
4631 
 1521 
 2366 3,87 
 764


308 
 1521 2386 3687 764

4.o2 
 21
2 'z 6 7

-638 1521 
 2366 
 3887 7-1
99-2000 

156
1521 
 2366 
 3887 
 769
 

.ll fitures a -n ''-u.d 

-2ase1on Zhe babove, 
 upper limit of utilization in
 y 3219 >LS cum/d (.3. of ma.duAum committment).
 
r imi s 21 
 ,J
'MScui/d(
40,' of maximium co

!inid .,ent ). 



-----------------------------------------

-------------------------------- 

Annexure - VI. 

A REPORT ON COLLECTION AND SUPPLY OF 
NATURAL '"AS TOM OIL FILDS, OF ASSAM. 

Agreed Market Commitment of Gas on Daily
Maximum Basis. (1000 std Cum/day,L. 

Place of Utilisation O a-ton HK+, 5RN M1 Total 
Di gboi IOC 222 -- 222 

Na.mru n 
HFC U Phase I + I1 679 291 970 
HFCL Phase III 723 69 792APL Phase 1 42 -- 42
APL Phase i 


-- 96 ...., 

Duliaanli, 804 -- 304
 
a
A55 


-- 55 
Tea gardens
 

DGG 
TGG 138 --hase - 138 

5 -- 55 
TGG Phase !I 38 -- -3&MG 

- - 55 --Minor 
19 -- 19 

2871 415 3286 

-

Th" figures -ven are as per report of the vic,rkinggrouo of N.S. region Gas utilization. 



Annerxre - VII 

A REPORT ON COLLECTION 1:D SUPPLY OF 
NATURAL GAS ?ROM OILFIELDS IN ASSAI4. 

O1;GC GAS ?, OIL PRO0DUCTION 

Associate(! -as Oil Production 
(...SCu>.D) ('!TA) 

.C,1.15 2,5 

?86 1.27 2.6 

1987 1 .; 2.8 

1988/89 1.525 3.1 
: 9/0 .85 4.1 



Annexure - VIII. 

A REPORT ON COLLECTION AND aTPPLY 7 

NATURAL GAS FPOM CILFILDS OF 

Cor.tosition of Natural Gas
 
Present (1985-90)
 

Oil india 
 ONGC
 

W/1 6 off take foran 

10 % %
 
C1 35 82 85
 

6-8
1 7-9 7
 
C3 3-5 4-6 4
 

C, 1-2 1-2.5 2.3 

Cz rest rest rest
 

?u ture 

( 1991-20C0) 

7. 87 84 85
 

5 5-7 7 

C- 2-h 3-5 4 

C, 1-2 1.5-2 2.3 

C rest rest 
 rest
 

In case of OIL, the post-1990 gas streams would 
increasingly higher content of non-associated gasses. 
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1. line sizes a) 400Cm 1 30 km 263C a) 400mr x 56 km 4S5 a) 400mm x 56 km 4 E5 30O=. x 2 km . f 
b) Land 50 b) 300am x 56 km 352 b) 400mm x 56 km 435 Land 4.0 
c) Layinr costs 12 Land 100 Land 100 l3:ving cost 18.0 

'3.=.s=1 =s - ?Tatlcr. 
Laying cost 340 Laying cost 403 

1. Line s:es a) 400mm x 
b) Land 

3C k ? 
50 

a) 400Cmr x 55 k 
b) 30mm x 56 km 

485 
35? 

a) 4&rD= 
b) 400mr 

x 56 k= 4F5 
x 56 km 4S5 

400mm x ? km 
land 

19.5 
S.C 

c) Laying cc.sts 120 Land ICO Land 100 Laying cost 12.0 
Yiscelleneous ?D0 L3yla ccst 340 Laying cost 400 

ylscleneous 3x( Vlscelleneou5. CsJ' coel eous 5(3.C 

Total 2:3? 4532 5210 UC10 



ilnne.ure - . 

CALCULATIONS O' QUANTUM OF YY 

a) Total gas 80 MMSCUFD (2.21 MMSCUMD) 

C4 fraction : 1.5% (aveg) 

Molecular weight of C4 = 58 

Do, weight in tonnes/day= 80 x 106 x 
58 x 1.5 83 tonnes/day 

100 x 379 x 2200 

= 30,470 T/year 

= 30,000 TPA (say) 

Mixing .ith 50% of C3 

C3 recovered = 2% of the gas 

veight in tonnes = 30,000 TPA.C3 

b) Total gas 95 >MNSCUFD (2.63 MI4SCUND) 

For additional recovery of LPG from 15 ATMSCUFD 

we '-_a ve : 

4 :ractLon : 5500 TPA 

TPA: 5500 - fraction 

For recovery of C2 and some C3 through gas seperation of 

87332TPA.910x 0 x x 65 


'00 x 379 x 2200 say 85.000 Tons per year
 
(inclucLing 2oszes) 

365 = 11556 TPA t:sa y i1,100 TPA)15 x ± x 10 x 44 x 

100 379 22000 xan d
 

C3 -D Ox1 x 1 6 x 4 x 3 65 =?392 TPA (y 7,000 TPA)
 

100 x 379 x 2200 

So, additional recovery total 

.. 3 23,,500 TPA and C = 55,00 TPAC2 = 85,000 PA, -.C 



Annexure - XI
 

A REPORT ON COLLECTION L.D SUPPLY OF
 
NATUAL GAS FROM OIUIELDS IN ASSa4.
 

CALCU LATIO.jS 

To ascertain the quantities of C, 23 and C4
 

extractable from the gas streams of OIL 
and
 

ONGC
 

2as Processed from OIL (Dulia.ian)
 

Already calculated vide para 10.0 (a) 
the
 

production is forecasted as
 

C.2 C3 + C4 : 114,000 TPA
 

Gas nrccessed from Moran (OIL, Moran) 

c= 13657 2PA 
 13000 TPA
 

d3 12519 TPA 
 = 12000 TPA 

C,, 4 ""PA = 45004951 
 PA 

Gas rocessed from Lakwa ONGC ) 

T Q 33094 TPA 
 = 33000 TPA 

C3 = 27736 TA = 27000 TPA 

C. = 21022 TPA = 21000 TPA 

a-.
 



A REPORT ON COLLECTION AND SUPPLY OF
 
NATURAL GAS FROM OILFIELDS IN
 

ASSAM FOR GAS SEPERATION
 
CUM CRACKING UNIT
 

PREPARED FOR 

ASSAM INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION LTD. 

GUWAHATI 

BY 

DOWERAH & ASSOCIATES 

Co 22, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 

GUW A1-ATI-21 



ANNEX h 

Ethylene-capacity shortage looms 
in early 1990s, new study shows 

he U.S. olefins industry ay soon what hiIe available in the late 1980s.
face a situation that several vears ago This should be sufficient ) delav until 
Would IaMVe benCI ,itnit unthinkable- th early 1990s the potential shortaill 
the loouling possibility of' all th he iefaing tie U.S. ,thylene industr.\N (Fig.
supply/capacitv shortftall in the early 1).
1990s. Total act;.e U.S. ethylene a
pacify is abolut 34 billion pounds per 
yea. \Vith close to 6 billion p)outnds of '-Np--_ Nameplate r.\O140L_ 


capacitV shut down tenpoiarilV dItring 
1982-1 983, the net resuilt thatwas thle 
industry operated fe Mer i-
units no e ff 


ciently over that period. Chum SIys-

tens, Iarrytow., N.Y., irates
cst fia 
the effective inlustry operating rate \VdtS 

abotut 89-85% ih,ring 1981 and 1982\/ 

and abt)v,' 9' sicC 1983 (s( Table). 

EtIvi le 'se is foire:ast I)v Chtrnl 
System s (iia iew 400-page .tody) to 
reach 35.7 Iillion pl)iinds by 1990, and 
4(1.6 billi(4ipounds by 1995, represet-ing a 2.5% average a'-mat growth rate 

forltile1 85-1995 p'riiid, slightlv lowr 

sante period. 
"Sone cthvlentie c Ipa. it,temporarily 

shutIhtvI.i i)I 1982-1983 was back in 
operation bv 1985, Also, tliet newer, 
heavy liquidrs crackers btiilt diring the 
late 1'97()s have never re'allv been nut at 
MiaxttiItrI ttd(liiti s. .ianv, of these 
units inav be 1hle tli Ii;pte. 11) .I14. 
abose their iaieplate capai'ity R un-
ling these platIs above their r;Ite(d ia-
pacitics phis sotc adlifiol;al debiot-
tlenecking may add is inuch lts 3.1 
billion pounds per year of capaityt,t 

than forecast G;NP gri )wth over tIle ries of new cxtport oriented projects in 

TABLE 1-Industry operating rates-U.S. ethylene 

Nameplate capacity
Available capacity 
Effective capacity 
Production 
Operating rate, % 

- capacity V, 

:3 

3a2 / , 
Ptsbetletio 

28 - \ Teapirary 

26I- plansiutow'-s 
24 L._ IJ 

1980 1985 t19.10 1995 
Fig. 1-Supply and demand forethylene. 

"At on, time it was liel that increitontia global ethylene supply require

tients would be met by a continual se

energy rich regions." However, now 
that the first wave of export-oriented 
pr.iects has been cotnpleted, Chem 
Systines does not lbresee an iniinent 
lircat of a second wave. "The exFccted 
slowdown in additional olefins project 
development in Saudi Arabia, Canada, 
and elsewhere is based on 1. unavaila
bility of capital, 2. prolonged effect of' 
le early 1980s recessionary period, and 

3. lower crude oil detrand and pricing 
resulting in the loss of the competitive 

. e for export orientcd projeccts." 

(Billion pounds) 

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
39.4 
39.4 
36.2 

410.8 
39.5 
3(C.4 

37.4 
31.8 
29.3 

37.4 
32.2 
29.6 

37.4 
34.2 
31.5 

36.5 
33.9 
31.2 

28.1 29.4 24.5 28.7 31.2 30.5 
78 81 84 97 99 98 

Hydrocarbon Processing, July 1986 17 



ENTER A NEW INDUSTRIAL ERA
 

- - - AIDC'S SERVICES 
ARE AT YOUR DOOR STEP -

-IDBI'S REFINANCE SCHEME 

Is 

HERE TO HELP YOU. 

What is Refinance Scheme of IDBI: 

AIDC extends term loan requirements of medium scale entrepreneurs
 

in the state with extended refinance facilities from
 

Industrial Development Bank of India
 

ASSAM INDUSTRIAL 	 DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED 
(AGovt. of Assam undertaking) 

R.G. BARUA ROAD GUWAtlATI - 781 024 

Ph :87731/87732 Gram: Udyog Telex : o2 35210. AIDCORP 

)esigned by Omnega Adiertising Agency, Gu w haii. t



0 

ENTREPRENEURS'!

*Do 

Here are a few questions to you, 
you want to set up a project in Assam ' 

-- if your answers are in affirmative, it is THE 
TIME that you approach the PROJECT 
FINANCE DEPARTMENT of A I D C. 

2. Do you have a right project ? 

3. Is your project 
finance? 

held up because of lack of 

0 



What are the Industrial Concerns eligible for loan .
 

The Industrial concerns engaged in
 
i) Manufacture, preservation or processing .fgoods
 
i
i) Shippin g!
 
iii Mining
 
ivI Hotel lndustry
 
) Transport of passengers or goods by Road, water or by air.
 

vi I Generation or distributions of electricity or anN other f(,nn of
 
pokers. 

vii i maintenance. repairs. testing or servicing of machinery of
 
an description or \ehicles. vessel or motor boats, trailor. or
 
factors.
 

viii) assembling reipairing or packing of any article with the aid 
of Fachineror power. 

A Hotel Kuber Room. 

ix) developing any contigous area of land as Industrial estates. 
x) fishing or providing shore facilities forfishing or maintenance 

thereof. 

xi) Providing special technical knowledge or services for the 
promotion of industrial growth or 

xiin research and development of any process of manufacture or 
a product in relation to any of the afforsaid matters. Under 
normal circumstances AIDC is not providing financial assis
tance under this scheme in respect of industries in the nega
tive list in line with the IDBI guide line thereon. 

Promoters contribution: 
Enterpreneurs seeking tenn loan assistance from the corporation 

for setting up an Industry in Assam have to fullfil a minimum 
contribution of 10% of the total project cost. Factory of Luit Asian Plastics P) Ltd. 

Rate of interest: The present rate of interest on term loan is @Rs. 
1%per annum.
 

Repayment period : The loan is normally repayable within a
 
period not exceeding 10 years, which will be determined after
 
assessing the cash generation and repaying capacity of the project.
 

Seed capital assistance Scheme : The object of this scheme is to
 
finance the gap in equity component after adhering to nonnal
 
debtequity norm.
 

Proimloters having necessary entrepreneurial traits in industry V
 
to set up a project in the medium scale sector for the first time are
 
eligible under the scheme if the project cost is within 3 crores. The
 
maximum amount of seed capital assitance per project is Rs 15.)
 
lakhs in the form of soft loan with 1%service charge.
 

S ati Oil Udvog under construction 



Some of the Projects under Refinance Scheme. 

I Carbon Paste Project .; , 

2. Rigid PVC Pipe Projects 
3. L.P.G. C, lindei Project . 
4. Edible oil Refinery Project 
5. Hotel Project 

(. Cigarete Project 
-News paper Publications 
S. Special Carbon Projects 

The total refinance assistane
 
tot heahove. Project aiounts to
 
693.28 lak-hs. 

Hotel Urvast under construction 

Eligibilitv norms and other conditions for seeking Assistance.
 
I) The corporation will normally consider application tor
 

term Iban from medium scale units whose project cosl is Rs 50
 
lakhs and above subject to a ceilinig ol Rs 3.00 crores lor new as
 
well as expansion di' ersification modernisation projects and the
 
loan requirement is Rs 300) laklis and above upto a maximum o.
 
Rs IX)lakhs per unit. Tile Upper limit of Rs 4(X) lakhs may be
 
considered to maximum ot 
 R,, 2WXlakhs when financing such a 
proiect isagreed jointly bx the Assam Fiancial Corporation 1AFC". and Commercial Banks. lnhe case of existing concerns, the tal
 
ot existing, h UStanding, balance i and proposed] loan% under the
 
Refinance Scheme. should not exceed Rs 2 crores. To be eligible
 
(or financial as.sisance under this scheme, the own funids (i.e. paid
 
up capital and reserve) of tle cotmpan. should not exceed Rs 2.50
 
cr0res. 

North Eastern Cylinder P ) 1.td. 
project under construction 

Procedure : An Industrial concern seeking term loan assistance
 
from the corporation will have to anply in the prescribed
 
application forms available with the corporation. Three copies of
 
the applications 
du l%fil led in will have ito be submitited to the
corporation along with all required documents including tle
 
project report. Another two copies seperately will have to be.

simultuniously subitted to the 11)131. North Eastern Regional
 
Office G.S.Ri ad. Bhangagarli. Gauhati - 781(X)5.
 

When financial pattern invo.lves more 
 than one financial
 
institutioin the Industrial concerns shall have to apply for financial 
 . 
assistance separatelk to each instil utiuon. 

H.. a.mi -s 

Hotel Rangmahal under construction 





INTRODUCTION 

Endowed with vast natuialiesouices and power 

potentialitv in the state Assam stands out as one 

of the ideal places offering vast avenue for setting 

up numerous industries. 

With a view to utilising and exploring the vast 

industrial wealth of the state and to promote 

faster industrialisation, Assam Industrial Deve

lopment Corporation Ltd. comes on the scene. The 

object of AIDC does not lie alone on setting up 

industries but also to help developing the socio-eco

nomic levels of the state as well. The industrial 

growth helps the prosperity of the state and its 

people. 

AIDC can claim that its efforts in the above 

areas are significant as for the first time new 

industries like Petro-Chemicals, Fertilisers, and 

Sugar etc. came under its aegis. 



*BOARD 

Board prior to 


1985 elections 


I. Shri P.C. Das. IPS, 
Retd. Director General of Police 
Govt. of Assam. 

2.ShriJ.Hazarika. IAS 

Special Secy. to the Govt. of Assam 
Industries Deptt. 
Dispur 


3. Shri M.P. Bezbaruah. IAS 
Chairman. 

Assam State Electricity Board. 
4. Shri P. K. Bora. IAS 

Financial Commissioner. 


Govt. of Assam.
 
Dispur.
 

5.Shri H. N.Das. IAS 

Planning & Devt. Commissioner. 
Govt. of Assam. 

Dispur. 
6.Shri B. Himatsingka. 

Managing Director, 

India Carbon Ltd., Guwahati.
 

7.Shri I. J. Laul. 

General Manager. 
I.D.B.I.. 

Guwahati. 
8.Shri N. K. Dutta. 


Tea Planter, 

Chowkidingee. 

Dibrugarh. 


q, Dr S. P. Bhattacharya 
D.D.A. Self Financing Schemes 
Haus Khas 
Arvind Marg 
New Delhi - 110016. 

10. Shri N. Buragohain. 
A.I.D.C. Ltd.. 
G uwahati. 

OF DIRECTORS 

Current Board 

October 1986 

1.Shri Digen I )ra, 
Minister of Industries 

Chairman 

2.Shri J.P.Rajkhowa,IAS 
Commissioner of Industries, 
Personal and Special Secretary 
to the Chief Minister 

3.Shri B.C.Thakwire, AS 

Commissioner of Power 

-do

4.Shri P.K.Bora, IAS 
Financial Commissioner 

5.Shri H.N.Das, IAS 
Planning & Development 
Commissioner 

6.Shri P.K.Bhuyan 

Industrialist 

-do

7.Shri J.N.Bavina 

Director RRL 
Jorhat 

-do

8.Shri G.P.Gupta 
General Manager 

Industrial Development Bank 
of India 

-do

-do

9.Shri N. Buragohain 

A.I.D.C.Ltd. 

Guwahati 

Managing Director, 



AIDC'S MAJOR AREA OF OPERATION 

**Identification, promotion and implementation of medium and large scale 

industrial proiects in the state.
 
**Implementation of package scheme of incentives offered by the State
 

Govt. for the benefit of entrepreneurs.
 

**Providing term loan assistance 
 to medium scale industries/projects 

taking up expansion under IDBI's Refinance Scheme. 

**Providing seed capital assistance to eligible new industries.
 

**Providing financial 
 assistance to eligible new industries. 

**Providing financial assistance by way of participation inequity capital 

to public and private sector undertakings. 

**Rehabilitation and Management of sick industries. 

**Provide technical, financial and managerial services to entrepreneurs. 

**Development of skilled manpower Ihrough appropriate training programmes. 



PROJECT IDENTIFIED, PROMOTED AND IMPLEMENTED 
Projects under state sector 

1. Assam Petrochemicals 

Ltd. 

capacity annum 

(I1Methanol 7(XXO MT 
.
12) Formalin 1200 MT-

(3) U F Adhesive, . ... 
II) 50/. Conc 120(X) MT
 
121 65% Conc 15(XXJ MT
 
(4) UF Molding I(XX) MT 

Powder
 
Product:
 
Methanol, Formaldehyde.
 
Urea, Formaldehyde Resins
 
and Urea Formaldehyde
 
Moulding Powder
 
Location
 
Namrup in the District of
 
Dibrugarh.
 
Date of commission : 1976. 

2. Cachar Sugar Mills
.Ltd. 

Capacity (Crushing): 
1.250 M.F.of sugarcane per 
day.
 
Produtt Sugar.
 
Location:
 
Chargola in the district of
 
Cachr.
 
Date of commissioning: 1978 

3. Fertichem Limited 

Capacity:
 
100 MT per day.
 
Product:
 
NPK Granulated Fertilizer.
 
Location:
 
Narengi near Guwahati. 

,
Date of coimissioning: 1975. 

0I 



PROJECTS UNDER IMPLEMENTATION 

Projects under state sector 

1. Spinning Mill 
Capacity 17280
 

spindles
 
Location Nathkuchi
 

r'Fihui
 
Est. Project Cost 7.68 crores 
Forms of Public 
collaboration Sector 
Date of End of 
com missioning 1985. " 

2. Methanol Plant (Expansion Project
 
of APL)
 

Capacity I(X) "rPD
 
Location Namrup
 
Project Cost Rs 30.(X)
 

crores
 
Date of June. 1986
 
commissioning
 

Projects under 	joint sector 

V 1.North Eastern Tobacco Co. Ltd. 

Capacity 	 300 million
 
pcs. per
 
annum. 

Product Cigarette
 
Location Guwahati
 

Date of commissioning
 
Expected in the year 1985.
 

2. Polyester Film Project 
Capacity 2000 MT
 

per annum
 
Product Taps,
 

X-Ray and
 
Photograp h 
Film meta
lised film, 
capacitors 
etc. 

Date of commission Expected by 1987. -	 ,. 

0I
 



PROJECTS IDENTIFIED & UNDER PROMOTION
 

1. 	 A 7,200 TPA Phthalic Anhydride Plant 
based on Orthoxylene from BRPL with 
foreign know-how. 

2. 	 A 200 TPD Mini Cement Plant at 
Umrangshu, N.C. Hills, sponsored & 
financed by North Eastern Council (NEC). 

3. 	 200 TPD paper grade lime plant near 
Umrangshu sponsored and financed by NEC 

4. 	 A 10,000 TPA polyester filament yarn 
project based on DMT as raw material to be 
available from Bongaigaon Refinery and 
Petrochemicals Ltd. (BRPL). 

5. 	 A 2000 TPA polyester Film project based on 
raw materials DMT to be available from 
BRPL 

6. 	 A Ray on Grade Pulp & Viscose Fibre 
pr,'ject to meet the demand of blending 
materials for the spinning mills being set up 
in the state. 

7. 	 A Textile Processing Unit. 
8. 	 A finished Leather Project. 
9. 	 A Brewery Project. 

10. 	 A Jute Mill. 
11. 	 A Drug Formulation Unit. 
12. 	 A Galvanised plain and corrugated sheet 

Project. 
13. 	 A Gas separation-cum-cracker project based 

on the associated gas from the Upper Assam 
Oil Fields. 

14. 	 A M.G. Kraft Paper project based on 
agricultural wastes. 



FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO PUBLIC SECTOR
 
*& PRIVATE INDUSTRIES 

So far AIDC provided financial assistance 

to the following public & private industries, 

Public sector Industries Private Industries: 
1. Assam Petro-Chemical Ltd. 1. Assam Carbon Products 
2. Cachar Sugar Mills Ltd. Ltd. 
3. Fertichem Ltd. 2. Eastern Steel & Alloys Co. 
4. Mangaldoi Jute Mills Ltd. Ltd.
 
.. Associated Industries 
 3. North-Eastern Hotel Pvt.
 

(Assam) Ltd fspinning unit) Ltd.
 
6. Associated Industries 4. North Eastern Tobacco
 

iAssam) Ltd (chemical unit) Company Ltd.
 
7. Assam Conductors & Tubes 5. Nleenaxi Wire Industries
 

Ltd. 
 P Ltd. 
8. IndustrialPaper Assam)Ltd. 6. India Carbon Ltd. 
9. Assam Glass Industries Ltd. 7. North Assam Agro-Indus
10. Assam Textile Mills Pvt. tries Co-operative Society


Ltd. 
 )NAAICO) in co-operative
I1. Assam Schanzlin Ltd. sector. 
12. Assam Alkali & Allied 8. Purbanchal Breweries Ltd.
 

chemicals Ltd. 
 9. Kamnrup Paper Mills Ltd. 
Total financial assistance to 10. Union Carbon Ltd. 
the above projects amounts 
to Rs. 13.69 crores by way of Total financial assistance to the above industries in the 
loan & shares. private sector amounts to Rs107.77 lakhs by wayof loan & shares. 

Industries under Refinance Scheme of IDHI 

Loan Sanctioned 
Projects Rs 60.O0 Iakhs 
I. A C a rbon Paste Pro;-ct 	 Rs 00.(X) lakhs 
2. A rigid PVC Pipe Project 	 Rs 61.50 lakhs 
3. A LPG Cylinder Project 	 Rs 60.(X) lakhs 
4. An Edible Oil Refinery Project 	 Rs W0.W0 lakhs 
5. 	Four io-le Projects Rs 85.(X) lakhs 

Rs 47.40 lakhs 
Rs 00.00 lakhs 

6. A cigarette Project 	 Rs 43.(H) lakhsRs 36.38 lakhs 
7. News Paper Publications Rs 90.(X) lakhs 
8. Special Carbon Project Rs ().0()0 lakhs 

The total refinance assistance to the above 
projects amount to Rs. 693.28 lakhs. 

http:Rs107.77


TECHNICAL, FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
MANAGERIAL SERVICES TO MANPOWER AND TRAINING 

* ENTREPRENEURS 

AIDC arranges recruitmentAIDC rendered technical 
of personnel of various cateand financial services to a co-
gories for training in multioperative societv in the 
disciplinetv fields like engiexecution of tile Rice Bran 
neering & technology, financeOil Projects at Rowta right 

from project idea formulation and accounts, general manage

till successful commissioning ment, administrative and perso

of the plant. Besides AIDC's nnel management, company 

multidiscplinarv work (orce secretaryship, material mana

renders all assistance and gement etc., etc., for manning 
its various promoted andguidance to the promoted 

companies for successful assisted projects 

implementation of their 

projects. 

OF SICK INDUSTRIESREHABILITATION AND MANAGEMENT 

The Corporation has taken over and rehabilitated the following sick units: 

I. Assam Conductors & Tubes
 

Ltd: This unit was taken over
 
in 1972. Subsequently, it was
 
expanded to its present
 
capacity and the unit isrunning
 
in profit.
 

2. Associated Industries 
,,
 

(Assam) Ltd. Chemical Unit:
 
This unit was taken over in
 
1974 under Industrial (D & R)
 

Act by Govt. of India and Assam Conductors & Tubes Ltd.
 

AIDC was appointed as its
 
authorised controller Under
 
the management of AIDC,
 
the performance of the unit
 

has improved substantially and
 
able to generate cash surplus.
 
The Corporation is also
 
planning to recommission the
 
liquid So2 (sulphur dioxide)
 
unit which is the only plant of 
its kind in the entire North 
Eastern Region. Associated Industries (chemical) Ltd. 
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Item (ifClearance W\hom toJNi~prach Brief IProcedtift. 

L! L~Leer of Intent (Li)/ 
Industrial Licence{(IL) 

Reqire foofcontact 
Req ird ormaulctreolSecretaria~t 

items included in Schedule-I 
ol Industries (Development 
& Regulation) Act, 1951. 
Required in the case ol proie-
cis whose Cost is more than 
Rs. 5 crores and where the 
Ioreign exchange outgo is 
not more than 15-%of the ex-
factorv value of annual 
production or Rs. 40 lakhs, 

.. 

maufatur 
for Industrial 

Approvals (SIA), Department ofzil
Industrial Development. '-';dog
6havan. New Delhi 1-i10001. 

LIVIL forms ma% be obtained from| SIA or 
AIDC. R.G. Baruah Road. Guwahati -

7hI 024. for guidance 
plcto s~ nen 17 s pe cpliaieswith;d e a b bited7 saecpe u ildm, esbh

with a crossed demand dia,., for Rs. I(XX), -
I Rupees one tho~usan~d onlh i -Irawn in lavour (tl
Pav, & Accounts (Officer.Decpartmen! oi Industrial 
Dev.elopmlent. ,finisir% of1Industr% on State 
Bank oflIndia. Nirman Btna~an. Noc, Delhi. One 
cofp\ each Itobe subitnitze0 to See\.- i the Govt. 
of Assarnl. Industries Departnmeni. Dispur. 
G;uwahati - 6 and Direcioroi~ Industries.Gm; t. 
(tlAssaij. Bamunimaida. ;uw.ahati -- 21. 



a IleImll of1 (Icarancc 

2. 	 Registration with Director 
General of Technical Depart. 
ment IDGTD) 
Required lor manulacture ol 
such items which do not need 
an industrial licence under 

the Act mentioned in . 

lCiten] of Clearance 

3. Change of Location(at 	 From a non-backward 
district to a backward 
district within the State 
or from one backward 
district to another back-ward district within thede 
State. 

(b) 	 From a backward district 

to a non-back,;.ard distri
ct within Statefro~m a the ornon-backward 

ditrict ano non-warddistrict to another non-
backward district or from 

one State to another 
State. 

M1lnr h' 

The Director General of Tecimical 
Devehpment. tid\ oL Bila:tvan. 
Nein Deli I10(I.. 

Whom io %pproach 

The Secretariat lor Industrial 
Approvals, Govt. of India. New 
Delhi (lor a change o location in 
a letterof intent/industrial Licence 
or 

DGTD, UDYOG Bhavan, NewDelhi flor a change of location in 
a DGTD registration) 

Secy. 	 to the Govt. o Asam,industries Deptt. Dispur.Guw.ahati 

I e D (
- 6. 

DGID forms may be obtained Iron the oltice 
concerned or contact Assam Industrial Develop
nment Corporation Ltd.. R.G. Baruah Road. 
Guwahati - 781 024. lor guidance. 

Eight (8) including seven (7) spare copies duly 
filled may be submitted with acro.sed demand 
dralt lor Rs. 250/- (Rupees two hundred and 
lilty only) drawn in lavour of Pay & Accounts
Ofticer. DGI D. on State Bank t India, Nirman 
Bhavan. New Delhi. One copy each to the
Secy. 	 to the Govt. otl Assam. Industries 
Department. Dispur. Guwahati - 6 and Director 
ot Industries Govt. o Assam. Baniunimaidan. 
Guwahali - 21 

Brief Procedure 

Forms 	CL iEt prescribed by the Government of 
India is required to he filled in and submitted to 
the ,3ecretariat for industrial approvals. The 
forms. 'la be c-btained from the concerned 
department.

a t n .
 
No seperaie form 
 is required. Aletter addressed to the Secretary o industriesiustiiing the change oI location is enough. 

However,registrationan endrosement ot therm\ 	have LI/DGTDto be obtained Irom the 
Secretariat for Industrial Approvals Governmentof India. New Delhi. alter the approval irom the 
Secretary of Industries Govt. of Assarn. 



cdick Item of(Clarance 

4. 	 Import Licence for 
Capital Goods 
Required underimport licence 
poiic, specilied by the Govern 

ment ol 	India. Details availa-
ble in the *RedBook published 
hx the Ministr,, 01 Commerce.o vter 	 n e nt ro f Co mmerce . 
Government ot Indi . 

Ic Item of Clearance 

5. Approval under MRTP 
Required or companies cove-
red bv Monopolies and 
Restrictive Trade Practices 
Act, 	1969. 

"hm it, \ ppro.ah 

(Ciiel Couitroller 0 Imports & 
-xpotrls Goernment t) India. 

N\c% 	 Delii. 

Whom 	to Approach 

ta) The Secretarv. Gcvernment 
of India. Department of 
Company Allairs. Shascri 
Bhavan, Dr. Raiendra Prasad 
Marg. New Delhi - 110001 

(b) 	 The Secretary. Monopolies 
&Restrictive Trade Practices 
Commission, Travancore 
House, Kasturba Gandhi 
Marg New Delhi- 110001. 

I ricl, r r 

_Fhe listi ol the Cquiprilell iias na\ e itohbe
advertisCd in the [lrade Journal* 'sail Ir torl 

i ie (45) dax s t, recei%e tce contrlnnls Ir n, local 
supplier,. Later the (; application dul\ tilled illma % h e su b nit etd. Sta nd ard . t r ,s mIli ebtained lrol tihe address ~iven at 1.2 ah( )e ros 

contact Assam lndusrial l)eheloptent Co)rpora
iion Ltd.. R . . Baruajii Road. (;tu%a ,iati - -IN1 
124. lor guida ncc. 

Brief Procedure 

The required information in the prescribed 
orms nmav be submitted to the oilicers concerned. 
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em of Clearance Whom to Approach B~rief Procedure 
6. 	 Foreign Collaboration
 

Required under theguidelines 
 Secretariat for Industrial Foreign Collatoration proposals in the prescribedand statutorv requirement Approvals (SIA I,Department of forrml have to be suhmitted to tiie oficer concerniedof Government of India. Industrial Approvals, Ud~og aad (he approvals lakeit. 
Bhavan, New Delhi - 110 (01. 

Item of 	Clearance Whom to -pproach Brief Procedure 

7. Incorporation of the 
Company
 
Required under the Compa-
 Registrar of Companies, Assam Obtaina name Irom the Registraratersultnittiininies Act, 	1956. Meghalava. Manipur etc. Morello live to six alternatives. 

Building Shillong. Prepare 	 a draft Memorandum & Articles of
 

Association and submit it to the Registrar. alone
 
with requisite lees.
 
After the approval, get them printed. Submit the
 
same to the Registrar of companies for keepin,,
 
on record.
 



Item of Clearance Whom to Approach I Brief Pro'edure 
8. Approvals from ChiefInspector of Factories 

Required 
Act, 1948. 

under Factories Chiel Inspecioi of Factories. Govt. 
of Assam. Bamunimaidan. 
Guwahati - 21. 

Thedrawin.s ol the site plan. huilding structures 
and boundationslormachinerx ma\ he suhlnited 
to the ollicer concerned and approved bhe ore 
starting the civil works. Ti-hstandard norms 
prescribed h% them lor %arious itellis ol work 
have lo he adhered to b% twe 
preparing- toc draw,,%., 

arciinec ',,ilc 

Item of Clearance Whom to Approach Briei Procedure 
9. Pollufton Control Board 

Required under Pollution 
Control Act. 

Member Secretary, Board ol 
Prevention and Control of Water 
and Air Pollution, Ra~jarh Road. 

The scheme for the disposal oj elluents rmnale
submitted along with the prescribed lorm.dul. 
tilled in to obtain a NO obiection certilicate. 

Guwahati - 7. 



jdc Item of ('Iearance 

ill. 	 Director of Toin andCountry 
Planning 
Required as per Government 
orders. 

CM Item of (learance 

11I. 	 Projects concerning Directo
rate of Health Ser- ices. 
Required as per Govt. orders. 

Whom to \pproach 

Director of Town Planning. Govt. 
ol Assam. Dispur Guwahati. 

Whom to %pproach 

Director (A Health Services, Hen-
grabari. Dispur, Guwahati -
781 006. 

Brief Procedure 

The drawings oi the site plan along with the 
survey nuibers oI adiaceni sites and buildin, 
plans have to he sublitted. 

Brief Procedure 

The proposals ol the proiect along with the 
hygienic conditions may be subrititted in a 
prescribed Ioritl to -biain clearance. 



dcc Item of Clearance Whom to Approach Brief Procedure 
12. Need - Based Approvals

Appointment of Managing rhe Secretar,, Companm Allairs.Director ]or Public Limited Company Law 
The company may apply to the ollicer concernedBoard. Govern-Company and fixation of in the prescribed prolormaand get tie appro-als.mentol India, NewCGO Building,remuneration.otherallowance The standard norms should be iollowed forNew Marine Lines, Bombav and perquisites. lixing the remuneration and ihe perquisites oi4(X) 020. tile Managing )irector.

Required under the companies
 
Act. 1956 andrulesthereunder.
 

aci Item of Clearance Whom to Approach Brief Procedure 
13. 

Share holding by Foreign The Controller, ExchangeControlCollaborators, permision for The entrepreneur may applyDepartment, Reserve Bank to the of lier 
know-how/collaboration and 

ol concerned in the prescribed form along with theIndia, Mint Road, Bombay
for investment from Gull 

- Memorandum of Understanding entered into400038. with the collaborator
countries. 
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14. 

Item of Clearance 

Permission to raise capital 
under the Capital issues (Con-
trol) Act, 1947 and Capital 
Issue (Application lorConsent) 
Rules. 1966. 

Whom to Approach 

Controller ol Capital Issues, 
Ministry o Finance, Government 
of India, North Block, New Delhi 
- 110 001. 

Brief Procedure 

The company may apply to the olicer concerned 
in the prescribed form hor the issue of capital 
exceeding Rs. 50 lakhs. 

.ci 

15. 

Item of"(learance 

Use and storage of explosives 
including urnace oilin lactor. 
RequirCd undcr the Explosives 
Act. INN4. 

Whom to 'pproach 

Chiel Controller ol Explosives, 
Government ofIndia. Department 
of Explosives, Old High Court 
Building. Nagpur - 440 (l. 

Brief Procedure 

The corpanv mav appl to the otficer concenred 
in the prescribed tormi along with details ant 
obtain permission to use and store cxplosives. 



a j Item of (learancc 

Whom ito pproach 
 Bric Provcdur. 

16. 

Perm6sion to Manufacture
 
drug/ ('osmetics
 

Required under )rugs andCosmetics Act. 1940. Commissioner Food and Drugs The co, panN ra%obtain permission iroi theAdministration. Griha Nirman otlicer concerned b%suhmitting tic aipplicationiBhavan. Bandra iEast 1. Boniba ill inre rescribed iorii. 
- 400 051. 

ac& Item of (Clearance %horm to ppr,,ach 1rief lPrcedtre 
17. 

Boiler inspection Certiiicate. Chief Inspector oI Boilers. rhere is no prescribed horin. The coumpansRequired lor an\ txbiler belore maKalapahar. Guwahati - 18. Assam write to the Chic Inspector o Boiiers tiing thecomencement ol production speciications ol boiler used and details ot heunder Indian Boiler Reula- products ranuactured. The itlicer concerned 
will arrange loran inspectionl I eboiler betore 
permnissi n is gratned. 



d c Item of Clearance Whom to Approach Brief Procedure 

18. Earactions of Minerals
 
Required under the Mines Director of Mines & Geology, 
 The entrepreneur may apply it the ollicer
and Minerals Development R.G. Baruah Road, Guwahati - concerned to; a Mining Lease. he has t, pay the 
and Regulation Act, 1957 and 781 005. Assam. required lee by way ol challan in a bank. The
Mineral Commission Rules, ollicer concerned alter verilication will issue a
1960. Prospective Lease IPLI and will later convert it 

into a Mining Lease IML). 

I N 
k, L 
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Self-sufficiency Is S 
declining... SPECIAL FEATURE 

PPLY.-DEMANDAP ONGCq EASES 
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... recoverable reserves 
are falling..,. 
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AS INDIA enters a period fraught with uncertainties about the strength of 
its foreign exchange reserves, the question uppermost in everybody's mind is: 
will the country continue to maintain a high degree ofself-sufficiency in oil? 
During the international oil crisis of the early 1970s when crude prices sky
rocketed, the Indian economy received a massive jolt. Hopelessly dependent on 
oil imports, the country was forced to spend each year an amount equal to its 
total foreign exchange reserves. But in the 1980s there seemed to be a magical 

AIRIN; some dramatic new discov
erics. India's oil bubble which, ac- '"'..
 

to incessantly rosy predic. .cording 

tions by thle Govern ment, was supposed to
 
balloointo acocoon ofself-Sutliciencyby
 
the 21st century. could burst within this
 
decade. If present trends continue, the
 

1 

ocountry will neither be self-sufficient inoil-
norself-reliant in technology by2000 A.D.
 
In fact India, after the last few years of
 
heady optimism in this area. once again 
faces the frightening futureof dependency
 
on foreign sources to meet the major share
 
of its domestic requirements.
 

T__'rhisadmittedly alarmist conclusion is 
based squarely on interviews with senior 
experts in this field as well as an investiga
tion of the internal documents of the 
ON;('-the public sector agency which 
shouldered almost exclusively the charge 
oflinding new oil to meet India's growing
needs, .s well its providing indigenous 
wherewithal lr oil exploration and pro
duction. l)uring the last live years, under 
[lhe chairmanship of Colonel S.P. Wahi, 
ON(C has claimed-through a plethora of 
publicity releases and glossy brochures- _ 
that it has achieved, or come close to . reflect 
achieving, dhese goals. And during this 
short time, the live-year-plan allocations high prices... 
for ON;C shot up from about Rs 6,000 
:rore in the sixth plan to the currently- Mecrare Asper ,ou , 
estimated Ks 12.000 crore-the largest boo -- 1,500
single chunk of resources in the petro
lim sector alone. But notwithstanding 
this staggering increase, of which about oo-
Ks 2.00)() crore was spent each year 
during the sixth plan on the hunt for oil _0_ _ goo 
and gas. ON;C discovered no significant 
new structures containing recoverable oil 
deposits. Most of its efforts were concen- 400 600 
trated on Bombay High. which continues 
to be the milch cow now rapidly being 200depleted. True. ON(W" made profits during o---. 0 

this period, and it isalso true that it was
 
able to achieve an all-time record in _ _ __ _
 

production. But in what can only be $0.1 l-n 62-63 83-04
 
described as a public relations blitzkrieg,
 

yest nd~ngte, t '84 



... onshore production
stagnates... 

ONLAND v 
OFFSHORE 
OIL 
PRlODUCTION 

turn around when India's own oil production brought down foreign
 
dependency from 70 to 30 per cent. Was this only a mere reprieve or a long
term trend? In order to make a realistic assessment of what the scenario may be
 
when the 21st century arrives, INDIA TOI)AY conducted wide-ranging inter
views andexamined mountains of internal records of the Oil and Natural Gas
 
Commission (ONGC). It is a grim picture. A report from Features EditorIND, P' 20
 

BADHVAR assisted by SIIEKIIAR KUMAR JIliA:
 

these facts were trumpeted with rapid-fire 
frequency in ordt" to paint the last live 
years as a booming success story. What 
this public relations exercise masked from 
public view was the sobering reality that 10 

the reward; reaped during this brief time
span were a culmination of 20 years of 
often fruitless labour and that a small 
portion of Bombay High was-and con- -

V 

tinues to be-the only lash-in-the-pan 
saving grace in an otherwise dismal sce
nario in which production from onshore 
fields has been more or less stagnant. And 
in many instances, the ON;C public rela
tions campaign heralded old oil finds as 
nciw discoveries, used statistics to make 
the record look rosier than it was, and 
claimed success even in the field of indig
enisation-a development that isfar from r 
the truth. I...offshore recoveries 

What follows is an account OfONGC'S [will decline... 
claims (entitled "claim") along with de- -J 

tails of INDIA tODAY'S investigative find
ings (entitled "findings"): BOMBAY HIGH 

Claim: The increased production dur- OIL 
Ing 1984-85 has brought the country PRODUCTION 
nearer towards self-sufficiency. oW t...) 

... operating costs Findings:In the very short run this 
may be true. During 1984-85 the country


k _ep achieved an oil self-sufficiency level of 73
rising... 

per cent (demand: 39 million tonnes: 20 

1,600 	 production: 26.26 million tonnes). Of this 
amount, Bombay Offshore area-the 
only offshore facility producing oil---con

1.200 	 tributed about 75 per cent of the total. The 15 
remaining amount came from India's two
 
remaining oil sources--onshore fields in
 
Gujarat and Assam. l'roduction from
 

600 these onshore fields has remained more or
 
less static for the last 15 years and is likely 10
 
to decline. In the year 2000, India's crude
 

400 _oil requirements are expected to touch
 
100 million tonnes. To satisfy these needs,
 
oil production will have to increase three
fold. But a negative trend has already set
 

8 83 8in. During 1985-86-because of an in
128a 83.a, 64.AS crease in demand and only a small in

crease in production-the self-sufficiency
 
Caalftby 13K SHARMA 
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level actually declined by nearly 10 per ceptionally well in order to set a new oil million tonnes In 1984-85. 
cent. During 1986-87 the self-sufficiency production record. It is true that ONGC Findings:Throughout this scenario
 
level Isexpected to continue to dip by an exceeded the original target. But in Bombay High-in particular Bombay
 
additional 7per cent. Beyond this reality terms of actual production, the gain over High South-was being flogged to death
 
lie only grandiose plans and exploration the previous year was only 1.25 million against the advice of senior scientists
 
scenarios but no known quantities of tonnes or a little more than 25,000 within ONCc. The dramatic jump in
 
commercially exploitable oil. barrels of oil per day with about half the production was due only to one factor-


Claim:Self-sufficiency in oil has now increase coming from Bombay High and an unexpected bonanza from Bombay
 
become an achievable goal on account the rest from the more-or-less stagnant High South, which alone contributed
 
of sustained accelerated efforts of ONGc. known fields. None ofthis addition came nearly 14 million tonnes of oil during
 

Findings: Recoverable ua by BK SKHnMA 1984-85 to the country's

reserves' from ONGc'S on- total production of 26.25
 
shore fields, according to million tonnes. Until South
 
the Reserves Estimates began production, the rest
 
Committee, totalled 101.45 of the B&mbay offshore oil
 
million tonnes in 1981, of scene was-and remains
which 30.69 million tonnes ,f disappointing. Initial tW'T
had been extracted by the shore production, starting

end of March 1986. This In the mid-'70s, yielded no
 
leaves about 70 million more than a total of 4.42
 
tonnes which, if extracted 7= _.____ million tonnes of oil-a lit
according to the present tle less than half of India's
 
rate of 6 million tonnes a C total production. At that
 
year, will barely last intothe time India Imported 70 per
CACHAR 

21st century. This still cent of its crude require
leaves Bombay High to RANHITA Bay of ments. The turn around oc
make up the bulk of the " curred only because Bom
supply to meet India's bay High South-discover
needs, which arc expected OIL PRODUCING ed in the 70s as an
 
to increase annually by extension of the Bombay
 
over4 million tonnes for the M] RESERVES High field-gushed beyond
 
next 15 years. But Eimbay - I,STAWlSED even ONGC'S calculations
 
High is already producing 1 _1_7 _ CAUV.. UTILISAT2&L and produced 33.7 million
 
to capacity and, accordini- [] RESERVES tonnes during 1981-85 as
 
to senior engineers, "has Ar a u _ NOT ESTABLISHED against the original prejec
plateaued out". -ion of 24.6 million tonnes.
 

Moreover, according to Conversely, the other off
a confidential ONGC study, shore fields failed miserably
 
output from Bombay High India's oil comes from only 3 Bas sn in meeting targets. Bombay
 
will dip from the current High North, which had cre
level of about 20 million ated the original flutter of
 
tonnes to 5.60 million tonnes by the turn from any of the new fie!ds. great expectations, began slipping and
 
of the century. Even under the most Claim:Recordproductlonof27.514 fell below originally targeted produc
optimistic profile--barring some unex- million tonnes has been achieved as tion. Bombay High East, and a related
 
pected major oil find-India's present agalnstthetargetof27.11 millontonnes. oilfleld Panna, categorised as "new "
 
fields can yield no more than 10 million Findings: Here there is a subtle offshorefindsbyoNGc, failed to produce a
 
tonnes of recoverable oil by 2000 A.D.-- change of emphasis by the ONGC public drop of oil during this period, while
 
thereby pushing the country into a 90 relations machine. The new pronounce- production from two other offshore
 
per cent oil dependency. During the next ments speak no longer of "self-sufficlen- structures, Ratna and Heera, have been
 
fouryears, lndia'sdemands areexpected cy" but of "record performance". This Is mere drops in the bucket.
 
to total about 245 million tonnes. As- because the increase in demand had However, BombayHighSouthlsalso
 
suming optimum production-lO0 per clearlybegur tooutstripthesmallrisein running into trouble. According to a
 
cent of demand, which is quite impossi- production. In terms of barrels per day, report prepared by the Institute of eser
ble-more than halfofthe reserve will be India's needs had soared to 872,486 but voirStudles, ONGc has slowly been killing
 
depleted within this period with no new domestic production was 555,475. the goose that has been laying the egg of
 
additions In sight. Claim: This record production has black gold. Because of the accelerated
 

Claim:The emphasis on productlv- been made possible by puttingsomenew production of oil from this structure
ity, efficiency, innovative measures and hydrocarbon bearing structures Into without the use of water injection tech
cost-effective operations have again production through early production niques used to keep up the pressure of oil
 
helped ONGC to achieve an all-time systems, thereby Improving well pro- flow from the wells--as much as 17
 
record performance In 1985-86. ductivity and reducing the number of million tonnes of recoverable oil from
 

Findings: The statement "all-time sick wells.,. The Sixth Five Year Plan this deposit has seeped away into pores
 
record performance" suggests that sawincreaseofollproductlonfrom9.21 from which recovery Isimpossible. The
 
ONGC'S 6ntire operation performed ex- million tonnes In 1980-81 to 26.25 instltutehad recommendedthatinorder
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SPECIAL F"ATruRE 

COLONEL S.F. IVA1l"ouhat 


COLONEL S.P. Wahi. 57, who has 
been the helnsmranof the Oil and Natural 
Gas Commission (ONGc) since 1981, corn-
pletes his term in office at the -nd of this 
month. His latest public sector assignment 
followed two previous ones at Bm..L and the 
Cement Corporationof India. His assump-
tion of ojfice coincided with India'sluckiest 

oil-breakthrough-therecordproductionof 
oilfrom Bomba!! HighSouth at a time when 
all othierieldswere stagnant. 

This development, which pushed India 
into a period of near self-sufficiency, also 
catapultedColoel Wahl into the headlines. 
Ile is describedby friends asan incorrigible 
optimist, impatient with government regu
lations, who Lreated o new corporateimage 
fir ON;C. Short of stature, balding and 
moustachioed. he cuts a classic Colonel 
Blimnp'igure. Ihealternatessmoking a pipe 
with cigivs. cigarettes,and chewing on an 
oc:asionalpaan. 

lX'ahi''sadmirersrefer to hn as-thebest 
publicsectorexecutive in Indiawhile critics 
denounce hin as a slick image-builder. 
Senior government officialsassociatedwith 
the lPetroleum Ministry believe that Wahi 
has concentrated too niuch on the 
organisationand its image rather titan on 
adventurous expliration. "Even though 
there is constant talk aboutnew strikesand 
new finds." one senior ON;C official said, 
'the truth is that we have been going round 
(Ind round in circles in the same structures 
arid reduced exploration in real terms. The 
colonel's strategy,was to concentrateonly
in theprovenareas,exploit Bombay Hligh to 
the hilt in order to beable to boast of records 
in a short time. " Added a seniorsecretary: 
"For all the ciairns made, the planning of 
exploratoryi well.;has been poor and time 
shedules have never been met." 

What Wahi's criticsaIso suggest is that 
oN;C, which was created in 1959 as a 
statutorqbod't,has become an entitl unto 
itself with little or no oversight in order to 
assess strate it's makeand risk-beneit 
analijse. 'onetearsago, a rerommenda-
tion was ninode at the cabinetlevel that tnew 
conmnittee be createdfortlispurposebut no
decision was taken, "Outside ONGC," a 

former Petrolum Ministry official said 
seriously, 'there is no technical comnipe-
tence, no think-tank in other parts of 
governt'nt to itoritorthe commission in 
terms oft, broadnationalperspective.There 

1 0 2. .. . . . .. . . . 

t k es 


is no second opinion." 
Bil Colonel Wahistressesthathe needs 

even more independencefront the Govern-
merit in order to function more effectively, 
"I don't need one penny from the Govern-
ment any more," he says. "Ican manage 
with mY own resourcesas well as borrow
ing throuh the World Bank." oscc's 
corporateculture, lie says, is differentfrom 
othersuchorganisations."becauseItrained 

of India", by oNc because its corporate 
headquartersislocatedthere,arnewadrnin
istrative block is being built which, says
1Wahl, "will be the highest buildingin Uttar 
Pradesh." Also under construction is a 
trainingcentreand acomputer centre, "the 
most modern in Asia". The corporate life
style also includes business lunches, well
appointed guest-houses, a six-seater Dor
nier aircraft to ferry vw's. He was 
interviewed by Features Editor INDERjIT 
BADHWAR in his New Delhi offce: 

Q. What do you consider your best 
achievements? 

A. We have become the pace-setters 
aHAWANSINGH 

.................
 
"i'm confident we will meet our needs" 

my people to talk in termsof money andnot 
numbers." There is little doubt that the 
corporatestructure has mushroomed 'into 
what many say is atop-heavy management 
structure. ONGC's manpower has shot up 
from 26,374 to4 1.;91 duringthe lastfive 
years. The number of officers, about 
14,000. far exceed the number of ClassIV 
employees (7.392). The expenditure on 
employees has gone up during this period 
froniraboutRs 4croretoRs 148crore.The 
averageannuaiexpenditureperemployee is 
now about Rs 36.000. 

Wali likes to talk about his manage-
ment strateil, in terms of "strength and 

weaknessanalyses","moderncommnunica-
tion systerns'"and "systems orientation'", 
Every scnior manager, /ie promises, will 
soon have aiconiputerterminalon his desk. 
In )e/ra Dun. christened,"The Oil Capital 

and are shoulder to shoulder with any 
company in the world. We have shown 
continuous stability and continuous im
provement. We are one of the healthiest 
companies in the world. We were able to 
do this through making, for the first 
time, a comprehensive, long-term 
strength and weakness analysis of the 
whole operation. 

Q. But what about thefutre? There 
has been a decline in self-sufficiency. 
Will we meet our oil leeds illtie year 
2000? 

A. The position is not as desperate as some people say. We have only reallsed 

25 per cent of our prognosticated re
serves. And self-sufficiency is also re
lated to expenditures and demand man
agement. We have to manage our 
demands more efliciently and conserve 



energyonawarfootinginordertomove 
away from oil dependency. If the econ-
omy is uncontrolled, we could face an 
energy crisis situation, 

Q. But the question remains, what 
after Bombay High is depleted? Where 
is the new oils 

A. You must look at the overall 
picture. After all, 51 per cent of the 
world's totally-recoverable oil is in 49 
large s'ructures. The balance is In 
30,000 fields. The future lies in small 
fields and not necessarily In huge struc-
tures. Seventy-five per cent of our work 
still needs to be done through an aggres-
sive exploration strategy. The oil game is 
always a high-stakes scientific gamble 
and you have to take risks. 

Q. But where in particulardo you 
expect to find the oil to meet the 
country's prajecieddemands? 

A. Gandhar and Krishna-GodavarI 
are significant Iiids. I am also excited 
about Himachal, Tripura, Jammu and 
Kashmir and Andhra Pradesh. I'm con-
fldent we will meet our needs by the year 
2000. 

Q. But in many ofthese fields, ONGC 
has drilled over andover againfor more 
than 20 years without finding any 
significant recoverable reserves. h4ihythe hope? 

A. Where there is a will there is a 
way. The real answer, my friend, is 
perseverence.

Q.According to your annualreport 
your cost of production is going high. 

A. More than 87 per cent of these 
costs are uncontrollable costs incurred
through statutory charges, royalty pay-
ments. cess and sales tax. And we can 
still finance our operation from inter
nally-generated funds. 

Q. lowever. these audited figures 
show not only your total operational 
costs going up but also the profits 

declining as a percentage of your 

equity. 

A. If we continue to accelerate our 
hiydrocarbon search, the costs will be 
higher but so probably will be the re-
ward. The result of this investment will 
show 10 years laLer. Besides, these ac-
counting methods are geared for engi-
neering-type Industries with simple In-
put-output ratios. They are irrelevant to 
oil because they don't take into account 
the wealth (oil reserves) which are un-
derground. Today I am Investing in 
areas where there may be no return. But 
IfI make a breakthrough, then all these 
accounting ratios will be useless. 

to prevent this damage to the well, the 
accelerated oil production should be 
lowered from the rate of 2,60,000 bar-
rels of oil per day to 1,80,000 barrels 
until the water injection system for 
maintaining reservoir pressure could be 
commissioned. But this recommerla-
tion was ignored because it would have 
entailed a short-fall in production of 
about8milliontonnesduring1985-87,a 
period during which ONGC was claiming
its records. In addition, the deputy gen-
eral manager for the Bombay Offshore 
project recently circulated an internal 
memo in which he revealed that 
Bombay Htigh South, "due to 
constraints", will begin to reg
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been wflely acclaimed as a very signfll
cant contribution to the economic pro
gresi of the country. 

Findings:Behind the statistics of re
coverable reserves-in which ONGC has 
staked a claim of another record perfor
mance-lurks another disappointing re
ality. Colonel Wahi's claim that these 
reservesshotupdramaticallyfrom328.42 
million tonnes in 1980-81 to450.96 mil

lion tonnes In 1984
85 while statistically 
true, may be invalid 
as a positive indicator 

37,018 of growing self-suffi

83 

I 

ONOCIs manmpowe has sw up In fio Yomrs 1 

ister short-falls in production. 
Onshore oil production, confined 

mainly to Cambay In ']ularat, and to 
Assam, seemedevenlesspromisingforthe 
future. OfGujarat's615wellsand Assam's 
230 wells, a total of272-about a third of 
those in production-were on "artificial 
lift" by the end of 1985. The "lift" is an 
emergency procedure in which chemicals 
and heat are added as stimulant- to wells 
which are getting rapidly depleted and 
ceased to bubble by themselves. The 
threat of a sharp decline in onshore 
production is also borne out by the fact 
that about 37 per cent ofall the producing 
wellsinGujarat and 28 per cent ofthoseIn 
Assam have now run dry. 

Claim: Recoverable reserves also in-
creased from 328.42 million tonnes In 
1980-81 to 450.96 million tonnes In 
1984-85. These achlevements...have 

clency. Ifanything, thelast fewyearshave 
registered a sharp short-fall In reserves. A 
more revealing comparison would be to 
begin with the year 1983 when reserves 
were 482.81 million tonnes. This figure 
fell to465.19 milliontonnesin 1984 andto 
450.96 million tonnes in 1985. This 
clearly shows that during the very years 
that ONGC was painting a rosy public
relations picture the depletion in India's 
oilreserveswasoccurringfasterthanany 
additions. A recent report of the Commit
tee on Public Undertakings (cort) has 
castigated oNGc for performing consider
ably below planned targets in all major 
activities--surveys, exploratory drilling,
development drilling, production of 
crude--duriag the sixth plan period. 

Claim: During the sixth plan period 
41 hydrocarbon strikes/discoveries have 
been made.... The total accretion to the 
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existing geological reserves in 1980-85 
hasbeen 894 milliontonnesofoilandgas. 

Findings: These "new" discoveries 
and strikes as well as plans to establish 
hugereservesindicatethattherehasbeen 
feverish exploration activity which will 
usher ii.a new era of self-sufficiency. The 
use of phrases such as "hydrocarbon 
strikes,' "prognosticated reserves,"
"petroliferous structures," "discovery of 
oil and oil equivalent of gas," used ran-
domly by ONGC in its publications and 
press releases are, according to accepted 
international standards, no accurate 
measures ofwhether these structures will 
yield oil for commercial purposes. These 
terms are of academic value. Prognosti-
cative reserves only give some indication 
of the volume of work which will be 
required for further exploration. Geologi
cal reserves are more precise indicators of 
the total oil-bearing potential of a given 
field, and not all of even those is extract
able. The only true yardstick is"commer
cially r""overable oil"-the amount 
which can actually be extracted from a 
given structure economically as well as 
with available technology. And from any 
known oil field or "geological reserve", 
only about 15 per cent-under optimum
conditions-is accepted as the commer
cially recoverable quantity. 

Claim: The "new" discoveries have 
been in Bombay High, Narsapur, Kaza 
and Tatipaka in Krishna-Godavari, 
Narimannam in Cauvery onland, and 
Karlisan and Pakhajan in Gujarat. Pro-
duction from the following new struc
tures commenced through the Early Pro
duction System (Fls) in 1985: Dahel, 
Balol, Wasna, Limbodra (all In Gujarat) 
and Narimannam (Tamil Nadu).

Flindings: In its litany of new and 
recent discoveries and strikes-in which 
it is never made clear how much oil is 
actually commercially recoverable-
ONGC has also listed oil fields and pools, 
someofwhichwerediscoveredlnthe'70s. 
Balol, ONGC's internal documents reveal, 
was discovered in the early '70s even 
before Bombay High. Dahej and Wasna 
figure in an ONGC paper prepared InJanu-
ary 1981. While the ONGC statement 
promises to produce oil from these struc-
tures through m, nowhere does it men-
tion the quantity to be recovered. And 
small wonder. The total recoverable 
amount from the three fields will barely 
form a trickle: Dahej, 0.4 million tonnes: 
Wasna, .56 million tonnes; Balol, .44 
million tonnes. According to a report 
prepared by an ONGC group appointed in 
1982, Wasna and Balol were listed as two
small oil pools along with 24 other such 
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pools forming less than 2 per cent of the 
total onland geological reserves. 

Narsapur and other Krishna-Goda-
vari structures, recently heralded as po-
tential new finds, were explored and 
drilledbytheinternationaloilgiantChev-
ron which spent more than $30 million 
between 1982-85 and pulled out after 
concluding that the field was not corn-
mercially viable. And ONGC--despite 
claiming to hay,established a geological 
reserve of24 millon tonnes in this field--
has so far not been able to extract even a 
drop of commercial oil. And total confu-
sion prevails not only about the viability 
but also the history of this field. Former 

.
 

-

.. 

petroleum minister P.Shiv Shankar 
stated on October 24, 1982, that oil and 
gas had been struck in Razole (Godavari 
basin onshore) and tests were underway 
to determine commercial viability. But 
the ONGC Recorder stated-and this an-
nouncement was carried in Parliament in 
July 1986-thatoilhadbeenstruckforthe 
first time in 1986 in the Krishna-Godavari 
structure in Kaikalur-3. This notwith-
standing official pronouncements. 

Claim:The strike at Gandhar, discov-
ered In March 1984, isemergingasoneof 
the .aost prominent discoveries after 
Bombay High. 

Findings: The real picture of the 
Gandhar discovery Is still hazy. In his 
Republic Day speech at Tel Bhavan in
Dehra Dun, Colonel Wahl estimated that 

the Gandhar structure contained 100 
milion tonnes of geological reserves. If 
this claim is accurate, the recovery of oil 
(calculated at 13 to20percentofthetotal 
reserve) will be in the vicinity of 13 to20 
million tonnes. This, compared to the 
national demand of more than 40 million 
tonnes by next year-when Gandhar Is 
likely to be put in production-is no !arge 
amount and will not be able to cater to 
even a year of domestic requirements, 

Further, according to oNGc sources, 
each of the four wells drilled initially 
contain varying sand structures indicat
ing the fieldis not homogeneous: itis thus 
extremely difficult to make an accurate 

BHAW N SINGH 

. 

prediction of the reserve at this stage. 
Officials of ONGC'S western region in 
charge of developing Gandhar maintain 
thatevenafterhavngdrilledninewellsin 
the area it is still premature to make any
credible assessment ofthe deposit. ONGC i 
now planning to dig several other wells In 
the structcre before arriving at a final 
production plan. Commenting on finds 
during the sixth plan an inter-govern
mental sub-group observed in its recent 
report: "The individual discoveries and 
finds made during the plan were, in 
general, small, suggesting that a similar 
pattern could prevail in the seventh plan 
as we!!. The conclusion was that oil 
production has not branched off from the 
two onshore areas of Gujarat and Assam 
as well as from Bombay Offshore and no 



significant fields or structures have been 
added through innovative exploration, 

Claim:ONGC expects to establish-for 
the future-additional reserves of 1,400 
million tonnes of hydrocarbon reserves 
through new exploration, 

Findings: This futuristic scenario ap-
pears to be a case ofold oil in new bottles, 
According to a break-down this new 
bonanza will come as follows. Of the new 
1,400 million tonnes to be established 
within the next five years, 810 million 
tonnes will be established in Category I 
basins (Assam, Bombay Offshore, and 
Gujarat), 645 million tonnes in Category 
1I basins (Rajasthan, Cauvery, Krishna-
Godavari, Andaman, West Bengal, 
Himalayan foothills, Ganga valley, 
Tripura, agaland), and the "emain-

ing in Category III basins (Kutch. 

Saurashtra, Kerala-Konkan arid Ma-

hanadi). Even senior ONGC insiders are 

baffled by these projections. By ONGC'S 

own admission, the Category I basins 

have already begun to exhibit signs of 

"diminishing returns"-in other 

words, the flow from these fields can at 

best be kept constant with the help of 

artificial measures, In the Category fl 

basins, 25 years ofexploration have so 

far established only 72.2 million 

tonnes of geological reserves. It bog-

gles the imagination as to how this 

figure will be expanded to nine times 
this amount within a span offive short . 

years. Within this category itself, there 
are four basins-Bengal. Himalayan 
foothills, Ganga valley, and the Anda-
mans, where even after 20 years of 

repeated exploration within the same 

structure, no reserves have been es-

tablished. And in Category IfI also, the 

projections havemost 


on theoretical geological studies. Fol-

lowing issuance of the copu report, the 

petroleum secretary himself admitted 

that these projections were 

"probabilistic" exercises and no certain 
guide to achievement in self-sufficiency 
within a given time-frame. 

Clainm:Theachievementsin thefinan-
cial year 1984-85, the last year of the 
sixth plan period, exceeded the previous 
year's records and have been widely ac-
claimed as avery significant contribution 
to the economic progress of the country. 
Net profit has gone up from Rs 882 crore 
in 1984-83 to Rs 923 crore in 1985-86. 

Findings:There is no doubt that oNcc 
has made large profits during the sixth 
plan. But most of these profits were made 
possible by one major factor-a dramatic 
increase in the Government's adminis-

tered prices for ONGC crude. ONGC profits 
rose dramatically from Rs 46.57 cr, -e in 
1980-81 to Rs 375.54 crore in 1981-82-
an eightfold rise in profit during a period 
when production rose by merely one-
third, from 9.2 million tonnes to 13.1 
million tonnes. What made this possible 
was the price ofoil, which was raised from 
lessthan Rs400per tonneto Rs 1,180per 
tonne. During 1982-83, when production 
from Bombay High began to soar, the 
profit rose to Rs 692.87 crore--a fivefold 
increase. During this year the adminis-
tered price of crude was raised fuither to 
Rs 1,380 per tonne. Despite these figures 
however, auditorssay, thefutureearning 

v. 
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'' 
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capacity of ONGc does not look too bright 
and could reflect on the efficiency of the 
organisation. Between 1983 and 1985 the 
percentage ofoNcc's net income to equity 
registered a sharp decline. In other 
words-even as more and more resources 
were being added to ONGC (equity)-the 
company's earnings continued to decline, 

Claim: Cutting down operational 
costs has helped ONGC save crores of 
rupees during the last few years, 

Findings: Reports show rising costs. 
Meanwhile, between 1981 and '85, the 
ONGC cost of crude per tonne soared from 
about Rs400 to Rs 877.32 per tonne (from 
Rs 57.51 to Rs 116.98 per barrel), and the 
cost ofdrilling doubled during this period 
from Rs 4.505 per metre to Rs 8.982 p-r 
metre. Overall, theoperatingcostsofoNGc 

also aboutdoubled between 1983-85 from
 
Rs 634.93 crore to Rs 1,395 crore.
 

Claim:ONGc has been alive to the need
 
of indigenisation not only to conserve
 
scarce foreign exchange but also to
 
achieve self-reliance.
 

Findings:The recent copu report ex
pressed "dismay" at the fact that despite
 
ONGC'S claims that its technology is com
parable to that of foreign companies and
 
that it has now reached the goal of self
reliance, the amount offoreign exchange
 
being spent by it has been increasing.
 
ForeignexchangeexpendituresonoNGc's
 
activities increased from Rs 920 crore in
 
1982-83 to Rs1,189 crore in 1984-85.
 

According to the confidential minutes
 
of an ONGC board meeting held on
 

29. 1985, the commission 
approved the acquisition of44 new rigs 

crore. The foreign 
exchange component of these was 
estimated at Rs 514.36 crore. 

Claim: Significant progress has 
been achieved in the sphtre of 
indigenisatlon of our materia! inputs 
during the last few years. During 
1983-85 about 54 per cent of the total 
purchase of capital equipment and 
stores made by ONGC was through 
indigenous sources. This indicates 
rapid growth of indigenous capability. 

Findings:New developments indi
cate that ONGC may be moving away
from the twin goals of self-sufficiency 
and self-reliance. For example, for the 
fourth time since the '70s, India has 
decided to invite "reputable com
panies" to explore in all the -offshore 
basins, excluding Bombay. covering 
27 blocks encompassing an area of 
3.59 lakh sq km.The terms are the
 

liberal India has ever offered.
 
Under the proposed contracts, foreign

companies will explore offshore areas 

(including Krishna-Godavari) on a turn
key basis. oN,c, for all practical purposes, 
will do nothing more than monitor and 
share the production and charge royal
ties. This would spell a critically-dimin-
Ishing oNcc role In exploring, drilling, and 
producing oil from India's offshore facili
ties. But so far, despite oN;c'S official claim 
that it "is now on the international map 
and a large number of companies world 
over are watching with interest the strate
gies adopted by ONGC," such efforts in the 
past have not attracted many bidders. 
During the first round 12 years ago, three 
contracts were signed, while there was 
only ore in the second round. The third 
round, in the mid-80s, was cancelled 
because no bidder showed any interest. 

Even Bombay Offshore--to be main-
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HARI OM GULATI 
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WaiM presides ov:a fan 

tained under the ONGC aegis-is for the performance review meeting of oNc: Pragati was grounded in April 1985 and
main part a foreign operation in terms of "India 
 has of late become a residual towed away to Dubai for repairs and is
rig supervision, technical expertise and market for charterhire of drilling rigs." still out of commission, Sagarjyoti was

equipment. In order to show that ONCC 
 Claim: Improving efficiency in drill- grounded in December 1985 because of
had taken a big step in the direction of ng operations ... have paid excellent damage to its legs; Sagar Ratna's legs

indigenisation, the commission an- dividends, 
 were damaged in April 1985. It was
nounced that it had started buying rigs Findings: During the sixth plan, recommissloned after the legs ofanother

and machinery-the main expenditure ONGC's drilling, both onland and off- rig were cannibalised for repair pur
item in oil production-from Bharat shore, fell short of its own targets. poses; Sagar Shakti, employed to drill aHeavy Electricals Limited (BHEL), an- Onland ONGC drilled 20 per cent below target of 12 wells could very disappoint
other Indian company. But, internal target. The most serious short-fall was in ingly drill only eight; and Sagar Gaurav
documents show, this was a shell game the Assam field where ONGC, as against a fell fdr short of required performance

because the machines provided to ONGC target of 3,00,000 metres was able to expectations. The only two drills which

by BHEL contain imported components drill only 1,91,230 metres. The minutes met their performance targets were
 
as high as 77 per cent. According to of a corfidential performance review Sagar Vijay and Sagar Samrat.

Indian industrialists, the foreign compo- meeting held last year reveal that the Claim:The number ofsick wells has
nents in parts they fabricate for ONGC petroleum secretary admonished ONGC been reduced...and the period ofseismicoperations is as high as 50 per cent. In officials over short-falls in drilling and parties (for exploration) has been In
1985,theoNGc annual reportnoted that refused to accept their excuse that the creased. ONGC has achieved interna
the commission had made "a real con-
 failure to meet targets was the result of tional standards of excellence.
tribution to the Indian economy... non-availability of rigs. Findings:During a closed-door perthrough helping establish a sound base Claim: Drilling has been stream- formance review meeting of the sixth

for the manufacture of drilling rigs, lined to achieve the maximum 
 effi- plan, the petroleum minister said ONGC
offshore supply vessels, cementing units ciency. Mobile rigs have been intro- needed to make "substantial improve
and logging units....This has created the duced which have increased cycle speed ments" by speeding up seismic surveys,
right envilonment for the transfer of by 40 per cent. improving the techlical audit of thetechnology to Indian units." But the Findings: Despite ONGC'S claims 6f quality of data collected, better interpre
following year, the commission's own improved "rig performance", the bare tation of data and a more realistic deterimport substitution group announced facts are that six out of eight rigs owned mination ofdrilling programmes "based
that during the seventh plan, greater and managed by it and employed at the on vigorous analysis". He also notedemphasis would be placed on the crucia! Bombay High field performed that there were a large number of "sick
chartcrhireofmanyofthesesameitems, miserably during 1985-86. The overall wells" and the time being taken to repair
In other words, these goods and ser- rig performance at Bombay High would these was"amattcrofseriousconcem".
vices-mostly available from abroad- have been disastrous had it not been for And he also inade'it clear that in his
will, in the future, simply be leased. In the much better performance of foreign opinion, the Oil and Nalural Gas Coinfact, ONcC'Scharterhire plans caused the rigsmanagedandoperated by foreigners mission had a long way to go in order todirector of the Department of Economic under charterhire. During that year "attain international levels of
Affairs to remark caustically at a recent Sagar Vlkasburneddown in afire; Sagar excellence". 
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